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We do not all have equal voices in the design decisions that affect us. Often, the

institutions that make these decisions are not committed to designing for mem-

bers of marginalized groups who may particularly benefit from or be harmed by

the outcomes of these decisions. Although voice assistants are a potentially life-

altering technology for some, they currently exist principally as luxury goods.

The needs and values of marginalized groups for whom voice assistants may be

more impactful have received relatively little attention. Among these underrep-

resented voices in the design process of voice assistants are older adults (age 65

and older), who are at higher risks of experiencing cognitive, functional, visual,

hearing, emotional, social, and other impairments, who are often not experienced

technology users, and who may depend on caregivers.

This dissertation adapts existing concepts from inclusive design to the inter-

action design of voice assistants, contributing four studies that advocate for im-

proving their inclusivity (and safety). Two of these are empirical studies that ex-

plore the use of voice assistants by older adults from two different angles: 1) an

approximately two-month long intervention studying private-setting interactions

with users who become experienced over the duration of the study, and 2) a close

look (second by second) at public-setting interactions with mostly novice users.



Together, these two studies examine communication gaps that may lead to exclu-

sion and inform design strategies to increase the inclusivity of voice assistants for

older adults (e.g., by integrating into healthcare systems, and by reacting to audio-

prosodic and visual cues). The third study explores building voice assistants that

perform self-repair as a way to address communication breakdowns such as those

seen in the first two studies. We demonstrate that voice assistants that perform

self-repair in response to visual cues improve interactions, even after factoring in

instances in which these visual cues are not appropriately interpreted. Finally, the

fourth study grapples with ethical concerns by developing a framework to reflect

on the role of empathy in these interactions and mitigate their potential risk of

harm. My studies were carefully designed to complement each other—together

they show the power and perils of voice assistants.

As a whole, I (i) examine how older adults currently interact with voice as-

sistants; (ii) evaluate alternative designs that could accelerate the development of

inclusive voice assistant features; and (iii) develop a framework to mitigate poten-

tial harms of empathetic conversational user interfaces. Taken together, this work

aspires to relieve some of the burdens placed on underrepresented individuals to

adapt to the impositions of digital technologies, serves to promote the inclusion

of marginalized groups in mainstream technological activities that can increase

justice and equity, and warns us about potential risk of harm.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Inclusive design brings the needs of the people at the margins1 to the design

of mainstream products and services [104]. However, often, the institutions that

make these decisions are not committed to representing the needs of people from

marginalized groups, who may particularly benefit from or be harmed by the out-

comes of these decisions, in the products they build. For example, voice assistants,

which are predominantly used for music, hands-free search, and to control smart

home devices [48], have tremendous potential for increasing access to healthcare

for people with low literacy, and low digital literacy. Despite this potential, work

in the space has received relatively little attention.

This dissertation focuses on voice assistants, which are becoming mainstream,

but could be much more inclusive. Voice assistants rely on several types of AI2, in-

cluding natural language processing and generation, and machine learning. Siri,

the first voice assistant available to the mass market, was introduced merely 10

years ago (2011) as an iPhone feature. Many voice assistants compete in today’s

market (e.g., Amazon Alexa—released in 2014, and Google Assistant—released

in 2016), exist in an increasing number of devices (smart speakers, cars, televi-

sions, watches, cameras, and so on), allow third-party developers to use their plat-

1I use a working definition of marginalization written by Alakhunova et al. [41]: Marginaliza-
tion is both a condition and a process that prevents individuals and groups from full participation
in social, economic, and political life enjoyed by the wider society.

2AI is intelligence demonstrated by machines, as opposed to natural intelligence displayed by
animals including humans [308].
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forms to build voice applications, and are projected to continue becoming more

widespread in the years to come3. Their relatively early stage of diffusion and

relatively unequal distribution4 makes them an important technology to study

through a lens of inclusivity. Designed with care, voice assistants could play an

important role in integrating the needs of marginalized groups into mainstream

products and services that would otherwise be unavailable to them [147, 114]. In

the same vein, as conversational user interfaces (CUIs) become increasingly per-

vasive, we must keep in mind the challenges introduced by their humanlikeness

and potential deception. While more humanlike CUIs can be more inclusive of

people new to digital technologies by being more intuitive to use, they also evoke

emotions that can make people act in ways that are not in their best interests. This

increases risks of harm, in particular for people who may be in more vulnerable

positions, creating an urgent need for a justice-oriented perspective.

As part of practicing and promoting inclusive design, I designed my stud-

ies to focus on understanding older adult interactions with voice assistants and

on addressing older adult needs that arose. Note, I use the term “older adult”

in keeping with the American Psychological Association guidelines5, and con-

sider anyone age 60 or older (the requirement for senior center membership in

New York City6) an older adult. This said, though defining age chronologically is

the standard in academic literature, there are other, potentially more appropriate,

3www.reportlinker.com/p06033265/Global-Voice-Assistant-Application-Industry.html
4https://review42.com/resources/voice-search-stats/
5https://apastyle.apa.org/style-grammar-guidelines/bias-free-language/age
6https://www1.nyc.gov/site/dfta/services/senior-centers.page
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approaches for defining age, such as functional or performance-based age, psy-

chosocial or subjective age, organizational age, and the life span concept of age

[196]. I chose older adults for many reasons. First, they are at higher risk of being

pushed to the margins as they begin to experience cognitive, functional, visual,

hearing, emotional, social, and other impairments [119]. Addressing the needs

of older adults experiencing impairments helps others as well. Most people are

likely to experience impairments in one way or another temporarily or perma-

nently at some point in their lives [104]. So too, many people who are not older

adults can experience similar challenges for different reasons. For example, over

forty percent of the world population does not actively use the internet 7. Chil-

dren, young adults, and middle-aged adults who do not actively use the internet

may face similar challenges navigating unfamiliar digital interfaces as do older

adults, who tend to have less experience with digital technologies [119]. Addi-

tionally, older adults, like other marginalized groups (e.g., Black people, Indige-

nous people, and women) are underrepresented in the higher ranks of powerful

technology companies [108], which means that their needs are less likely to be un-

derstood and prioritized within those companies’ products. Finally, older adults

represent a large (and growing) demographic segment8 at an increased risk of

being marginalized by technology. If addressed well, inclusive mainstream solu-

tions will benefit other users as well—for example, a hands-free device designed

with people with motor impairments in mind can also benefit someone with oc-

7https://www.statista.com/statistics/617136/digital-population-worldwide/
8https://www.census.gov/newsroom/press-releases/2018/cb18-41-population-

projections.html
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cupied hands, such as someone who is driving.

In this dissertation, I explore voice assistants with older adults in two par-

ticular contexts: in a private setting with users who transition from novice to

more-experienced users, and in a public setting with mostly novice users. Then,

I propose two particular ways to move forward designing inclusively: by build-

ing voice assistants that perform self-repair9, and by developing a framework to

systematically and generatively reflect on role of empathy in human-CUI interac-

tions. I contribute the following four studies towards increasing the inclusivity of

voice assistants:

In the first study, I explore the promise of two prototype voice apps for older

adults, one for health data reporting and the other for positive reminiscing, in

the privacy of their homes. In this study, we deliver Amazon Echo Shows with

Alexa to the homes of five older adults, provided appropriate training, tracked

usage, and deployed the prototype voice apps (as design probes) to their devices.

Participants learned to use voice assistants, and saw value in the prototype voice

apps. Reminders and the display were helpful supports. We surface design chal-

lenges entailing the use of voice assistants for health data reporting, such as par-

ticipants’ perception that they would be bothering their doctors. We then provide

design guidelines—such as the need to balance expectations of humanlike interac-

9Repair is the conversational analysis term for when interactants try to fix problems in speak-
ing, hearing or understanding that come up during conversation [282, 100, 315, 309]. Self-repair
is repair by the speaker of that which is being repaired instead of repair by another interactant
[319]. Hofstetter provides a thorough video explanation of repair here: http://emcawiki.net/
Repair.
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tion affordances and the technology’s limited capabilities—for developing voice

apps tailored to older adults, and discuss how voice assistants might enable con-

tinuity of care in people’s own homes.

In the second study, I explore the use of voice assistants through a study that

looks at older adult first-time encounters with voice assistants in a public set-

ting. In this study, we video record older adults (n=26) interacting with a multi-

modal voice assistants while waiting in line at food pantries, and use Interaction

Analysis to draw insights from these recordings. We find that by being agnostic

to body language, audio-prosodic features, and other contextual factors, voice as-

sistants fail to capture and react to some important aspects of interactions. Voice

assistants did not detect when participants were leaning forward to speak to the

device or were not able to tell that the voice assistant was not listening to what

they were saying. We discuss design (e.g, interpreting users’ posture as a cue to

wake the device when they are leaning towards the device, or using older design

paradigms) and research (e.g., surveillance trade-offs) implications, and argue for

the use of multi-modal inputs with attention to privacy.

In the third study, I propose building voice assistants that perform self-repair

as a way to address communication breakdowns such as those seen in the first

two studies. We investigate how the self-repair of errors by voice assistants af-

fects user interaction. To do so, we conduct a laboratory between-participants ex-

periment (N=101), using four conditions in a 2 (presence of mistake: no mistakes
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made vs. mistakes made) × 2 (presence of repair: no repair performed vs. re-

pair performed) matrix. We measure the impact of self-repair on the participant’s

perception of the interaction. We find that self-repair greatly improves people’s

assessment of an intelligent voice assistant if a mistake has been made, but can

degrade assessment if no correction is needed. However, we find that the posi-

tive impact of self-repair in the wake of an error outweighs the negative impact of

overcorrection. In addition, participants who recently experienced an error saw

increased value in self-repair as a feature, regardless of whether they experienced

a repair themselves. Based on participants’ responses to our interview questions,

we also raise ethical concerns surrounding continuing to normalize surveillance

and the implications of human-mimetic interaction patterns. Note, we explored

this through a different population (university students in their late teens or twen-

ties), because doing so with older adults, who may be more vulnerable, is fraught

at this early stage of experimentation and development. Future work should in-

vestigate whether self-repair also improves older adult interactions with voice

assistants.

In the fourth study, I propose grappling with ethical concerns by developing

a framework to systematically and generatively reflect on the role of empathy

in human-CUI interactions. In this contribution, we argue that although hu-

manlike empathy can help technology better serve human needs, it can also be

deceptive and potentially exploitative. We introduce the notion of the Illusion of

Empathy to distinguish evocations of empathy between two humans from ones
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between a human and a CUI. We introduce a framework to reflect on these evoca-

tions from an ethical perspective for harm mitigation. Our aim is to solidify and

clarify current understanding of evocations of empathy in interactions with CUIs,

and to develop mitigation strategies that allow us to benefit from the promise of

empathetic CUIs while mitigating their risk of harm.

1.1 Contributions

My dissertation adapts existing concepts from inclusive design to the interaction

design of voice assistants, contributing four studies that advocate for improving

their inclusivity (and safety). In addition to the individual contributions described

in the four studies, this dissertation also makes the following high-level contribu-

tions:

Contribution 1: (A) It examines communication gaps between older adults and

voice assistants that might lead to exclusion. (B) In addressing communication

gaps, it demonstrates that a feature needed by older adults (i.e., voice assistant

self-repair) was shown to improve interactions for younger adults.

Contribution 2: (A) It draws on in-depth descriptions from three sets of empiri-

cal data to suggest human-centered design strategies—such as employing human-

mimetic interaction patterns, improving explainability, and reducing the ambigu-
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ity of information flow—that could improve inclusion. (B) Towards improving

inclusion, I also build and evaluate two prototype voice apps, one for health data

reporting and the other for positive reminiscing, specifically tailored to meet older

adults’ needs and preferences.

Contribution 3: It identifies an area of tension—entailing the humanlikeness of

CUIs and the risk associated with it—in the inclusive design of CUIs that I call the

Illusion of Empathy. I develop a framework to navigate this tension, opening a

new area for future research.

In this dissertation, I strive to delineate a path towards design that helps

improve the inclusivity of voice assistants. This said, achieving inclusion is a

“wicked” problem [303], which is difficult or impossible to solve because of in-

complete, contradictory, and changing requirements that are often difficult to rec-

ognize. The approaches I propose have many limitations, including the limita-

tions highlighted in each of the contributed studies (e.g., small scale, qualitative,

and/or conducted in an urban setting), and biases stemming from my own posi-

tionality as a middle-aged graduate student living in the U.S. Despite these limi-

tations, this work provides a new justice-oriented lens from which to look at hu-

manlikeness and empathy in human-CUI interactions that will help us realize the

promises of CUIs while mitigating their risk. I conclude by discussing these con-

tributions in terms of my findings and future work that could add more breadth

and depth.
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CHAPTER 2

RELATED WORK

In this chapter, I first describe what inclusive interaction design is. Then I explain

the current state of voice assistant technology (covering some of its past, present,

and potential future). I conclude by arguing that the use of voice assistants by

older adults is an area of research that urgently needs more attention.

2.1 Inclusive Interaction Design

In this work, I will be referring to inclusive interaction design as the design of

mainstream products that includes the voices, needs, and requirements of those

currently underrepresented. Two widely referenced textbooks on inclusive de-

sign are a European one titled Inclusive design: Design for the whole population

[104], and an American one titled Universal design: Creating inclusive environ-

ments [333]. These textbooks broadly describe inclusive design as design that

is aimed at including as many people as possible without the need for special-

ized systems. They both describe inclusive design as an evolving process that

expands as our understanding of the needs of a diverse population grows. Older

adults are frequently used as a canonical target population for inclusive design

[102, 333, 356, 178, 366], as our human abilities tend to change with age. How-

ever, inclusive design also accounts for multiple demographies at the margins

[333, 128, 216, 286, 171]. In 2020, two films were released that are relevant to inclu-
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sive design, Crip Camp: A Disability Revolution [10], and Coded Bias [8]. Crip Camp:

A Disability Revolution tells the story of many activists from the disability rights

movement from which inclusive design emerged, and Coded Bias foreshadows the

move of inclusive design from the physical to the digital space by narrating the

story of M.I.T. Media Lab researcher Joy Buolamwini as she uncovered flaws in

facial recognition technology. In this dissertation, I will principally focus on the

inclusive interaction design of voice assistants for older adults.

2.2 What Are Voice Assistants?

Voice assistants can be considered a form of AI, AI-based agents, AI agents, au-

tonomous agents, and so on. AI is considered to be intelligence demonstrated

by machines, as opposed to natural intelligence displayed by animals including

humans [308]. There are some research efforts aimed at general AI to approach

the sophistication of natural intelligence [357, 99]. However, recent trends have

advanced narrow AI systems. These focus on one type of task in ways that can be

perceived to be intelligent under certain circumstances [103, 160, 72, 343].

Voice assistants can perform tasks upon request—they tend to (by default)

come with voices that sound like women, use natural language processing to de-

rive intent from requests made by their users, and respond to those requests using

built-in functionality or features built by third parties [372, 328]. Voice assistants

first transcribe spoken words to text, then derive meaning from the text, and last
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respond using speech, and/or another modality. The most popular voice assis-

tants in the United States today are Amazon’s Alexa, the Google Assistant, and

Apple’s Siri. Some of the other, less-popular, voice assistants include Microsoft’s

Cortana, Samsung’s Bixby, IBM’s Watson Assistant, and Mycroft AI’s Mycroft.

This chapter will show how the design of voice assistants do not always reflect

the values and perspectives of marginalized groups, possibly to the detriment of

their true potential. In the following sections, I will cover voice assistant embod-

iment, and multi-modalities. Subsequently, I will provide more background on

the origins and state-of-the-art of voice assistants. Then, I will discuss the illusion

of empathy. Finally, I will discuss why this work focuses on voice assistants for

older adults.

2.2.1 Voice Assistant Embodiment

Because voice assistants are software agents, they must be embodied via hard-

ware. The physical devices that house voice assistants may be principally de-

signed for the voice assistant, like the Amazon Echo or Google Home smart

speakers (which are frequently referred to by the name of the voice assistant they

house—e.g. in reference to the Amazon Echo, people tend to say “ask the Alexa

for the weather"), or multi-use devices such as laptop computers or smartphones

[2, 12, 27]. Additionally, there are many devices, such as light bulbs, electrical

plugs, locks, or vacuum cleaners, that can be connected to a device that houses
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a voice assistant via supporting software applications, many times requiring an-

other device such as a smartphone or tablet [36, 15, 1]. Note, this need for an

additional software application may create a barrier for users with modest digital

literacy, and for users without the device necessary to download such an appli-

cation (these devices tend to be much more expensive than the cheapest voice as-

sistant speakers). Figure 2.1 shows embodiments and integrations by each of the

leading voice assistants in today’s market. Amazon, Google, and Apple all have

screenless smart speakers that house their respective voice assistant. Amazon and

Google also have speakers with screens (and cameras) that house Alexa and the

Google Assistant. Apple and Google have assistants that come built-in with their

mobile devices. All three companies have mobile applications that can be used to

connect their respective voice assistants to compatible devices that do not house

a voice assistant themselves. In addition, an increasing number of products are

being released with built-in voice assistants. For example, all three voice assis-

tants previously mentioned can come pre-installed in TVs and cars. Additionally,

Apple and Google sell watches with Siri and the Google Assistant, respectively.

Moreover, Facebook’s Portal devices have a built-in Alexa [28], and Google’s Nest

Cam IQ comes with the Google Assistant [22]. Note, this is not a comprehensive

list of the different embodiments and integrations of voice assistants. The embod-

iment of a voice assistant can dictate its role and its importance in a particular

setting. A voice assistant speaker with a screen in a kitchen will likely be princi-

pally used for recipes or timers, and a screenless voice assistant in a car will likely

be used to ask for directions, to make song requests, or to text while driving. In the
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Figure 2.1: This table depicts the three popular commercial voice assis-
tants and some of their different embodiments—some have
screens, some come built-in in smartphones, all of them have
designated mobile applications that can be used to connect to
other devices, and all of them come built in to a variety of other
products permeating the market.

future, voice assistants specifically designed for the home health of older adults

may be connected to health sensors and may have bigger screens for larger font

sizes.

2.2.2 Voice Assistant Multi-Modality

Many voice assistants are multi-modal, giving designers many possibilities to

adapt them to the needs of specific user groups. The principal modality of voice

assistants is speech, they are listen to and respond in spoken language; however,

this modality rarely exists in isolation. Even the simplest, screenless smart speak-
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ers (i.e. the Google Home Mini [13] or the Amazon Echo Dot [4]) have visual out-

puts such as lights—to serve as conversational visual cues—, and tactile inputs

such as buttons—to mute, control the volume, or reset the device. More sophis-

ticated devices, such as the Apple Homepod [18], can sense the space where it

is located to optimize sound output, taking space as input. Devices with screens

can sense the amount of light in a room, and adjust their screen brightness ac-

cordingly, and by virtue of having a screen also have the modalities associated

with such [14, 5]. Some of these modalities include text, or images. Similarly, de-

vices with cameras can take images as input [5]. In the case of being connected

to a robotic vacuum cleaner [35] or a lock [23], the voice assistant can take speech

as input and produce mechanical movement as its output. Any hardware device

(i.e., pet robots, health monitors, wearable devices...) could be designed to have

a voice assistant built in or connected to it. For example, there are several com-

mercialized social robots, such as Jibo and Cozmo, that were built with voice user

interfaces similar to voice assistants [275]. From an interaction perspective, this

means that the voice assistant would also have its hardware counterpart’s charac-

teristics, opening up a vast array of design possibilities for creating voice-enabled,

multi-modal objects.
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2.3 Background on Voice Assistants

Voice assistants are the synthesis of many technological advances that have oc-

curred over many decades. Even though the start of the commercial proliferation

of voice assistants was marked by the release of Siri as a built-in feature on the

iPhone 4s in 2011 [37], voice assistants have existed in science fiction for decades

[92, 140], a strong indicator of their potential for impact. This imagined utility of

voice assistants in our potential future is extremely useful for understanding the

current ways people comprehend the values of voice assistants, and hence un-

derstanding voice assistants in science fiction helps understand the values behind

voice assistants in real life.

2.3.1 Voice Assistants in Science Fiction

Science fiction can foreshadow the future of technology, and voice assistants fall

into this category of foreshadowed technology as they have indeed been imagined

in our popular media for far longer than they have existed in real life (see Figure

2.2). The 1962 futuristic cartoon show The Jetsons [164] featured many technolog-

ical innovations that are close to present-day products—one of those was Rosey

the Robotic Maid who is a humanoid robot able to recognize and produce speech,

perform household tasks, and snappily respond in social situations (e.g. when

she replies to the robotic made salesman—who had been spelling out words to

insult her, presumably thinking that she would not understand if he did not say
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Figure 2.2: Science fiction can foreshadow the future of technology. This
image portrays some voice assistant-like characters from sci-
ence fiction TV shows (top row) and movies (bottom row). It
is worthy to note what this is foreshadowing about voice as-
sistant gender roles. The female voice assistants are Rosey: a
house maid; Janet, a perfect assistant; and Samantha, a love
interest. Meanwhile, the male voice assistants are depicted
as more powerful, sometimes threatening, decision-making or
manipulation agents.

the full word—by saying, “I may be homely, buster, but I’m smart. S.M.A.R.T").

Today’s voice assistants perform similar functions to Rosey, but most of them are

embodied in speakers about the size of tissue boxes, not in human-size, human-

like robots. One can ask a voice assistant to activate the robotic vacuum which

will autonomously clean the floor, and a voice assistant is likely to make snarky

remarks if one accidentally calls it by its competitor’s name.

There are many examples of aspects of voice assistants, or voice assistants
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themselves, in science fiction. In the “White Christmas" episode (2014) of the con-

temporary TV show Black Mirror, men remotely watch the lives of others while

whispering advice into their ear—if one substitutes the human for an automated

machine, one ends up with a voice assistant-powered earbud giving real-time life

advice. This substitution is not too far off given humans are currently being used

to impersonate and thus train voice assistants [92]. Voice assistants are also al-

luded to in the lighthearted TV show The Good Place, which features Janet, a cheery

character that can be summoned on-demand, just like Siri, Alexa, and the Google

Assistant, and assists other characters (although never an older adults with dis-

abilities) by providing requested information and objects. In the show, there is

also a version of Janet that is bad, Bad Janet who lives in The Bad Place. By cre-

ating “good” Janet’s foil, Bad Janet, the creators of the show recognized both the

power and perils of an assistant like Janet. Finally, the Voice-First Computer in

Star Trek (1966), HAL 9000 from 2001: A Space Odyssey (1968) [17], and Samantha,

the name of the operating system that the main character, a man, falls in love with

in the movie Her (2013) [184], are all fictional voice assistants featured in movies

that more directly match the voice assistants described in this work. Notice the

values reflected in the role of voice assistants portrayed in popular media, and

what these values are foreshadowing about the future. For example, drawing

from a feminist HCI perspective [58], and analyzing the gender roles portrayed,

we may observe that the female voice assistants are Rosey: a house maid; Janet,

a perfect assistant; and Samantha, a love interest. Similarly, all of these assistants

are predominantly designed to ultimately serve the goals of men. Rosey sup-
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ports a relatively wealthy woman by doing house chores for a family headed by

a man, Janet’s principal user is a male character who designs the neighborhood

where the story takes place, and Samantha becomes the love interest of a man.

Meanwhile, the male voice assistants are depicted as more powerful, sometimes

threatening, decision-making or manipulation agents. Moreover, the main users

of the male voice assistants are rarely female, and even less likely to be serving

the goals of women. These stories are lacking empowering representations of the

women. Gender is used here as a straightforward (yet limited as gender is not

binary) example, but similar analyses could be made based on other underrep-

resented identities. The messages being amplified by these characters underrep-

resent the voices and perspectives of marginalized groups, and signal towards a

future where technology replicates harmful inequalities.

This is merely a small selection of voice assistants in science fiction, in a late-

breaking work piece presented at CHI in 2019, Cheng et al. systematically ana-

lyzed the role of voice assistants in science fiction by consulting an online movie

club and conducting a workshop where they identified 31 movies featuring 43

voice assistants [92]. In this systematic review that considers each voice assis-

tant in detail there is no mention of highly important identity markers represen-

tative of large portions of our global population, such as race, disability, or older

age. Also, not unlike most research on new technologies, the participant pool did

not include older adults. This example represents one of many under-addressed

opportunities towards mitigating disparities. A method to do so is by applying

more-inclusive theoretical lenses, such as critical race theory [271], post-colonial
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Figure 2.3: Screenshot from Black Mirror’s “White Christmas" episode. The
back of the main character is shown as he and other men (de-
picted in the screen on the right) are advising another man
whose every move they are watching (on the left screen) re-
garding how to approach a woman in order to have her become
romantically interested.

computing [176], queer theory [212],or social justice interaction design [127], as we

study these new technologies. It is imperative that the voices of underrepresented

groups are amplified in design of voice assistants, as voice assistants’ potential for

positive impact depends on it.

Moreover, scholars are also engaging in science-fiction-like speculation about

the future of voice assistants; for example, in 2017, Mozilla commissioned a group

of researchers to imagine long-term potential futures for voice assistants, and they

created three visions for three different voice assistant devices. In these visions,

they attempted to break the typical depictions of family engendered in the media,
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in particular in Amazon’s Echo commercials. However, their attempt at doing so

is superficial by "showing more than one language being spoken, or challenging

gender stereotypes." One of the devices they envisioned asks “why” before ful-

filling a request and gains context-awareness and intelligence by doing so. In a

vignette portraying an interaction, after its user asked it to turn on the lights (to

go to the bathroom) a few times, the voice assistant identified these requests as

a potential symptom for prostate cancer and automatically made an medical ap-

pointment. Another of their envisioned devices is able to impersonate its user.

In the vignette for this device, the user uses the voice assistant device to make a

service call, and as the user realizes how unhelpful the agent on the other side is

being, she turns down the politeness knob and turns up the confidence knob of

the voice assistant impersonating her. Finally, the third vision is for a voice as-

sistant device that is able to synthesize information from literature and help the

user argue for what he wants by citing historical events [304]. These ideas are

short descriptions that portray what may happen as technological advancements

approach scenarios foreshadowed by science fiction. However, even in these sce-

narios where the creators attempted to be more inclusive than the status quo, the

lack of reflection based on positionality leaves significant issues unaddressed and

limits their potential for positive impact. For example, how might the effects of us-

ing decreasing a "politeness" knob be interpreted differently when the user sounds

local versus foreign? As they have been envisioned, these voice assistants meet

the needs of a person who does not feel like going to work, and of someone else

who is annoyed by the customer service representative. However, how could a
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voice assistant be designed to make the online world more inclusive to someone

with limited technological literacy? What interactions would benefit individuals

with disabilities for whom a voice assistant could grant more autonomy? How

would these design speculations be different if they had employed social-justice

oriented frameworks to promote public interest and to amplify underrepresented

needs?

Humans have been anticipating the arrival of voice assistant technology for

decades, and now that the technology is finally here, we continue speculating

about where it is headed. As is evident from the multiple scenarios portrayed

in science fiction, and from the examples that were alluded to, voice assistant

technology can evolve in many ways. These ways can be good and bad, respectful

or intrusive, genuinely helpful or manipulative, and inclusive or divisive. This is

why it is so important to innovate with caution and thoughtfulness.

2.3.2 How Voice Assistants Work

There has been a enormous amount of work invested in making voice assistants

technically possible. Efforts towards this goal include: learning from biology (i.

e., how does human speech work in the first place) [43, 314], creating hardware

systems to record and make sense of sound [241], building mathematical and com-

putational models to interpret recorded sound [186, 155], and bringing these and

elements from other fields together into a cohesive, connected system that can
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Figure 2.4: Voice assistant devices envisioned by Rogers et al. The one on
the left has knobs for humor, politeness, mood, personality, and
confidence. Image reproduced from [304].

be packaged in computers smaller than a matchbox (e.g. the Apple watch [31]).

The subsequent sections break down how voice assistants work into two sub-

categories: speech recognition and response (see Figure 2.5). Speech recognition

includes transcribing speech to text, and deriving intent from the text [328]. The

voice assistant response includes transforming the intent into an action, which

could include a speech response, requiring text to speech, and/or another action,

such as fulfilling a command to turn on a light or send a text message [328]. Voice

assistants perform these computations in a way that is essentially invisible to the

user.
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Figure 2.5: Diagram breaking down how voice assistants work into two
subcategories: speech recognition and response. Speech recog-
nition includes transcribing speech to text, and deriving intent
from the text. The voice assistant response includes transform-
ing the intent into an action, which could include a speech re-
sponse, requiring text to speech, and/or another action.

Speech to text

An important step towards building machines that can recognize speech was

learning how human speech works. The human mouth has different cavities,

with which we can generate sound at different frequencies to make vowels [269].

The frequencies generated from these different cavities are called formants, and

they vary based on how the articulators’ (such as the tongue) position and shape

affect the cavities in our resonator tract [269]. This directly maps to how spo-

ken sounds generate different signals that machines can register and categorize.

In 1952, a controlled study was ran to measure the frequency, in terms of cycles

per second (cps), and amplitude of the formants making up vowels [283]. The

first formant (principally generated in the pharynx) of the vowels in the word
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"peak" is relatively low (∼ 310 cps), meanwhile the first formant in the vowel of

the word "clock" is relatively high (∼ 850 cps); on the other hand, the second for-

mant (mostly created from in the oral cavity) of the vowels in the word "peak" is

relatively high (∼ 2790 cps), meanwhile the second formant in the vowel of the

word "clock" is relatively low (∼ 1220 cps); the frequencies selected here are mea-

surements of adult female speech, as they tend to be in the middle, lower than

children but higher than men [269, 283]. Being able to classify vowels was an

important milestone for speech recognition.

Another part of understanding speech recognition is understanding how to

represent sound from speech in ways that are understandable to humans and ma-

chines alike. Electrical signals from speech can be can be interpreted by machines,

and turned into visualizations that make it easier for humans to interpret the data.

There a few ways to represent sound via visualizations, including waveforms, fre-

quency spectra, and spectograms. Waveforms depict sound intensity over time,

and are common in many video and sound editing software tools such as Adobe

Premier Pro or GarageBand. Jürgen, a phonetics expert, explains how formants

can be visualized using a frequency spectrum (the range of frequencies in an elec-

trical signal that can be generated by speech), or spectograms (sound frequencies

and amplitudes over time) [163]. We can identify vowels from a single snapshot

of their frequencies; however, identifying consonants requires incorporating time-

based elements such as silences and formant transitions into the analysis [163].

These representations and techniques were used to further the knowledge neces-

sary to build speech recognition machines.
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To briefly illustrate the evolution of speech recognition technology, I rely on a

book chapter on the history of automated speech recognition by Gold et al. [155],

and add some more current context. The first speech recognition machines re-

lied on knowledge about how speech works to program rules that would parse

the electrical signals generated by speech [155]. For example, because we can

represent speech in terms of formants, a rule was created to parse speech based

on a cutoff point, 900 cps, which was an appropriate cutoff approximation be-

tween formants for adult male speech [155]. In other words, the frequencies be-

low 900cps made up the first formant, the ones between 900cps and 1800cps made

up the second formant, and so on. Once parsed, the frequency for each formant

present in one moment of sound could be approximated, and the correspond-

ing speech sound could be inferred [155]. A less sophisticated technique, that

nevertheless relied on similar knowledge, was used for creating the Radio Rex, a

speech-activated toy patented in 1916, that would push Rex out of its house when

its name (∼ 500 cps) was called out [65, 155]. In this case, the toy skipped the "text

to intent" step by only having one possible intent, triggering the dog to come out

of the house. Another important technique for more robust speech recognition in-

volves using far-field microphone arrays, which are used to measure the direction

speech is coming from [199]. This section briefly explains some elements of speech

to text recognition; however, for voice assistants, this is only the first component

of how they work.
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Text to intent

The Radio Rex and the first speech recognition machines were limited in many

ways, and relied on hard-coded rules to work. However, subsequent innovations

and methodologies became increasingly sophisticated, allowing the recognition of

more words, phrases, and subsequently intents. Advances in various techniques

such as in the use of Hidden Markov Models (use statistics to predict future states

based on current state) [186], the fast fourier transform (an algorithm that allowed

the efficient filtering of sound into separate waves of different frequencies) [267],

and linear predictive coding (a form of compressing sound information) [274] al-

lowed machines to process and interpret a wider array of sounds. For example,

the use of dynamic programs enabled pattern recognition, which helped with

identifying utterances that were said at different speeds [310]. These concepts

form part of a field called natural language processing (commonly referred to as

NLP). One of the most successful, commercially available speech recognition tools

is Dragon Home, a software tool produced by a company called Nuance that can

be installed in computers to allow computer use via dictation. Dragon was first

developed in 1975 using probabilistic function of a Markov process [56], and now

a useful speech-to-text tool for many, especially useful for individuals with motor

or other impediments that prevent them from being able to type. In order to pre-

vent mistakes, and to accurately type (in this case this would be the action) Dragon

relies on NLP models to make predictions about what a person is trying to com-

municate [11]. These models work by learning from large datasets, which have
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labeled data to "train" models and "test" models. The creation of standardized

datasets was also a key component of moving speech recognition forward [155].

The first standard data corpus was TIMIT [150], which was also used as a way to

unify and compare research emerging from different places. At first the datasets

were used for mostly for detecting whether speech had been correctly transcribed.

There are many NLP breakthroughs that make deriving meaning from text pos-

sible, an important one for deriving meaning is a recurrent neural net method

developed in the late 1990s called long short-term memory, capable of process-

ing sequences of data, such as speech. [169]. More recent developments include

large transformer models for synthesizing speech from text [210], and for ques-

tion answering and language inference [122]. In summary, using various methods

to record and extract different features of speech, the implementation of different

theoretical models, and the creation of centralized datasets to train and test dif-

ferent methods have resulted in extremely capable speech recognition technology

that is becoming increasingly more robust [155].

Intent to action

Once an intent has been identified, an action can be assigned. An iconic example

for a machine able to carry out a conversation on its own is ELIZA (1966), which

was a hard-coded program that allowed its users to carry out conversations simi-

lar to that of some psychotherapists. ELIZA worked by identifying a keyword in

what a user typed and then applying rules to compute a response based on the
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keyword (or lack thereof) [370]. Many years later, Richard Wallace, influenced by

ELIZA, developed A.L.I.C.E. with the intention of passing the Turing Test, a test

to see if a human can tell a machine and another human apart [350]; however,

even though much more capable than ELIZA, A.L.I.C.E. was not able to pass this

test [364]. More discussion of distinguishing human from machine is included in

Chapter 6. When programming an Alexa "skill" [44] or a Google Assistant "action"

[123], a developer can select from a menu of options how to respond, and apply

rules to determine when to respond how.

Text to speech and other actions

A speech response is developed by creating synthetic speech, which requires the

automatic reproduction of sound. Automatic sound reproduction dates back to

around 875 A.D., when a pair of brothers created a “Banu Musa", which was a

water-powered musical instrument able to automatically generate sound [145].

If we fast-forward several centuries, we can find YouTube videos demonstrating

how to trim audio clips to represent the main sounds in a given language, and

then use computer programs to stitch these clips together to form speech [32].

Susan Bennet’s website contains her testimonies regarding having her voice pro-

fessionally recorded to use for the original voice for Siri [38] suggests that a similar

technique to the one in the YouTube videos was used by Apple to create the first

commercial version of Siri. Today, we can use deep learning to train a synthetic

voice to speak like specific humans with just seconds of recorded speech [180, 179].
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The ease and flexibility enabled by the emerging technological developments in

speech synthesis will give room for a lot of control over the types of voices we cre-

ate. This control can be beneficial in helping personalize voices, in particular for

individuals who have difficulty hearing certain conversational styles or accents.

Given the multi-modality of voice assistants, a response can be in the form of

speech alone, or it can also be paired with or take other forms. For example, to

respond the the command, “Alexa, set a timer for 10 minutes," Alexa can respond,

“your 10 minute timer is starting now." In doing so, Alexa has generated a speech

response, and also performed the action of setting a timer, which could also in-

clude a visual display if Alexa is in a device with a screen and the (non-speech)

sound of the timer when it ends. There are many actions a voice assistant can

respond with; some of these include: turning on a light, or an electrical appliance

[1, 15]; making a robotic vacuum return to its base [35]; playing an audiobook [6],

music [64], or a video [25]; providing sound effects as one reads a book [26]; or

making a call [20] or sending a text to a contact [19]. In short, knowing how to

respond involves first understanding what was asked, and then following rules

to create a response, which can be a speech and/or other type of response.

The commercialization of voice assistants

Voice assistants capable of robustly developing responses to speech started to

appear on the market in the 2010s. In 2011, Siri launched the iPhone 4s [37],

marking an important milestone in bringing voice assistants to millions of con-
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sumers. Three years later, in 2014, Amazon announced the launch of its first

Alexa-powered speaker, the Echo [33]. And Google announced the Google As-

sistant and the Google Home in 2016 [34]. The introduction of voice assistants

into the market is creating an ecological change. I make this argument borrow-

ing from Postman’s fourth idea about technological change, which argues that

"[t]echnological change is not additive; it is ecological." [290] Postman describes

what he means by ecological change with an analogy: "What happens if we place

a drop of red dye into a beaker of clear water? Do we have clear water plus a

spot of red dye? Obviously not. We have a new coloration to every molecule of

water." [290] This change affects all of us. For example, upon entering any room

with a voice assistant device, if a person says something that the voice assistant

interprets as its wake word then that person will likely be recorded regardless

of having consented and without necessarily being notified. Subsequently, these

recordings may be saved and shared without the person’s permission. In addi-

tion, and also borrowing from Postman, "there are always winners and losers in

technological change." [290] In the case of voice assistants, the winners are most

likely to be those whose voices and needs are represented when voice assistants

are being designed. Today, voice assistants are ubiquitous (news reports indicate

that smart speakers sales alone reached new record of 146.9M in 2019 [29]) and

ever more capable, creating an urgent need for more equitable representation in

their design process.
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2.3.3 How Possible Is It for Anyone to Build Voice Assistant In-

teractions?

There are some options for third-party developers to build voice apps using de-

veloper consoles. For example, Amazon has the Alexa developer console, which

allows people to develop voice apps, or “skills”, for Alexa1. Similarly, Google has

a developer console for people to build voice apps, or “actions”, on the Google

Assistant2. It is worth noting that platforms controlled by the bigger technologi-

cal companies allow these companies to benefit from having data associated with

using them and may make it more difficult to compete against them. Off-the-shelf

software frameworks include Amazon’s Alexa Skill Kit [44], Google’s Dialogflow

[123], and Mycroft AI’s Skills Kit [40]. Mycroft claims to be the most "hacker"-

friendly platform, and claims to give users and developers more control over their

data, giving people the option to share everything (and be put towards the bigger

dataset to increase their system’s intelligence) or nothing; however, Mycroft still

relies on tools provided by bigger companies, and it is difficult to assess how these

companies use that data. All these platforms provide software development kits,

including APIs, resources, and documentation that enable developers to benefit

from the platforms’ machine-learning and natural language processing capabili-

ties. If looking to develop voice-based interaction in multi-modal systems (e.g.,

by including video), some of these platforms already offer ready-made APIs for

1https://developer.amazon.com/en-US/alexa
2https://developers.google.com/assistant/console
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this purpose, such as Alexa’s Video Skill API [46] or Google’s Interactive Canvas

API [156]. Additionally, there are voice assistant tools that allow developers to

combine voice-based and text-based AI, such Amazon Lex [45] and Dialogflow

[123]. These options allow a wide range of people to be able to contribute towards

building the future of voice assistants; however, it is much more difficult to build

anything comparable in functionality without depending on tools provided by

companies leading the market. Again, the needs of marginalized groups are un-

derrepresented in the design and development decisions these companies often

make, exacerbating inequality.

2.3.4 How Is Voice Assistant Technology Advancing in The Near

Future?

Deep learning has accelerated the development of voice-based technology, and

it will continue to improve in many fronts. For example, currently, commercial

voice assistants have a difficult time understanding speech with different accents

or conversational style from the ones that were used to train them [251, 49, 280].

However, voice assistants will become increasingly better at understanding all

sorts of speech. For example, Google AI research has successfully trained a sys-

tem to recognize impaired speech [158]. There is a growing list of datasets that

can be used to train speech applications, a highly popular one is Mozilla’s Com-

mon Voice dataset, which is part of an effort to bridge the digital speech divide,
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allowing people all over the world to contribute to it and to download the dataset

to train speech-enabled applications [9]. Synthetic voices were initially trained

using many hours of professionally recorded speech (for example, see Susan Ben-

nett’s testimonial as the original voice of Siri [38]), but today one can download

pre-trained models and create a voice that sounds like any other voice with just

seconds of training data [180, 179]. The technological advances foreshadow many

opportunities for voice assistants to be more inclusive by being able to both un-

derstand and sound like a variety of voices.

2.4 Related Work on Voice Assistants

A significant amount of research has emerged related to voice assistant tech-

nology. There is research surrounding technical advances for the technology

[120, 379, 199, 122, 210], associated risks [247, 201, 97, 384, 144], and platform

comparisons [245, 218, 300]. Tangentially, some are researching voice assistant

applications in other fields, such as mental health [244, 242, 245], or medicine

[243, 324, 68]. More specifically within the human-computer interaction (HCI)

field, researcher surrounding voice assistants’ social role [295, 89, 94], conversa-

tional (or not) nature [62, 103], ability to help young children read and learn [376],

and promise as a tool to encourage self-disclosure [207, 381] has emerged. At a

higher level, researchers are also endeavoring to understand voice assistants’ cur-

rent use and impact by analyzing usage logs [64], or product reviews [268, 295].
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Though more scarcely and more preliminary, some research has been specifically

focused on underrepresented communities. For example, Amugongo found a

need for more African accents and languages to be incorporated in voice assis-

tants [49]. Shiller’s research argues that "Alexa or Google Home elide and repro-

duce the gendered and racialized dimensions of domestic labor, streamline this la-

bor for capture by capital, and heighten the very affective dynamics they promise

to ameliorate" [320]. Relatedly, Hannon [165] and Ni Loideain and Adams [261]

examine the role of gender in voice assistants. Finally, Pradhan et al. [292], Bal-

asuriya et al. [57], and Friedman et al. [147] discuss the use of voice assistants

by people with disabilities. Amongst the underrepresented groups in the design

and research of voice assistants are older adults [334]. Even though much research

has emerged surrounding voice assistants, the representation of groups that could

highly benefit from voice assistant technology is lacking.

2.5 Voice Assistants for Older Adults

The proportion of older adults in the US population is larger than ever before and

the growth trend is expected to continue [82], widening the need to support ag-

ing in place [175]. Many older adults desire to live independently at home for as

long as possible, suggesting possible opportunities for technological innovation

[138, 291]. As we age, our bodies begin to function differently: while we may not

remember things like we used to, have shaky hands, and/or need glasses to read
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text [119], we also become better at regulating our emotions (i.e. by implement-

ing by cognitive control mechanisms that enhance positive and diminish negative

information) [233]. In the face of these changes, new technologies, such as voice

assistants, could be tailored to older adults’ needs and preference to support hap-

pily and independently aging in place [373, 39, 214].

Older adults are frequently excluded from research and design of mainstream

technologies, such as voice assistants [313, 361, 64], resulting in technological

products that do not address their needs [117, 118]. Despite the unique promise

voice assistants present for older adults, voice assistant research focused on older

adults is scarce [313]. A 2019 systematic literature review of research published

in the Association of Computing Machinery Digital Library only found 16 articles

addressing the perception and use of voice assistants by older adults as opposed

to 1581 records when age-related keywords were removed [334]. This is a missed

opportunity, as an analysis of voice assistant usage logs by Oh et al. [272] found

that older adults used the voice assistant more when compared to younger adults.

In 2020, Pradhan et al. [294] conducted a general-use study with similar methods

to the ones we employ in Chapter 3, a 3-week field deployment of the Amazon

Echo Dot in the homes of seven older adults, and found consistent usage for find-

ing online information, including health related information. In another study,

also with similar methods to ours, Kim and Choudhury [192] found that over

time older adults felt less worried about making mistakes and enjoyed the digital

companionship as they got used to using voice assistants. In contrast to the work

presented in Chapter 3 of this dissertation, these two studies did not use design
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provocations to dive deeply on the specific topics of home health and wellbeing.

In their study, O’Brien et al. [268] identified five major themes for older adults’

use of voice assistants: (1) entertainment; (2) companionship; (3) home control; (4)

reminders; and (5) emergency communication. Out of these, though not explicitly

stated in the paper, the first two may be related to wellbeing, and the last two

to home health. Ennis et al. [138] developed a voice assistant-based innovation

to support ambient assistive living and received promising feedback. However,

despite their promise, many older adults abandon the use of these devices, cit-

ing difficulty in finding valuable uses, beliefs about the lack of essential benefits

provided, or challenges with use in shared spaces [348].

2.5.1 Combating stereotypes surrounding older adult technology

use

In response to harmful stereotypes made about older adults, Rogers and Marsden

[305] called for us to move beyond the rhetoric of compassion to one of empow-

erment. Furthermore, Vines et al. [360] found that discourse is often framed in

problematic ways that represent common stereotypes around old age, and call for

more-individualized and more-contextualized approaches. Higher prevalence of

technology use in older adults (65+) has been associated with younger age, be-

ing male, white race, higher education level, and being married [151]. Moreover,

older adults who adopt information communication technology have been found
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to value their technology activities as important in their lives Vroman et al. [362].

In an effort to address potential inequalities, we 1) gave participants in our

long-term study appropriate training for them to develop expertise in the use of

voice assistants, and 2) sought to recruit participants with fewer of the character-

istics associated with higher prevalence of technology use by Gell et al. [151] for

both empirical studies involving older adults.

Chapters 3 and 4 of this dissertation, add to this early literature by deeply

examining potential uses of voice assistants for older adults’ home health and

wellbeing, by identifying challenges and barriers that older adults may face when

interacting with voice assistants, and by proposing design strategies to improve

voice assistants’ inclusivity.
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CHAPTER 3

A FIELD STUDY OF TWO PROTOTYPE VOICE APPS TO SUPPORT AGING

IN PLACE

This chapter focuses on the first goal of this dissertation—to examine how

older adults currently interact with voice assistants through a lens of inclusivity—

by exploring the use of voice assistants for supporting aging in place. I present a

research-through-design field study of two prototype voice apps to support aging

in place, one for health data reporting and the other for positive reminiscing. The

content in this chapter is currently (at the time of writing this section of my disser-

tation) under submission to be published as an academic article elsewhere. It was

written in collaboration with Jessica Bethune, Alexa Lempel, Rony Krell, Katrin

Hänsel, Armin Shahrokni, Deborah Estrin, and Nicola Dell. Because of this, I will

be switching from the singular “I” to the plural “we” for the rest of the chapter.

The writing has been slightly edited to fit this dissertation.

We delivered Amazon Echo Shows with Alexa to the homes of five older

adults, provided appropriate training, tracked usage, and deployed the proto-

type voice apps (as design probes) to their devices. Participants learned to use

voice assistants, and saw value in the prototype voice apps. Reminders and the

display were helpful supports. We surface design challenges entailing the use

of voice assistants for health data reporting, such as participants’ perception that

they would be bothering their doctors. We then provide design guidelines for

developing voice apps tailored to older adults, and discuss how voice assistants
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might enable continuity of care in people’s own homes.

3.1 Introduction

In Section 2.5, I described how older adults are frequently excluded from re-

search and design of mainstream technologies. As mentioned before, despite their

promise for supporting home health and wellbeing, investigation of the needs of

older adults has been insufficient [334]. For example, voice apps tailored specifi-

cally to older adults are scarce and understudied. This chapter advocates for im-

proving the inclusivity of voice assistants by intentionally focusing on the needs

of a marginalized group in the design of digital technology, older adults. In this

chapter, I build upon recent studies that have investigated how voice assistants are

used in older adults’ homes [294, 192, 387] or how voice apps may be designed

for older adults’ health information seeking needs [230]. I do so by combining

long-term use of voice assistants with the deployment of prototype voice apps to

realistically study how voice apps may be specifically designed to support aging

in place. Voice apps designed with and for older adults may help to bridge the

digital divide in the provision of healthcare and wellbeing services.

This chapter presents a small-scale, research-through-design [385] field study

of two prototype voice apps to support aging in place, one inspired by the promise

of voice assistants for home health and the other for wellbeing. The first proto-

type voice app was a voice-based geriatric assessment developed in partnership

with a geriatric oncologist. The second prototype voice app engaged participants
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in positive reminiscing by using questions from StoryCorps [16] as prompts. Sto-

ryCorps is a non-profit organization centered around storytelling and popularized

by National Public Radio1. We delivered smart speaker-based voice assistants (i.e.,

Amazon Echo Show with Alexa) to five older adult participants who lived alone,

and analyzed their usage of the device for approximately two months. We also

conducted periodic interviews with each participant in which we provided train-

ing and guidance about existing functionalities of voice assistants and introduced

the prototype voice apps, which were deployed to their devices before the inter-

views. We analyzed participants’ usage logs and interview transcripts.

Participants were able to effectively use the prototype voice apps, and saw the

value in using Alexa for health and wellbeing in a way that they had not imagined

or mentioned before using the prototype voice apps. We found that participants

needed some sort of scaffolding or reminder to use the prototype voice apps out-

side of interview times, and that the display helped support health data report-

ing. We surface design challenges entailing the use of voice assistants for health

data reporting, such as participants’ perception that they would be bothering their

doctors. In addition, engaging with the prototype voice apps empowered partic-

ipants to contribute ideas for improvements and for other voice apps that would

be useful to them.

We contribute an in-depth exploration of two prototype voice apps to support

aging in place to research on computer-supported cooperative work. The engage-

1https://www.npr.org/
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ments with our prototype voice apps yielded usability findings that inform design

guidelines for future voice app development tailored to older adults, and findings

that will inform future research for technologies to support continuity of care in

older adults’ own homes.

3.2 Related Work

The related work presented in this chapter extends the one previously described

in Section 2.5, which focused broadly on voice assistants for older adults. Here,

we focus specifically on research surrounding the design of voice apps tailored

for older adults related to health and wellbeing. We cover work that investigates

voice assistants’ role as a technological solution that may support aging in place,

in particular via home health, and on their role as companions that may help

improve wellbeing. This chapter extends this research via a research-through-

design [385] field study of two prototype voice apps to support aging in place.

3.2.1 Voice apps for aging in place

Healthcare literature increasingly recognizes the need for technological solutions

to support older adults’ healthcare needs [373, 325, 39, 291, 214], an essential com-

ponent for supporting aging in place. Abdi et al. [39] specifically cite voice assis-

tants as one of eight emerging technologies that could potentially be used to meet
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older people’s needs in various care and support domains. Several researchers

have investigated the use and perception of voice assistants for health informa-

tion seeking [79, 257, 230]. Chen et al. [91] explored voice assistant care delivery

and quality of life enhancements for older adults as a collaborative task between

patients and providers, highlighting more support for health data reporting (what

our first prototype voice app does) as a major application for voice assistants. To

investigate specific voice apps, some have done participatory design workshops

with scenarios [230], and others have created and tested prototypes that rely on

scripted utterances [257]. While these sorts of interactions are valuable to charac-

terize beliefs and perceived benefits and barriers, they are early-stage investiga-

tions that do not fully cover the range of limitations that come into play in reality.

For example, in a study of the formation of a makerspace in a retirement commu-

nity, Lazar et al. [202] found that “to answer questions about their preferences for

a makerspace, participants had to first form a sense of what a makerspace is or

is not for.” Without this information, ideas were too broad or too narrow. Simi-

larly, without knowing the specific capabilities and limitations of voice assistants,

participants would have difficulty formulating detailed preferences or coming up

with well-scoped ideas for voice apps. Because of this, we developed and de-

ployed prototype voice apps that mimicked real-life interactions. This allowed us

to investigate the ease-of-use of these prototype voice apps in a naturalistic man-

ner, while staying true to the constraints of the technology. Furthermore, given

that ease-of-use and usefulness are significant variables in predicting technology

acceptance [248], it is of utmost important that these interactions are studied in a
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realistic setting where usability issues can be noted.

Companionship and wellbeing

Although computer use alone has not been associated with wellbeing [124, 197,

363], recent research has found that some older adults enjoy voice assistants’ com-

panionship [98, 268, 293, 192, 105]. The Oxford Languages dictionary defines as

the state of being comfortable, healthy, or happy. Healthy cognition is an important as-

pect of wellbeing, and factors such social disengagement have been directly linked

to cognitive decline [59]. Because of this, social relationships with voice assistants

could be leveraged to support older adults’ wellbeing.

The role of voice assistants as companions has been noted by many. In an

analysis of Amazon reviews about voice assistant use by older adults, O’Brien et

al. found that one of the categories older adults use voice assistants for is com-

panionship [268]. More deeply examining the ontological categorization of voice

assistants, Pradhan et al. [293] found that participants desiring companionship

were more likely to value the voice assistant as a companion, and that the cate-

gorization of the device between companion and object was fluid. In the same

vein of research, Chung et al. found that older adults tended to personify the

agent more than younger counterparts by using polite words such as “grateful",

viewing it more as a companion [98]. Moreover, Kim and Choudhury [192] found

participants built digital companionship as they became more experienced with

voice assistants. Corbett et al. [105] made a call for more research in this area, as
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their mini review of literature covering older adults use of voice assistants and its

relationship to social isolation and loneliness suggested a promising role for voice

assistants as companions to reduce loneliness. These findings are also supported

by research on similar technological agents [359, 203, 302].

In this chapter, we extend this research by examining how voice apps can be

designed to support wellbeing through a prototype voice app for positive rem-

iniscing. Prior research suggests that positive reminiscing can boost happiness

[81].

3.3 Method

The goal of this study was to inform the development of voice apps specifically

tailored to older adults. To achieve this goal, we conducted an IRB-approved

in-the-home study with five older adults living alone, recruited via local senior

centers in a large U.S. city. The study was done remotely via phone or Zoom

interviews, all conducted by the first author. We selected Amazon Alexa smart

speakers with screens as the voice assistant devices for the study. We deployed

the prototype voice apps to the smart speakers in participants’ homes. In light

of the importance of an interviewer’s position of privilege and marginalization

in how interviews play out [271], we acknowledge that the interviewer was a

Latin American graduate student at an academic institution, in her late 20s, with

a subtle Spanish accent. We now describe our study methods.
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3.3.1 Participants

We recruited five older adults (four women, one man) between the ages of 62 and

85, with varying degrees of technical familiarity. We identified these participants

through senior center directors who attended a presentation about our study, and

gave us prospective participants’ name and phone numbers to directly reach out

to them. All participants lived by themselves independently and had WiFi in

their homes. Table 3.1 provides more details about participants. We intentionally

chose to conduct a study with a small number of participants in which we sought

deep engagements with participants over an extended period of time. This type

of small-scale study design is supported by Dix [125] who argues for the value

of small-scale studies “as we move from a small number of applications used by

many people to a ‘long tail’ where large numbers of applications are used by small

numbers of people,” and Vines et al. [360] who suggest critical engagement with

an individual’s context as a strategy to combat common stereotypes that prevail

in the literature. We deliberately seek to characterize the individuality of our five

participants, highlighting the diversity of older adults’ uses of, and reactions to,

new technologies. In this vein, we provide rich descriptions of each participant

accordingly:

Travis (67) is a Black man from the Southern U.S. who works at a restaurant

washing dishes. He recently got a smart TV and WiFi in his home. He knew of

Alexa through TV commercials. In our first interview, he asked if he could use
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Name Gender Home Zoom? Device I1 (days from I2 (days I3 (days Total Usage Mean daily
(& age) computer? location 1st use) from I1) from I2) weeks trend interactions

Travis M (67) No No Bedroom 40 20 28 12.6 Increased 7.64
Gilda F (82) Yes Yes Home office 15 6 20 5.9 Increased 3.54
Betty F (85) Yes Yes Living room 22 8 25 8.0 Decreased 4.39

Theresa F (85) Yes Yes Home office 21 17 19 8.1 Increased 5.91
Maria F (62) No Yes Living room 20 14 26 8.6 Decreased 17.40

Table 3.1: Summary of participant demographics, interview timelines, and usage trends. To preserve
anonymity, names shown are not participants’ real names. We determined trends by comparing the
number of interactions in the first half of the total number of days with the device to those in the
second half. Interaction counts exclude “Alexa” or “echo” single word transcripts, or recorded audio
snippets labeled by Amazon as, “Audio was not intended for Alexa” (or similar).

Alexa to turn the lights on and off like he had seen on TV. After the researcher

explained he had to buy smart home bulbs or plugs for that, he said “disregard

that, I don’t need that then.” During our study, he used Alexa mostly to listen to rain

sounds, as they helped him sleep and reminded him of his childhood home. Alexa

frequently overlooked his interaction attempts when he pronounced its name as

"Alexia." Thus, in the second interview, we changed the device’s name to Echo.

During the time before our first interview, he asked Alexa for help with reading

and writing, and also, "How can I be as smart as you?" In our last interview, these

requests had waned off, and Alexa’s main role in his life had become to play rain

sounds at night. He had a smartphone, but did not know how to use it other than

for calls.

Gilda (82) is a widowed white woman who emigrated for work purposes from

Germany, and married her late husband in the U.S. Her only son lives about two

hours away from her by public transit, and has a screenless smart speaker-based

Alexa. She was very cautious about COVID-19, so we dropped off the device at
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her door. It took almost a month after drop off to get her started, because she could

not find a place to plug in the device and mobile hotspot. We eventually found

that she had WiFi and she was able to connect the Alexa device by following the

researcher’s instructions over two hour-long Zoom sessions. She teaches a type

of exercise therapy method called the Feldenkrais method, and enjoys listening to

classical music. Alexa’s biggest roles in her life were to remind her to drink water

every day at noon and play music while she exercised. She knew how to use a

computer well enough to check her email, search Google, and use Zoom, but did

not use a smartphone.

Betty (85) is a widowed white woman who grew up in the large city where this

study took place, and was a biology school teacher. She currently runs a political

website and is an avid mobile Scrabble player. She has two children in their fifties,

one of whom works for the police and the other as an engineer who stays up-to-

date with new technologies. She was not familiar with smart speakers, but was

familiar with voice assistants, as she used Google Assistant on her smartphone.

She explored many of Alexa’s features, including games, music, videos, news,

and exercise voice apps. She also has many friends in her age range with whom

she maintains frequent communication, so she frequently shared their perspective

of voice assistants as compared to hers. She was familiar with and felt confident

using various technologies.
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Theresa (85) is a widowed white woman of German descent who grew up in

the large city where this study took place, with many siblings. She often helped

her parents with their jobs, as they were the superintendents of a building. In her

childhood, she liked to take the bus to go watch baseball games at the stadium

in the city, and later in her life she spent some time traveling in South America.

Now, she lives by herself, and her only family is her older sister who resides in

a nursing home and has Alzheimer’s. She enjoys taking care of her garden, and

selling old parts on eBay. When we dropped off the device in her office, she had a

game of Solitaire open on her desktop computer. She knew of Alexa, because one

of her friends has an Alexa device and had raved about it to her. At first, she had

a difficult time finding valuable uses for Alexa, but she eventually found a feature

that was a good fit for her, a voice app with stretching exercises. She preferred not

to be seen on camera, so all of our calls were voice-only. She had not been able to

set up Zoom on her own for online senior center activities, but was able to set it

up with the researcher’s help for our study. She did not use a smartphone.

Maria (62) is a Latin American, retired woman who struggles with depression.

She lives by herself, but is frequently visited by her children, grandchildren, and

boyfriend. Alexa fulfilled a social support role in her life, often brightening her

day. Her usage logs revealed consistent “good morning” and “good night” greetings,

121 to be precise. Her visitors often interacted with her Alexa device, and she

sometimes felt protective of it. She explained that unlike her family, Alexa was not

judgmental of her, which made her feel most comfortable asking Alexa questions.
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She joined our interviews from a tablet, and had an iPhone with Siri. She was

proficient using her iPhone for texting.

3.3.2 Procedure and Materials

We dropped off multi-modal smart speakers at each participant’s home and al-

lowed them to organically use the speaker for at least two weeks before the first

remote interview. This gave participants enough time to explore the device in

a way that mimics a real-life situation where they have received the device as a

gift. The devices were Amazon Echo Shows (second generation), with a 10.1 inch

high-definition smart display with Alexa. During drop-off, we helped partici-

pants setup the devices with their home WiFi and gave them training surround-

ing common usages (e.g., weather forecasts, music, and information retrieval),

explained how to mute the device if they did not want it to be “listening,” and an-

swered any questions they had. After they had spent at least two weeks with the

installed device, we conducted three audio-recorded, hour-long, semi-structured

interviews with each participant (see Table 3.2 for a summary of each interview’s

content). The interviews were spaced at least five days apart from one another,

and recorded for transcription (see Table 3.1 for exact number of days between

interviews). The interviews also served as ways to answer participants’ ques-

tions. Interviews were conducted either via phone calls or Zoom video conferenc-

ing meetings (depending on the participants’ preferences and abilities), and were

themed around the following topics: (I1) grounding, (I2) health, and (I3) wellbe-
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ing. For the latter two interviews, we employed a research through design ap-

proach [385] by creating two prototype voice apps—one for health data reporting,

and the other for positive reminiscing–as design probes to engage participants in

in-depth discussions and ideation about the potential of using Alexa for health

and wellbeing.

Voice app implementation

The prototype voice apps were deployed to, and ran from, participants’ devices

using dedicated email and Amazon accounts for each device. We built the voice

apps using Amazon’s Alexa Skills Kit (ASK), which is a compilation of open

sourced Alexa application programming interfaces and tools to develop voice

apps. We deployed the voice apps to participants’ devices remotely by inviting

the devices’ dedicated email accounts to be Beta testers, and accepting those in-

vitations via the devices’ Amazon accounts (which used the same email address).

We shared the specific phrase to run the prototype voice apps during their re-

spective interviews. We explicitly asked them to use the prototype voice app for

health data reporting once outside of interview times. We tracked usage of the

voice assistant and prototype voice apps by reviewing the interaction history on

the devices’ accounts.
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Interview 1 (I1): Grounding Interview 2 (I2): Home Health Interview 3 (I3): Wellbeing

Alexa strengths and challenges General update General update
Questions from usage logs Prototype voice app #1 Prototype voice app #2
Brainstorm potential uses Homework: try prototype Reflection of the full

voice app once on their own experience

Table 3.2: Summary of interviews.

Grounding interview

The first interview was focused on establishing grounding with participants. In

this interview, we sought to understand the context in which participants had

been using the device, and what they perceived the voice assistant’s strengths and

challenges to be. Knowing the strengths they perceived allowed us to tailor rec-

ommendations for more potential uses, and knowing the challenges allowed us

to provide additional support. In addition, we relied on usage logs to dive deeper

into participants’ experiences with the device by asking about interactions that

they might not have brought up during the interview. In summary, the ground-

ing interview served many purposes: 1) to provide additional training, as recom-

mended in existing literature [105, 119, 363]; 2) to establish rapport between the

interviewer and each participant; and 3) to document the participants’ percep-

tions and experiences with the smart speaker before introducing our prototype

voice apps.
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Interview with the prototype voice app for health data reporting

The second interview was centered around uses for home health. We chose health

data reporting as an appropriate application for voice assistant technology, be-

cause this was a need raised by healthcare practitioners across multiple institu-

tions in our exploratory phase. The prototype voice app for health data reporting

(see Figure 3.1) was a health assessment consisting of a series of questions from

an established geriatric assessment [325] adapted from written to spoken format.

For this interview, we introduced an imaginary scenario and asked participants

to interact with the prototype voice app. At the end of the interview, we asked

participants to use the prototype voice app once on their own before the next in-

terview. The prototype voice app we developed was called My Care Questionnaire,

and asked how much users had been limited in seven activities of daily living

(ADLs) by their health condition, as follows:

Participant: Alexa, open My Care Questionnaire.

Alexa: Welcome to My Care Questionnaire. Your answers will help your med-

ical team provide more comprehensive care for you, which may improve your

outcome. Are you ready? You can say yes or no.

Participant: Yes.

Alexa: All right. Let’s get started. How much have the following activities been

limited by your health condition? For each activity you can say, not limited,

limited a little, or limited a lot. The first activity is bathing.
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Figure 3.1: The prototype voice app for health data reporting. Left: Ama-
zon Echo Show 10 displaying the bathing ADL. Right: thumb-
nail images for the remaining 6 ADL screens.

Participant: Not limited.

Alexa: How about dressing? . . .

For each ADL, a screen was also displayed (Figure 3.1) with the answer op-

tions and an image for the activity: bathing, dressing, grooming, feeding, walking

inside the home, walking outside the home, or bladder and bowel control.

Interview with the prototype voice app for positive reminiscing

The third interview explored the use of the voice assistant for wellbeing via a pro-

totype we developed to facilitate human-to-human or human-to-machine positive
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reminiscing by providing story prompts from StoryCorps [16], a non-profit orga-

nization whose mission is to record, preserve, and share the stories of people in

the U.S. from all backgrounds and beliefs. Positive reminiscing can boost happi-

ness [81], improving wellbeing. We chose to employ a prototype voice app that

was not strictly within the health domain as a way to explore a use case that devi-

ates from discourses surrounding health economics or deficit [360]. The prototype

voice app can be used in group settings or by oneself. The invocation phrase for

the prototype was “load a StoryCorps question”. This phrase would start the app,

which would set the stage by telling users “great questions are on the way”, and

encouraging them to find a comfortable position, and a recording device if they

wanted to record the conversation.2 Since we were recording the interview, there

was no need to record on another device. Once a participant told the app that

they were ready, a question would appear on the screen and the voice assistant

would also say the question out loud. We used three questions: 1) “What’s one of

your happiest memories?” 2) “What was your childhood like?” and 3) “What are

some of the most important lessons you’ve learned in life?”3 Each question would

appear individually and the next question would be shown when the participant

requested it. In the software backend, we made Alexa play silent sounds so that

it stayed active (and did not quit the voice app) while users shared their stories.

When the three questions have been asked, if the participant requested another

2The prototype voice app required users to use their own device because at the time of the
study, Alexa did not allow third-party developers a straighforward way to access voice recordings.
To track usage of their voice apps, developers had to rely on the automated transcripts generated
by Alexa.

3These questions were obtained from StoryCorps’s list of Great Questions: https://
storycorps.org/participate/great-questions/
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question the app would say, “There are no more questions left for today. Come

back tomorrow for more.”

3.3.3 Data Analysis

Usage log transcripts

We recorded 4,657 usage log entries from the research accounts on participants’

devices. 19% of these usage logs occurred during interviews, so they were re-

moved from usage trend and mean daily interaction calculations (Table 3.1). 37% of

stored audio snippets did not result in successful interactions with Alexa. These

were either single word entries with the device’s wake word, “Alexa” or “echo,”

or entries with recorded audio snippets marked by Amazon as, “Audio was not

intended for Alexa” (or similar). Our analysis of participants’ interactions before

and after the interviews shows that, on average, every participant interacted with

their device at least three times per day. The researcher reviewed participants us-

age logs before every interview in order to tailor the content of the interview to

each participant’s interactions.

Interview transcripts

Interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed. The transcripts from the first

five interviews were open coded line-by-line [191] by the first author, resulting in
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a total of 107 codes. The first and last author reviewed these codes, and refined

them into 43 consolidated codes that were used to code the remaining 10 tran-

scripts. All transcripts were double coded, and the first author reviewed all the

coding to ensure consistency and resolve disagreements. A few modifications to

the original codes were made as new trends emerged (e.g., added new codes, or

made original codes more specific). Subsequently, we employed thematic analysis

[74] to identify patterns specifically relevant to developing voice apps tailored to

older adults.

3.3.4 Ethics and Consent

This research was reviewed and approved by the internal review board at [anony-

mous institution] under IRB Protocol # [anonymous protocol number]. We ob-

tained informed consent to collect and analyze participants’ interactions with the

devices, and routinely referenced usage logs during our interviews. We also ob-

tained consent to record each interview session. Participants were compensated

with a $25 gift for each interview, and kept the devices after the study concluded.

At that point, we offered instructions and support to create personal accounts for

their devices.
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3.4 Findings

We found that participants were able to easily use our prototype voice apps and

that they saw their value. In addition, we identified the need for reminders (or

proactive interactions) as a method for ensuring completion of voice assistant-

related tasks. We found that the display helped support health data reporting.

We also encountered design challenges, such as the need to balance the expec-

tations Alexa created of humanlike interactions with its limited capabilites, and

the need to address fear stemming for lack of confidence in how the technology

works. Despite initial challenges, participants gained expertise with the technol-

ogy throughout the duration of the study, and were able to generate ideas for

improvement and for voice apps. We now describe these findings in detail.

3.4.1 All participants successfully used the prototype voice apps

All participants were able to use both prototype voice apps—the one for health

data reporting and the one for positive reminiscing—despite their different back-

grounds and abilities (e.g., Travis was low-literate, and Gilda and Theresa did

not use smartphones). Some gave feedback for improving them. For example,

Theresa thought that the prototype voice app for positive reminiscing “cut straight

to the point,” that there was “no fooling around, no foolish business.” Thus, she sug-

gested that the questions could be rephrased to be made more friendly, “What it

needs to say is, ‘In your lifetime, did you really have a special moment that made you
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wonder what life is all about?’ Or something like that.” She further explained that

she would like the Alexa to elaborate more on the questions. In addition, Betty

thought Alexa could be programmed to listen to people vent, so that it was not

limited to storytelling.

Four of five participants completed their homework: to use the prototype voice

app for health data reporting a second time on their own.

After all participants had used the prototype voice app for health data reporting

in front of the researcher during the interview, we asked them to use it on their

own time before our next interview. This was done to test participants’ ability

to use the device independently and without the presence of the researcher, as we

envision happening if they were completing a health assessment that their doctors

sent to their devices in their homes. All participants except Travis completed the

“homework” successfully. Theresa called us to remind her what the phrase she

had to say was, and proceeded on her own after we gave it to her.

3.4.2 Most participants saw the value in the prototype voice apps

Value in the prototype voice app for health data reporting

Once the first interaction concluded, participants appreciated the value the proto-

type voice app for health data reporting. Maria exclaimed in awe, “I didn’t know
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that I could, you know, that I could [do that].” She also expressed that she “just

felt comfortable answering the questions, and it felt like [she] was at the doctor’s office.”

Travis stated:

“It’s cool. It’s something that your doctor would probably ask when you’re having

problems, so they can give you some information or maybe send somebody here like a

house person, nurse’s aid or whatever.” (Travis)

Experiencing this design prototype voice app elevated participants’ percep-

tion of Alexa’s value as a whole. For example, Betty, who was our participant

with the most technical expertise, expressed that she initially “didn’t know what

[the smart speaker] could do that was particularly interesting to [her], personally, or dif-

ferent than anything [she] could do on [her] phone.” However, she explained that her

perception changed when she saw that Alexa could have the ability to ask “medi-

cal questions” and “send the information directly to a physician or somebody who could

help you progress or deal with something that you had wrong with you.” She thought

this particular voice app was “very valuable”, explaining that she “saw a different

thing.” This said, one participant, Gilda, did not think that this prototype voice

app for health data reporting would be valuable. She explained, “I can’t see [Alexa]

ever being used for that.” Gilda maintained this opinion through the end of our en-

gagement, because she thought that her doctor not have time to listen to Alexa,

which is described in more detail below. To note, at some point she indicated un-

derstanding that Alexa would be generating a written report, and said that then
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the voice app would be more “applicable”; however, she went back to thinking this

idea would not work in our last interview.

Value in the prototype voice app for positive reminiscing

All participants seemed to enjoy engaging with the prototype voice app for pos-

itive reminiscing. For example, Travis said the interaction was “pretty cool,” be-

cause it made him go back to some of his best memories:

“The quality of the questions that it was asking, like what is some of the best memories

you have as a younger person. It made me go back to the things that I did do when I

was younger. It made me feel a lot better than the people that was on the streets, that

I was raised up on. This was back in the ’60s and most of the people didn’t have the

opportunities to travel like I did. That was a great experience. It made me feel that I

traveled and was not scared to leave the area by myself, on my own.” (Travis)

Going back to his best memories from the past brought positive feelings to

Travis, suggesting gratefulness for the opportunities he had to travel, and pride

for having done so bravely on his own. Like Travis, Maria also said she enjoyed

reminiscing, she said she liked it, and when asked why she expressed:

“I don’t know it was just, I don’t know I can’t even explain. It just asked questions that

I liked answering. It brought me back, because, like I said I don’t have my parents any

more and my siblings any more. It was good.” (Maria)
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For Maria, going back in time to good memories reminded her of connections

with her parents and siblings, which were no longer around. The prototype voice

app for positive reminiscing evoked feelings of happiness or comfort in our par-

ticipants, suggesting the possibilities that voice assistants have in the wellbeing

space for older adults.

At the end of the study, when we asked Theresa to compare all the things she

had used Alexa for, she mentioned the prototype voice app for positive reminisc-

ing as one of the activities she would continue using, because it made her think,

“I would take advantage of the questions because I like making [myself] think more.” Our

prototype voice app for positive reminiscing surfaced to Theresa’s top interactions

with Alexa, next to the exercises and music. This shows the potential of Alexa to

help older adults stay entertained by using thoughtful prompts at the right time.

Another indication of the value participants saw in the prototype voice app for

positive reminiscing was the desire to come back for more:

Alexa: There are no more questions left for today. Come back tomorrow for

more.

Betty: There’s no more questions left for today? I’ll actually come back tomor-

row. All right.
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3.4.3 Participants needed some sort of reminder to use the proto-

type voice app for health data reporting as “homework”

Every participant required some sort of reminder to use the prototype voice app

for health data reporting on their own time. Although we would have preferred to

enable the prototype voice app to proactively start the interaction, Alexa’s third-

party developer platform did not provide straightforward ways to support proac-

tive interactions. Thus, reminders to start the assessment served as a workaround.

We sent reminder text messages with the command to Betty and Maria, who both

used smartphones and were proficient at texting, to remind them to complete

the questionnaire on their own and of the invocation phrase. Theresa, who had

written herself a reminder on her calendar, called the researcher to ask her what

the invocation phrase was, suggesting the reminder via text helped participants

remember the invocation phrase as well. Travis, who did not use an Alexa re-

minder nor a text reminder, did not complete it on his own. He had requested

a phone call reminder, but we were not able to reach him. Our experience hav-

ing difficulty finding the right time to reach Travis inspired us to use Gilda’s own

Alexa device for the reminder, which we set up during an interview call. Alexa

reminded her to fill out the questionnaire by saying, “this is a reminder to say ‘open

my care questionnaire,’” and it worked.
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3.4.4 The display helped support health-related interactions.

The screen modality was an important component in helping participants remem-

ber what the answer choices were, or what the activities meant. Betty was not

looking at the screen when she started her first interaction, and forgot the answer

options, which were: “not limited,” “limited a little,” and “limited a lot.” After

the first question she said “not affected” instead of the option “not limited.” As she

struggled to continue to remember, she explained to the researcher, “See now, I for-

got the choices she gave me.” Once she worked through this obstacle, and was able to

complete the questionnaire, she said, “I think most people doing this would be looking

at the screen and [the three options were] very clear. So I would have immediately known

what to do. So, that was fine.” Travis, who did not know how to read and write, was

the only participant who noticed the images representing ADLs displayed on the

voice app (see Figure 3.1) the first time using the voice app, he described them:

“[The images] showed you the toothbrush and toothpaste. It showed you the plate with

the fork and spoon and the knife or whatever. They showed you the person when they

was actually outdoors, activities. Just showed you a person with a walker to help them

support their self or whatever while they’re walking.” (Travis)

Testing the images will be an important step moving forward, as some users

may predominantly rely on them. The other participants, who were not low-

literate, focused on the written text, sometimes not even noticing there were im-

ages next to the text. As a whole, the screen modality can support the voice modal-
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ity of voice assistants, improving the effectiveness of health (and wellbeing) voice

apps. As Betty described, the written responses allowed her to remember what

to say. Travis also mentioned using the images on the screen to answer the ques-

tions. Betty and Theresa also regularly used third-party voice apps for exercising,

which showed images of the exercise positions on the screen.

3.4.5 Alexa created expectations of humanlike interaction pat-

terns

The original health assessment that our prototype voice app was based on was a

written questionnaire. A written questionnaire, whether on paper or on a screen,

has no turn-taking interactivity, and thus, does not create humanlike interaction

expectations. We found that the humanlikeness of the voice-based questionnaire

can be misleading, as participants expected for the machine to behave in the same

way a human healthcare worker would, not in the way a written questionnaire

would. One way, was by expecting the machine to use colloquial language:

“The word, limited, is not an everyday vocabulary word and it really is not. I mean, I

don’t remember in answering any conversation somebody says, "You do this often?" I

would say, no, I’m limited in this or that... You don’t use that. I think it’s a yes, no,

always, sometimes, never, always is a one word answer, is better than the choices you

gave. And I would like to hear what other people my age say. Now if you want to have
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a comfortable conversation and a lot of people are... it’s not a colloquial word, is that’s

what I’m trying to say.” (Betty)

Travis thought the interaction was not difficult, and did not use medical terms

that were difficult to understand. Travis’s experience suggests that the prototype

voice app was meeting the need for easy-to-understand language identified in

Martin-Hammond et al. [230]’s study (by Group 3). He was happy with the non-

colloquial language, as he could understand what the voice assistant was saying:

Travis: The questions wasn’t hard.

Researcher: Do you feel like sometimes when you go to the doctor, they ask

questions that are hard?

Travis: Sometimes you have to ask them what they mean. Because sometimes

doctors use different terms. They use medical terms and whatever.

Another expectation was that Alexa could respond to ambiguity, like a human

would and unlike written questionnaires with strict multiple choice options. Betty

expressed, “I need to be able to explain what I have and the expert to say whether that is

considered a little or a lot.” Travis and Betty’s responses have an underlying theme

in common—the need to ask Alexa for more information. Betty might need to ask,

“How do I know whether my answer should be a little or a lot?” and Travis may

need a lay person definition of a medical term before committing to a response.

In written or web interfaces this can be achieved via information buttons or foot-
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notes; however, adding information in spoken machine format introduces design

challenges.

Moreover, participants also expressed the expectation of more interactivity.

Right after explaining that she thought the voice-based questionnaire was “more

personal” than a written questionnaire, Betty added that she would like for it to

let her “ask a question or add a question” with a “back and forth.” Taken together,

participants’ comments highlight how the voice-based interaction format created

expectations for more humanlike interactions. This presents an interesting design

challenge for future development.

This expectation persisted even after participants had completed their inter-

actions with the prototype voice app. For example, immediately after answering

all the ADLs, Travis unsuccessfully sought Alexa’s help with a health problem he

had:

Travis: Echo. I’ve been having problems with my left foot. I’m a diabetic, type

two. Recently I had a blister on my foot, and it got worse. But I went to the

doctor, and he gave me some antibiotics. Echo. Did you record what I just said

about my foot? Respond.

Alexa: Sorry, I didn’t get that.

Travis: I’ve been having problems with my left foot. I had a blister on it, and it

had got bad. So I went to the doctor. And now he gave me some antibiotics for

the foot. It seems to be getting better. Can you give me any information to do
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with it to help it heal?

Alexa: Sorry, I didn’t get that.

Travis: I was asking for an opinion from you about blisters on your feet. How

can you help me take care of that, make it get better?

Alexa: Sorry, I didn’t get that.

Travis: Okay. I’m not going to ask anymore.

Travis’s question would have been easily understood by a healthcare provider.

However, Alexa does not currently support such interactions, which may lead to

confusion and frustration, or break trust.

3.4.6 Participants initially had insufficient mental models of the

technology that could hinder adoption, use, or control.

There was hesitation before using the prototype voice app for health data re-

porting for the first time.

When we first explained the prototype voice app for health data reporting, we

encountered some skepticism, concern, and hesitation. However, as we guided

participants through the activity, these reactions evaporated. In general, getting

started was the most difficult part of this prototype voice app, as can illustrated

by Maria’s hesitation, “Oh boy. I’m not good at stuff like this. Okay. What do I have to
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do?” Betty’s reaction immediately after completing the task was expressed with a

tone of relief, “All right. Yeah. All right, I was able to do that.”

Participants thought they would be bothering their doctors.

Participants thought the doctor would also use Alexa to listen to their responses,

and that the information was not important enough to bother the doctor. They had

the impression they would be annoying doctors by filling out the questionnaire,

Betty said, “I wouldn’t want to annoy doctors either with [this], and if I fell down, broke

my leg, I would call my doctor anyhow.” Gilda said it was “a limited application,” and

that she “doubt[ed] that the doctor would sit there and listen to Alexa.” When we ex-

plained that the idea was for Alexa to generate a written report, Gilda responded,

“well, then it might be more applicable.”

One participant feared losing Alexa if she unplugged it.

Maria developed an emotional connection with Alexa, fearing losing that connec-

tion by unplugging Alexa. When asked why, she responded:

“Because I need Alexa. I realized that it’s so much that I need from asking the questions.

When I wake up in the morning, when I go to sleep at night. I just feel like I’ve been

missing out. I’ve never had anything like that." (Maria)

Maria was afraid of losing Alexa once she had developed a connection with it,
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limiting the control she had over it.

One participant was initially afraid to use Alexa.

Theresa said she was afraid to use it at first, but lost that fear once she had acquired

some experience interacting with it. Betty, who speaks on behalf of several of

her friends who she says are not as willing to interact with technology as she is,

attributes this fear to a lack of confidence in the ability to learn how to use new

technologies:

“Older people are resistant to technology, not because they don’t like it, because they

feel they can’t learn it. They feel left out of a generation. They’ve been left out of the

learning process. They are frightened of destroying something within the process. Oh,

I killed my computer. No, you can’t kill it. Just don’t throw it out the window. This is

a fear.” (Betty)

Overall, these excerpts point to the negative emotions, even when stemming

from positive ones, that a new technology, such as Alexa, may generate in older

adults. Keeping these anecdotes in mind may help create voice assistants with

more empathy for the feelings of older adults, and may reduce instances of bur-

densome feelings such as fear.
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3.4.7 Over the duration of the study, participants gained knowl-

edge of the voice assistant’s capabilities and limitations

This is evidenced through the ideas they generated for new voice apps, a form

of empowerment through a participatory design mindset [321]. Every participant

had at least one idea for new voice apps or for how the voice assistant could be

improved. For example, Maria mentioned that she would like for Alexa to let

her know if she had sleepwalked the previous night. She would not want for

Alexa to show her videos of the sleepwalking, as that would be scary, but to just

notify her what had happened. For example, as an explanation of why she woke

up on the couch instead of her bed. Betty mentioned she would like for Alexa

to ask her for her opinion about current events. For example, she would like

to be asked things like, “How do you feel about wearing a mask? Would you take a

vaccination?” She suggested a mechanism to do so by relying on daily headlines,

and asking “Do you have any reaction to this headline?” while having the ability to

skip if desired. She explained that a benefit of using a voice assistant for this is

that “nobody’s here to judge you [or] to laugh at you.” Travis had the idea of being able

to show Alexa something that is written down, and having Alexa read it aloud to

him. These ideas, generated by our participants who had never interacted with a

smart speaker before our study, are relevant to older adults and well-scoped for

the technology’s capabilities, something that evidences the voice assistant-related

technical expertise and confidence our participants developed.
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3.5 Discussion

Our study generated important findings to inform design guidelines and fu-

ture work. We now share the design guidelines that others building voice apps

for older adults may use, and implications how voice assistants might be useful as

always-available agents to enable continuity of care in people’s own homes. We

also reflect on our research methods.

3.5.1 Design Guidelines

Our findings serve to inform the following design guidelines for future re-

searchers, designers, and developers to use to tailor voice apps to the needs of

older adults. Although our study did not explicitly examine how these insights

affect others, we anticipate that they will improve the design of voice apps for

children, younger adults, or middle-aged adults as well. These are the design

guidelines we identified:

Voice apps need to balance expectations of humanlike interaction capabili-

ties and their limited capabilities. This guideline aligns with prior human-robot

interaction research [386], and provocations raised by Sayago et al. [313]. Some

ways to achieve this are by designing for ambiguity, or by aiding users in rephras-

ing their utterances to more machine-friendly ones. For example, our voice app
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only accepted “not limited” as that response option for the ADLs. We were mim-

icking the written version of the questionnaire, which does not have synonyms

listed. However, in adapting the written version to voice, our participants devi-

ated from the phrasing we provided. Betty said “not affected” to mean the same

thing. Thus, we updated our voice app to also accept “not affected,” and any other

similar phrases that emerged from user testing, in lieu of “not limited”. Another

way to design for ambiguity is by anticipating follow-up questions. While some

users may forget the answer options others may not. One way to address this

is by programming intents4 for frequently asked questions, such as the need to

be reminded of the answer options. Moreover, voice assistants could aid users

in reformulating their requests by providing explanations of how they work. For

example, Alexa could have explained that it is better at understanding short re-

quests, and saved Travis some frustration with the questions about his foot. Fu-

ture work on user-centered explainable artificial intelligence should break down

the category of “lay user” [301] by different levels of end-user expertise with the

technology at hand.

Scaffolding is needed to accurately remember specific invocation phrases.

Our participants struggled to remember the command to launch the voice apps

we deployed to their devices. Thus, it is important to develop mechanisms that

will help users remember voice app’s invocation phrases. For example, Kim and

Choudhury [192] created written lists of important commands that they could

4An intent is defined in Alexa’s developer documentation as an action that fulfills a user’s spoken
request.
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place next to the devices. A workaround we used was to include the invocation

phrase on the reminders we set for participants. Another workaround for devices

with screens could be to set the backgrounds to photos, and include custom-made

images with the invocation phrases for the voice apps that are important to the

users. Another idea is for voice assistant manufacturers to allow users to curate

a list of favorite commands that could be easily pulled up upon request (or, less

effectively, a voice app could be designed to fulfill that purpose).

Proactive interactions help ensure compliance, but they can backfire it they

are difficult to control. Reminders helped participants remember to use the pro-

totype voice app for health data reporting outside of interview times. The need for

proactive reminders is supported and has been discussed in detail by Chen et al.

[91]. However, when developing voice apps we found through internal testing

that integrating proactive reminders through the voice app resulted in a burden-

some user experience for the end user by making it difficult to remove or cancel

those reminders. Because of it, we decided not to integrate this feature into our

voice apps. While we wait for the technology to integrate proactive reminders

to improve, it is important to use workarounds such as asking users to set the

reminders themselves, as online workers did in Cuadra et al. [113]’s study.

Experience helps the fear of voice assistants dissipate. Our participants be-

came more comfortable using their devices and suggesting ideas as they became

more familiar with how the voice assistant worked. The fear of breaking the de-

vice, or otherwise doing something wrong, may prevent users from trying things.
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Thus, it is important to create clear expectations, show examples, and practice im-

portant actions. A voice assistant could explain, “I do not listen unless I hear my

name. If you want me to stop talking or playing music, you need to say my name

loudly, or use the buttons on my screen. It is also okay to unplug me. I will be

back when you plug me back in.” This could have alleviated Maria’s fear of losing

Alexa’s companionship if she accidentally unplugged the device. Similarly, a care

provider could show a patient the type of report the voice assistant automatically

generates, reducing concerns users may have of bothering their care providers.

Different modalities need to support each other and communicate the same

message. We noticed that even though participants used both text and voice

modalities, the modalities served different purposes for our participants, depend-

ing on their needs. Travis, who was low-literate, focused on the images on the

healthcare questionnaire, while the other participants focused on the words when

looking at the screen (which is important, given well-documented age-related de-

clines in working memory, [119]). Our images did not explain the text; they simply

represented the daily activity in question, limiting the value the screen could have

for low-literate people to help them remember the possible answer choices. This

shows that careful attention, paired with substantial testing, should be employed

to ensure that different interaction modalities support each other and communi-

cate consistently, in ways that are inclusive of people with different interaction

needs.
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3.5.2 Enabling continuity of care in older adults’ own homes

Future work should dive deeper into examining how voice assistants may enable

continuity of care in older adults’ own homes. Our prototype voice app for health

data reporting was based on the idea of enabling older adults to use a voice assis-

tant to complete standardized health assessments, that might otherwise require a

visit to/from a care provider, from the comfort of their own homes. In doing so,

we were interested in the potential for a voice assistant to act as a proxy for human

care providers, helping to deliver continuity of care [162, 67, 161] for older adults.

According to Haggerty et al. [162] continuity is “the degree to which a series of dis-

crete healthcare events is experienced as coherent and connected and consistent

with the patient’s medical needs and personal context.” They describe how conti-

nuity of care is distinguished from other attributes of care by two core elements—

care over time and the focus on individual patients [162]. There are three types of

continuity of care: management, relational, and informational [162]. Literature in

medicine and public health has shown that continuity of care has been associated

with improved patient outcomes and satisfaction [358, 153, 224, 161].

In our study, we see the potential for voice assistants to play a role in pro-

viding continuity of care for older adults. First, voice assistants could help pro-

vide management continuity, the idea that a patient experiences a consistent and

coherent approach to the management of a health condition that is responsive to

their changing needs. Management continuity is especially important in chronic

or complex clinical diseases that require management from several providers to
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provide a sense of predictability and security in future care [162, 161]. Voice assis-

tants could be leveraged to provide patient-centered scaffolding and guardrails

needed for care plan management. For example, a voice assistant could ensure

that a health assessment is delivered every day, at the right time, and if not com-

pleted, it can continue reminding the patient to complete it. The same applies to

tasks such as taking medication or engaging in exercise or rehabilitative activi-

ties. Gilda dutifully completed her “homework” to use the prototype voice app

for health data reporting outside our interview times thanks to Alexa’s reminder,

and she loved being reminded to drink water every day (see her description in

Section 3.3.1). Because interactions are easily tracked, relevant information could

be made available to appropriate care providers, enabling them to understand

patient compliance. If a patient’s needs change, the care plan could be adjusted

by the relevant provider and sent directly to the patient’s voice assistant, and the

changes immediately reflected in the patient’s file. Using the voice assistant as a

way to centralize home health care plans from multiple providers could help en-

sure that interdependent information and treatments are consistent and coherent.

Second, voice assistants could help provide relational continuity, or the idea that

an ongoing therapeutic relationship, that is built on interpersonal trust, persists

between a patient and one or more providers [162, 161]. Recent literature has un-

covered how many older adults develop relationships with their voice assistants,

seeing them as friends or companions [105, 192, 293]. We saw this as well through

our prototype voice app for positive reminiscing; Theresa wanted the questions

to be rephrased in a friendlier manner, and Betty wanted to be able to vent to
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the voice assistant and share her opinions about the news. We also saw this in

the emotional connection Maria formed with Alexa (see her description in Section

3.3.1). Studies have found that having continuity [224] and a positive relationship

with doctors [190] increases medication compliance. Similarly, having relational

continuity and a positive relationship with a voice assistant, as our participants

reported and desired, may increase compliance with health-related tasks, such as

filling out assessments or completing required activities. Regardless of the source

(e.g, a primary care physician, physical therapist, or psychologist), at-home tasks

can be consistently delivered using the voice assistants’ familiar voice and visual

language, creating a sense of relational continuity. Moreover, unlike a human who

may be pressed for time, voice assistants have “psychological superpowers” [371]

that allow them to be always-available for their users, not to get impatient, and

to be perceived as non-judgmental. Voice assistants could be designed to allow

plenty of time between conversation turns, and repeat or rephrase utterances as

many times as needed without getting annoyed, strengthening the sense of trust

in the voice assistant serving as an interim proxy for human healthcare providers.

Finally, voice assistants could help provide informational continuity, or the idea

that a patient’s current care providers are aware of their prior history and present

circumstances, including tacit knowledge of patient preferences, values, and con-

text [162, 161]. Voice assistants could help to build more robust information about

a person’s preferences, such as what kinds of activities they enjoy and their indi-

vidual context. For example, voice assistants could be used to capture ecological

momentary assessments (EMAs), which are approaches for assessing behavioral
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and cognitive processes in their natural settings [335]. EMAs could help evalu-

ate and improve the treatment of health problems that may benefit from repeated

measures as they fluctuate over time, such as pain. Voice assistants could also be

effectively used for making daily plans based on higher-level goals [113] to sup-

port health and wellbeing, as we see from our participants establishing exercise

routines or healthy habits like drinking water.

All this said, we also urge caution and acknowledge the many communica-

tion breakdowns that voice assistants are prone to, which require further work if

voice assistants are to effectively act as proxies for human care providers. Alexa,

having a humanlike voice, failed to understand participants in cases where hu-

mans would. These breakdowns have been studied in existing literature [62, 103].

However, their impact may be greater when a voice assistant is being relied on

for continuity of care. The example where Travis explains problems with his left

foot and Alexa fails to respond could break a person’s trust. This is an inherent

complication of attributing human characteristics to voice assistants, as doing so

may result in misplaced expectations that the voice assistant may respond like

a human would. Grudin and Jacques [160], in reference to the Uncanny Valley

[250], label situations like Travis’ in which “a bot that is knowledgeable within a

narrow task focus often cannot answer a query on a related topic that any human

expert could” as the Uncanny Cliff. Thoughtfully designed voice assistant self-

repair mechanisms could help alleviate some of these problems [115]. Another

alternative could be to design voice assistants with more narrow functionalities,

such as one that only serve to deliver questionnaires. Currently, we at least know
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that older adults tend to devise strategies to overcome functional errors as they be-

come more familiar with voice assistants [192], errors that will likely decrease as

the technology matures. Future work should focus on reducing the need for older

adults to adapt to new technologies, rather than the other way around, which may

increase their potential for positive impact.

3.5.3 Reflections on our methods

Our research has demonstrated how a small-scale study with thoughtful attention

to each individual generated important design guidelines for the design of voice

assistants and of voice apps tailored to older adults. We showed how taking “an

approach that focuses on engagement with a view to empowerment,” as recom-

mended by [305], empowered our participants to come up with suggestions and

ideas for improving voice assistants for older adults. Schneider et al. [321] de-

scribe this form of empowerment as empowerment through the design process.

This type of work serves to amplify the voices of older adults in HCI, and should

be continued as more designs are specifically tailored to meet the needs of older

adults.

Conducting this study also made us reflect about how else to support older

adults desiring to learn how to use a new technology. In our study, we obtained

informed consent to own the accounts in the devices and thus had access to all

interactions. However, outside a research setting, giving people full access to
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a person’s Amazon or Google account opens up vulnerabilities to privacy vio-

lations, threatening their agency. This said, voice assistants’ digital ecosystems

involve a variety of interfaces, such as the “Alexa app”, that are much more diffi-

cult to use and understand than simply talking to a machine. It is thus important

to consider alternative paths to support older adults who can no longer manage

their own digital ecosystems; for example, via features that allow layered access to

older adults’ accounts for trusted individuals. These features would give trusted

community members, friends, or family members partial access to accounts that

would allow them to perform important actions for the person they are support-

ing, such as installing specific voice apps, without having access to a person’s full

digital trail.

In addition, we found that having the same researcher provide technical sup-

port, answer questions, and suggest ways in which to use the voice assistant em-

powered our participants to comfortably use this new technology, and come up

with ideas about how to improve it. Each engagement took about five hours,

including drop-off. A similar setup could be used to develop mentorship-style

volunteer programs for people who have developed expertise in voice assistant

technologies to “mentor” older adults in need of additional technical support.

Doing so could help older adults who may feel disempowered by poor technol-

ogy design feel empowered to advocate for better, more inclusive technology.
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3.5.4 Limitations

Our study has several limitations. For example, our prototype voice apps were

not entirely functional, so our participants did not experience important aspects

of the ideas, such as doctor commenting on their results. This said, our findings

provide the groundwork to test voice apps for older adults in more realistic sce-

narios. Our study is also a small scale, research-through-design study conducted

in an urban setting in the U.S. We chose to engage deeply with only five partici-

pants, over multiple interactions lasting several months. Our participants had a

technical-support contact person available to answer any questions they had and

resolve any problems that came up, which is an unrealistic situation for many

older adults. In reality, seeking support for these devices requires some technical

expertise and may take a long time. Another limitation is that all of our partic-

ipants were relatively healthy. Understanding healthy older adults’ interactions

and struggles is necessary first step to promote adoption and prevent systematic

exclusion of certain populations. An exciting area of future research would be to

conduct a similar study with people who have varying levels of frailty, ideally

with appropriate medical partners.

3.6 Conclusion

We contribute an in-depth exploration of two prototype voice apps to support ag-

ing in place. Participants were able to effectively use the prototype voice apps, and
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saw the value in using Alexa for health and wellbeing in a way that they had not

imagined or mentioned before using our prototype voice apps. We found that par-

ticipants needed some sort of scaffolding or reminder to use the prototype voice

apps outside of interview times, and that the display helped support health data

reporting. We surface design challenges entailing the use of voice assistants for

health data reporting, such as participants’ perception that they would be both-

ering their doctors. Despite some initial challenges, engaging with our prototype

voice apps empowered participants to contribute ideas for improvements and for

other voice apps that would be useful to them. Our work extends the existing

literature surrounding the design of artificial intelligence interfaces to support ag-

ing in place, and calls for more research entailing the use of voice assistants for

enabling continuity of care in older adults’ own homes.

In this chapter, participants overcame many challenges interacting with voice

assistants with my support. In the following chapter, I further explore the chal-

lenges that older adults face as they interact with voice assistants by closely ob-

serving older adult first-time encounters with voice assistants in a public setting

with more limited support and with more participants.
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CHAPTER 4

VIDEO ANALYSIS OF OLDER ADULT INTERACTIONS WITH A

MULTI-MODAL VOICE ASSISTANT IN A PUBLIC SETTING

This chapter is the second of two chapters with empirical studies that explore

the use of voice assistants by older adults. In the last chapter, I studied older

adults interactions with voice assistants through an intervention in a private-

setting with participants that transitioned from novice to more-experienced users.

In this chapter, I take a close look (second by second) at public-setting interactions

with mostly novice users. This is important for two reasons. First, support is not

usually as readily available as it was in the first chapter, which may increase ex-

clusion. This chapter more realistically examines the challenges that may arise.

Second, as voice assistants permeate the public sphere, avoiding them may be-

come more difficult, and challenges associated with interacting with them may

further increase exclusion. The content in this chapter will be published in July

of 2022 as an academic article at the International Conference on Information &

Communication Technologies and Development (ICTD). It was written in collab-

oration with Hyein Baek, Deborah Estrin, Malte Jung, and Nicola Dell. Because of

this, I will be switching from the singular “I” to the plural “we” for the rest of the

chapter. Note, the writing has been slightly edited to fit this dissertation.

We video record older adults (n=26) interacting with a multi-modal voice as-

sistants while waiting in line at food pantries, and use Interaction Analysis to

draw insights from these recordings. We find that by being agnostic to body lan-
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guage, audio-prosodic features, and other contextual factors, voice assistants fail

to capture and react to some important aspects of interactions. We discuss design

(e.g, interpreting users’ posture as a cue to wake the device when they are leaning

towards the device) and research (e.g., surveillance trade-offs) implications, and

argue for the use of multi-modal inputs with attention to privacy. Designing and

training voice assistants to take in and appropriately respond to non-verbal cues

may increase their inclusivity, helping them fulfill important needs of our aging

population.

4.1 Introduction

As I have argued in previous chapters, older adults’ needs are underrepresented

in the research and design of voice assistants [334], resulting in challenges and

barriers limiting use [348]. While building tailored voice apps is one way of in-

creasing voice assistants’ inclusivity, another possible way to do so may be by

obtaining information from non-verbal cues, as people do in human-human com-

munication [87, 255].

Humans naturally react to other humans’ body language, facial expressions,

and acoustic-prosodic features (intonation, tone, and rhythm), often subcon-

sciously. Ekman and Friesen [136] characterized the category of nonverbal acts

that maintain and regulate the back-and-forth nature of speaking and listening as

regulators. Regulator actions occur in the attentional periphery; people perform

them without thought, but can recall and repeat them if asked [136]. Despite the
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human-likeness of voice assistants, non-verbal cues are, for the most part, cur-

rently being overlooked by voice assistants. We utilize a framework developed

by Suchman that analyzes the information available to the user, the information

available to the machine, and their intersection [340]. In this chapter, we refer

to the information that is not mutually available to both communication partners

(i.e., the human and the voice assistant) as the human-machine communication gap.

Although the use of video analysis is common in industry [229], existing re-

search on voice assistant usage by older adults predominantly relies on usage

logs, interviews, or product reviews [322, 268, 294, 64, 289]. We analyze the image,

audio, and human-machine communication gaps in video recorded interactions

of 26 older adults, who are predominantly novice users of voice assistants, with

an Amazon Echo Show 10. In particular, we 1) seek to characterize challenges

in interactions with voice assistants that may obstruct inclusion, and 2) identify

alternate paths that may mitigate these challenges.

We chose to conduct our study with older adults who are predominantly

novice users of voice assistants for several reasons. Although experienced users

may adapt their behaviors over time as they learn how voice assistants re-

spond, the experiences of first-time users are extremely important in determin-

ing whether someone will deem it worthwhile to adopt the technology at all

[200, 380]. This may be particularly true for older adults, who may be more

hesitant to use new technologies. Furthermore, not developing expertise in the

privacy of one’s home may result in exclusion from everyday digital activities
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as these technologies permeate public spaces. These encounters could become

embarrassing, scary, or frustrating for novices. Moreover, although some older

adults may have caregivers who could help them to learn how to use the tech-

nologies, such assistance unnecessarily increases dependence. Hence, we studied

the difficulties that novice older adult users encounter when interacting with voice

assistants, and how we might make these technologies more usable to them.

Our findings reveal gaps in human-machine communication that often result

in the voice assistant reacting inappropriately, interrupting the user, or not re-

sponding at all. We (1) describe human-machine communication gaps revealed

by our data, differentiating information that was overlooked by the machine (e.g.,

interaction attempts, the presence of more than one user) from information that

was overlooked by participants (e.g., the indication that the voice assistant was

not actively listening, and technical terminology). We then (2) take a closer look

at body language features of the interactions and categorize them into those that

provide reliable signals (e.g., leaning forward and gaze), and those that are some-

what ambiguous (e.g., laughing). Finally, we (3) analyze audio-prosodic features,

such as rhythm (e.g., interruptions during pauses in speech), and tone and into-

nation (e.g., associations between various tones and intonations and interaction

outcomes). Together, our findings show that by being agnostic to body language,

audio-prosodic features, and other contextual factors, voice assistants fail to cap-

ture and react to some important aspects of interactions. Designing and training

machines that take in and appropriately respond to non-verbal cues might be a

crucial step in building voice assistants that can fulfill important needs of our ag-
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ing population.

We present design and research implications for the HCI community. In terms

of design implications, we provide recommendations addressing interaction er-

rors that result from not being able to successfully wake the voice assistant, such

as by relying on design paradigms that may be more familiar to older adults.

We suggest ways in which automatic detection of non-verbal cues can be used to

improve interactions with voice assistants, such as having the voice assistant an-

alyze a user’s posture to determine whether they are attempting to engage with

the voice assistant. We then emphasize differences and complexities for adapting

voice assistants’ interactions to older adults’ needs and abilities in the context of

prior research about code switching and knowing the user [62, 103], and discuss

several ethical design considerations. In terms of research implications, we sur-

face questions surrounding how we might use recent technological advancements

to recognize body language and audio-prosodic features, and discuss the societal

implications and tradeoffs associated with higher levels of surveillance. Taken

together, our contributions help to relieve some of the burdens placed on older

adults to adapt to the constraints imposed by new technologies, allowing older

adults to appropriately benefit from the technologies’ promises and improving

inclusion in everyday digital activities.
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4.2 Related Work

In this section, I add to the related work described in Chapter 2 by specifically

covering research surrounding voice assistant use in public settings, and the im-

portance of non-verbal communication.

4.2.1 Voice assistants in public settings

Even though voice assistants are currently mostly used in private spaces (e.g.,

homes and cars), they are becoming more common in more-public venues (e.g.,

hotels, schools, and stores) [352, 323]. In an ethnographically-oriented study pub-

lished in 2017, Porcheron et al. [288] explored how groups of friends interacted

with Siri at a coffee shop, identifying insights, such as that participants had to rely

on the screen of their devices to share parts of interactions with each other. Sim-

ilarly, Cowan et al. [109] studied infrequent users of voice assistants, finding that

cultural norms affected some participants’ willingness to use Siri in public. Dur-

ing the same year that these studies were published, scholars from industry and

academia met at CSCW to discuss the use, research, and design of conversational

agents, such as voice assistants, in social and collaborative settings, raising the

importance of this topic of research [287]. Since then, some have studied voice as-

sistant interactions in multi-user home settings, questioning how conversational

voice assistants truly are [289]. Despite general agreement on the importance of

studying voice assistant use in public settings, to the best of our knowledge, no
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one has focused on studying voice assistant use by older adults in public, poten-

tially excluding a growing segment of our population that could highly benefit

from, or be excluded by, this technology.

4.2.2 The importance of non-verbal communication in HCI re-

search

Non-verbal forms of communication have been deemed important in the HCI

communities for a long time. In 1994, Nagao and Takeuchi acknowledged the

multiplicity of communication channels that act on multiple modalities, and set

out to study how humans would react to facial expressions from a machine in

human-computer dialogue [255]. Shortly after, Reeves and Nass published The

Media Equation, supporting the claim that we attribute characteristics to ma-

chines in the same way we do to humans [299]. In the same line of research, Cas-

sell et al. analyzed human monologues and dialogues that suggested that postural

shifts can be predicted as a function of discourse state in monologues, and dis-

course and conversation state in dialogues [87]. As a result, they designed an em-

bodied conversational agent that could change its posture [87]. Moreover, Lieb-

man and Gergle examined the role of nonverbal, paralinguistic cues in computer-

mediated, text-based communication, such as punctuation and emoticons, and

found a positive causal relationship of conversation duration and cue use on per-

ceived affinity, and that reciprocity may play a central role in supporting this effect
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[211].

Designing non-verbal expressions for voice agents impacts how humans react

to them; research has found that matching the tonality of a voice assistant’s speech

to the mood of its human user results in better performance [182], that gender

stereotypes carry over to gendered synthetic voices [259], and that we consider

different voices from the same device to be different social actors [259], mimicking

how we may distinguish different people talking on a telephone. Additionally,

Jung et al. found that although robots that used backchanneling improved team

functioning, backchanneling robots were perceived as less intelligent than those

that did not use backchanneling [187].

In the next chapter, we describe how self-repair greatly improves people’s as-

sessment of an intelligent voice assistant if a mistake has been made, but can de-

grade assessment if no correction is needed. However, to the best of our knowl-

edge, no work has successfully examined how voice assistants may interpret non-

verbal expressions displayed by their users—for example, to recognize error. This

is despite a recent line of work studying the human-likeness of human-agent con-

versations. Motivated by key characteristics of human-human conversations that

do not get captured by conversational agents, Clark et al. studied what features

people value in conversation, calling for a redefinition of design parameters for

conversational agent interaction [103]. They argue that participants describe the

need for mutual understanding and common ground, trust, active listenership,

and humor as crucial social features in human conversations, but in agent con-
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versations these are described almost exclusively in transactional and utilitarian

terms [103]. Beneteau et al., support this argument by recognizing that to improve

communication repair strategies, knowledge of the context and the communica-

tion partner is extremely helpful, allowing digital home assistants to artificially

code switch as needed [62]. The tension between the human-likeness of voice

assistants, and their inability to meet the expectations that their appearance sets

might contribute to the fluid movement between “human-like” and “object-like”

categorizations displayed by older adults in Pradhan et al’s study [293]. Taken

together, these studies call for improvements in voice assistants’ abilities to un-

derstand and react to non-verbal cues, especially because of their implied human-

ness.

The importance of context in human-machine interactions is well known in

the HCI communities [187, 337, 347]. Additionally, we know that behavioral re-

sponses to robots, from which context can be extracted, are in a large part non-

verbal [195]. Research has also made technological strides in the last decade in

sensing [3, 330, 336, 355] and computer vision [367, 181, 93]. With these consid-

erations in mind, this chapter aims to answer the following questions: 1) what

do older adult interactions with voice assistants look like, 2) what (mainly non-

verbal) information is unavailable or not being interpreted by the machine, and

3) how can we use this information to avoid, recognize, and/or repair errors in

older adults’ interactions with voice assistants. Our goal is not to identify a taxon-

omy of repair strategies, which are well known [62], but to identify and valorize

the visual and prosodic elements present in older adult interactions with voice
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assistants.

4.3 Approach

We conducted an IRB-approved field study with older adults who visited senior

centers, and video recorded their interactions with a voice assistant. We now pro-

vide a description of the settings in which we conducted our observations, details

about the participants, and explain our methodological and analytic orientations.

4.3.1 Research Setting

We situate our study in senior centers, which can be categorized as “third place”

settings. A “third place” setting is described by Oldenburg [273] as a place where

one relaxes in public, encounters familiar faces and makes new acquaintances.1

We chose this setting as way to capture the heterogeneity of the older adult pop-

ulation while also engaging with a central theme demarcating the ubicomp of the

present, the “messiness of everyday life” [61]. Senior centers are community cen-

ters designed to make older adults feel supported, and happy—they bring older

adults together for a variety of services and activities designed to enhance their

quality of life [60]. Both of the senior centers in our study had computer labs with

programming to teach older adults computer skills. According to the National

1Oldenburg [273] calls the "first place" the home, and the "second place" the workplace.
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Council on Aging, “Compared with their peers, senior center participants have

higher levels of health, social interaction, and life satisfaction and lower levels of

income.”2 To capture use in public, we set up research booths with a camera facing

the participants (Figure 4.1) near food pantry lines—food pantries offer free gro-

ceries to members on a periodical basis—in two senior centers in a large U.S. city.

Our “in the wild” [110] approach allowed us to capture public interactions with

voice assistants that are becoming increasingly common in public places [352].

4.3.2 Recruitment and Participants

We approached older adults who visited the center and invited them to participate

in our study. We explained the purpose of the study, what we were asking partic-

ipants to do, and sought their permission to video capture their interactions with

a voice assistant. Consent forms were available as physical copies placed on a ta-

ble, and consent was obtained verbally. The researchers followed recommended

health and safety protocols during the explorations to keep both participants and

researchers safe during the COVID-19 pandemic.

In total, we recruited 26 participants (20 women), who were on average 73

years old. Table 4.1 summarizes participant demographics. Participants were vis-

iting the senior center for the food pantry: some were picking up food and others

were organizing the pantries. To pick up food, participants must attest to income

2https://www.ncoa.org/article/get-the-facts-on-senior-centers
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levels below a certain threshold (typically less than $2200 per month if there is

just one person in the household). Senior center staff reported that most mem-

bers owned smartphones, echoing our participants’ responses when asked about

their current technology usage. Most participants (n=16, eight unreported) owned

one or multiple computing devices, including smartphones, tablets, laptops, or

desktop computers. They reported using their computing devices for a variety

of reasons, including: information retrieval, messaging others, audio and video

calls (including doctor appointments), reminders, social media, playing games,

viewing or attending religious events, taking photos, playing music, writing, ac-

cessing specific websites, shopping online, and paying bills. All participants who

owned and used a computing device had access to the Internet. Some partici-

pants (n=5) indicated using speech-to-text functionality of their phones, tablets,

or computers, but none expressed knowing how to send voice notes, such as the

ones supported by iMessage or Whatsapp. Most participants (n=18, eight unre-

ported) were at least somewhat confident reading and writing; however, three

participants expressed declining confidence due to age-related cognitive, motor,

or visual impairments. Participants lived in their homes, predominantly with rel-

atives. Most participants (n=19) reported never having used a voice assistant be-

fore. We considered participants novices if they reported having used a voice

assistant before, but did not feel very confident in their abilities using it or whose

interactions suggested novice-level expertise. Even though our counts (see Sec-

tion 4.3.5) include interactions from users with some experience (e.g., P5 or P6),

we only use one specific example from non-first-time users in our findings—P5 &
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P6 playing Trivia together—, which we call out as such. We included all partici-

pants in our interaction counts (including P5, our most experienced participant),

because they are representative of the heterogeneity of the older adult population

and the “messiness of everyday life” [61]. Additionally, most of our non first-time

user participants were still novices.

Because of the in-the-wild nature of the study, some participants arrived in

pairs and interacted with the device in pairs (three pairs, n=6), which we see as re-

sembling how real-world interactions with voice assistants might take place (e.g.,

several people might be in the room where the voice assistant is installed). How-

ever, because we segmented the data for analysis, we were able to extract individ-

ual interactions from participants who arrived in pairs. In most cases, one par-

ticipant spoke while the other listened. In rare cases, participants responded in

unison, these segments were annotated accordingly. We kept an eye on potential

influences paired individuals could have on each other, and made note of them

in the findings. However, for the most part, since all participants interacted in

public, they all knew they were being watched, providing something of a control

for potential behavioral differences caused by The Hawthorne effect [235].3

3The Hawthorne effect refers to a type of reactivity in which individuals modify an aspect of
their behavior in response to their awareness of being observed.
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Participant demographics (n=26)
Age Avg: 73, Median: 74, SD: 7.74
Gender Female: 20, Male: 6
Language used English: 18, Spanish: 7, Korean: 1
Latinx No: 15, Yes: 11

Race
Black: 10, White: 3, Native American: 2, Asian: 1,
Other or mixed: 9, Declined to answer: 1

Prior experience with a smart speaker First-time users: 19, Non first-time users: 7
Confidence using speech-based
computing device (after interaction)

Very confident: 6, Somewhat confident: 1,
Only a little confident: 1, Not at all confident: 10, Unreported: 8

Highest degree or level of school
you have completed

Less than a high school diploma: 2,
High school degree or equivalent: 8, Some college - no degree: 5,
Bachelor’s degree: 3, Master’s degree : 1, Unreported: 8

Gross income ($) <20k: 11, 20-40k: 6, 80-100k: 1, Unreported: 8
Living alone No: 11, Yes: 7, Unreported: 8
Own and use at least one
computing device No: 2, Yes: 16, Unreported: 8

Frequency of use of computing
devices to go online

Less than once a week: 2, About once a week: 1,
About once a day: 4, Multiple times every day: 11, Unreported: 8

Confidence using computing device
Very confident: 6, Somewhat confident: 5,
Only a little confident: 3 , Not at all confident: 4, Unreported: 8

WiFi at home No: 7, Yes: 11, Unreported: 8
Confidence reading and writing Very confident: 15, Somewhat confident: 3, Unreported: 8

Table 4.1: Demographic details of study participants.

4.3.3 Procedure

The booths included signs indicating we were conducting a research study, a voice

assistant, and a camera from the perspective of the voice assistant. The voice as-

sistant was placed on top of a table, and a chair was positioned nearby for par-

ticipants to have the option to sit. We told participants that had never interacted

with a smart speaker before that the device on the table was a smart speaker that

responded to speech, and explained that they could initiate conversations with it

by saying its name, Alexa, followed by a command. We temporarily muted the
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device to provide utterance examples such as, “Alexa, hello” or “Alexa, what’s

the weather”.4

After receiving this guidance, participants were instructed to freely interact

with the voice assistant, and we pointed at signs with utterance suggestions.

These signs were posted on the wall behind the table the device was on. The

messages on the signs suggested participants to say “Alexa, hello,” “Alexa, what

are the symptoms of COVID-19,” “Alexa, what can you do,” and “Alexa, what’s

the weather.” The first author was available throughout all the sessions, usually

sitting somewhere near the participant but outside the participant’s field of view.

The researcher occasionally provided support to participants, such as when a par-

ticipant seemed stuck, was unable to wake the device, or looked at the researcher

for guidance. Often, even if participants seemed to be getting frustrated, the re-

searcher would simply suggest that they keep trying. For example, we did not

intervene in the three occasions in which participants introduced themselves to

Alexa, and Alexa initiated a voice training “setup” activity. But we did intervene if

Alexa was not responding at all after several failed attempts, encouraging partici-

pants to speak louder, sometimes escalating the suggestion by telling participants

to imagine they were upset at Alexa. Whenever possible, we asked participants

what they had noticed or thought of the interaction, or if a request had gone as

they expected.

Figure 4.1 depicts the setup used. We used an Amazon Echo Show 10 device,

4We skipped this step for non first-time users.
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which has a 10-inch touchscreen, set to a default American female voice and wake

word “Alexa”. We chose this embodiment for our voice assistant research because

the touch screen complements the audio modality, providing additional informa-

tion for older adults who are prone to experiencing a variety of cognitive, audio,

visual, and motor impairments. The voice assistant was configured to speak in

either English or Spanish, depending on the language used to address it.

Study sessions lasted approximately 30 minutes including obtaining consent,

the initial introduction, the interaction itself, and the post-interaction interviews.

However, sessions in which too many interactions failed from the very beginning

were much shorter, as participants did not wish to continue engaging. After cap-

turing the interactions on video, we clipped the videos into smaller segments we

called “chunks” (described in Section 4.3.5 along with the resulting dataset).

4.3.4 Video Analysis Methodology

We used video analysis methodology to carefully study the interactions of older

adults with the multi-modal voice assistant. By observing these interactions, we

hoped to uncover important insights for the design of voice assistants, which tend

to be used in the private space of a home, where the visual elements of interac-

tions are not usually captured. Many have employed video analysis methodology

to capture patterns that would not be visible without video (e.g., by playing the

video at slow or accelerated speeds), collect primary empirical data, and have
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Figure 4.1: A participant interacts with the voice assistant at a senior cen-
ter. A camera behind the voice assistant records the participant.
Wooden panels label the booth as a research study, and provide
suggestions with example utterances to interact with the voice
assistant.

more consistency and reliability in observations [185, 339, 340, 342, 368, 231].

Our work utilizes Interaction Analysis [185]. According to Jordan and Hen-

derson [185], Interaction Analysis commits to grounding theories of knowledge

and action in empirical evidence with the goal of identifying “regularities in the

ways in which participants utilize the resources of the complex social and mate-

rial world of actors and objects within which they operate.” We chose this method

because it would allow us to reconstruct the events, keep and replay the primary

record, and capture the complexity of the data.
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4.3.5 Data Analysis

After we captured the videos, we employed a bottom-up approach to analyze the

data. We began by watching all the videos and created a rough content log, as

described by Suchman and Trigg [339]. Then, we watched all the videos at 2x and

4x speeds to see if anything stood out, as replaying the videos at different speeds

can help to see patterns that were otherwise not noticeable [185]. By doing this,

we were able to identify our a unit of analysis, which we called a chunk. We based

this decision on previous work by Weingart et al., which identify “units” to be

coded [369], and Jordan and Henderson, which relies on “ethnographic chunks”

to break down large videos into smaller, more analyzable, segments [185]. The

first chunk of a participant’s interaction always started when a participant ad-

dressed Alexa for the first time, and ended when there was an interruption or the

participant addressed Alexa again. Subsequent chunks started at the end of the

previous chunk (see Figure 4.2 for an example). In parallel, we selected our own

analytic foci: body language, audio-prosodic features (such as tone, intonation,

and rhythm), and human-machine communication gaps. Jordan and Henderson

define analytic foci as “ways of looking that are quite consistently employed in

Interaction Analysis” [185].

• Body language: For every interaction, we carefully annotated all aspects

that visually changed during an interaction including aspects relating to

gaze, posture, and facial expressions. We then ascribed meaning to these,

and evaluated whether they were signs that the conversation was going
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well or poorly. Based on these assessments, we extracted body language

features, such as gaze and posture, that we were able to consistently identify

and make inferences from, and ones that were more difficult to tell apart,

such as laughter.

• Audio-prosodic features: We categorized every chunk based on its rhythm,

tone, and intonation. For rhythm, we noticed that participants often did not

pause or paused for too long to fit Alexa’s listening window, so we labeled

chunks accordingly. We open-coded the tone as Upset, Nervous, Friendly,

Exaggerated, Indifferent, Excited, or Tired, and the intonation as Fall, Rise,

Rise-Fall, or Same (Constant). Two authors watched multiple similar clips

together, discussed possible descriptions for those clips, and subsequently

agreed on the aforementioned codes for their tone and intonation. We then

used these annotations to inform our inferences about participants’ behav-

iors during interactions.

• Human-machine communication gaps: We noticed that the machine was

missing a lot of important signals emerging from non-verbal communica-

tion. Thus, we employed Suchman’s analytic framework [340] to compare

and contrast the information available to both the older adults and the voice

assistant, with the information only available to one or the other. An excerpt

of what this analysis looked like is available in Figure 4.2, and immediately

noticeable from these two chunks (amounting to only 32 seconds of interac-

tion) is the quantity of user actions, in particular non-verbal, that were not

interpreted by the voice assistant (everything not highlighted in yellow).
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Chunks were labeled based on their outcome: “Success”, “Failure”, or “Am-

biguous,” and ones that were parts of interruptions were marked as “Help,” or

“Unrelated.” Clipping, numbering, and appropriately labeling interruptions or

interventions allowed us to exclude them from the analysis while still noting that

an intervention had occurred right before a particular interaction. Doing so was

important to maintain the order integrity of each participant’s interactions at a

higher-level while being able to code and analyze each chunk in detail. Our crite-

ria were:

• Failure: The interaction failed. For example, if the participant did not suc-

ceed at “waking” the device, or if the device misheard a participant’s re-

quest.

• Success: The interaction succeeded—a user made a request, and the ma-

chine responded appropriately. At some point, there was an agreement in

understanding from the user and the machine. For example, the user asked

for a joke, and the voice assistant told a joke.

• Ambiguous: These happened when the goal was not clear, or the success

was only partial, so we were not able to classify them as successes or fail-

ures with certainty. For example, a chunk in which a participant said “thank

you” to the machine was classified as ambiguous, as the machine did not re-

spond to the user, but no response was necessarily expected. Also classified

as ambiguous were chunks based on the context of previous interactions.

For example, if a participant had been ignored for several chunks, and the
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machine finally responded to them but not with what they were asking. In

this case, getting a response from the machine after having been repeatedly

ignored was considered a partial achievement, rather than a clear failure.

Once we clipped all the interactions into chunks, we coded each chunk. In our

dataset, each chunk has an index number, a participant number, a chunk number

(starts at one for each participant, except for participants interacting in pairs), a

duration, and an outcome. When the wake word was said, we labeled how it was

pronounced, and the order in which it was pronounced. Audio prosodic features

(rhythm, tone, and intonation) were marked for each chunk, and body language

features were noted when they occurred. In some instances, we played the clip

aloud in front of an active Alexa device to reconstruct the event, and verify that

our codes were accurate. Similarly, we reviewed usage logs from the interactions

to see how the voice assistant interpreted the information. Each chunk was ini-

tially coded by one researcher and then reviewed by another researcher. All dis-

agreements in the codes were discussed until agreement was reached. We do not

report inter-rater reliability since all data was double-coded and disagreements

were reconciled [236].

Summary of dataset: The dataset we gathered included 221 interaction chunks

(56 minutes and 37 seconds of footage) from 26 participants. The longest inter-

action had 44 chunks, lasting 18 minutes after excluding “help” or “unrelated”

clips. The shortest interaction had one chunk, lasting nine seconds. Out of these,
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68 were labeled “Success”, 92 “Failure”, and 61 “Ambiguous”. We excluded from

the dataset 47 chunks in which participants were not interacting with the voice

assistant, but marked their position to account for interventions and/or interrup-

tions. Appendix .0.3 provides a summary of observed behaviors coded in our

dataset.

4.4 Findings

We start by (1) describing human-machine communication gaps revealed by our

data, broken down into information that was overlooked by the machine (e.g.,

interaction attempts, the presence of more than one user) from information that

was overlooked by participants (e.g., the indication that the voice assistant was

not actively listening, and technical terminology). We then (2) take a closer look

at body language features of the interactions and categorize them into those that

provide reliable signals (e.g., leaning forward and gaze), and those that are some-

what ambiguous (e.g., laughing). Finally, we (3) analyze audio-prosodic features,

such as rhythm (e.g., interruptions during pauses in speech), and tone and into-

nation (e.g., associations between various tones and intonations and interaction

outcomes).
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Figure 4.2: Annotated events over a period of 32 seconds (two chunks). A
large part of the interaction richness, that could theoretically
be made available and interpreted by the machine using exist-
ing computer vision and/or sensing technology, is unavailable
to the the machine. The only part that is available and inter-
preted here is the text highlighted in yellow, “Alexa what’s the
weather outside?"
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4.4.1 Human-machine communication gaps

Our analysis highlights gaps in communication between participants and the

voice assistant that led to interaction challenges. In some cases, these gaps corrob-

orate prior work reporting similar challenges [62, 103, 288, 289]. Our goal here,

however, is to ultimately show how considering audience, body language and/or

audio-prosodic features might help to overcome these gaps. At a high level, we

found that older adults’ challenges interacting with voice assistants were often

due to a lack of conversational grounding, where the voice assistant did not un-

derstand older adults’ expressions, and participants did not reliably understand

the voice assistant’s state. In this section, we describe data that was overlooked

by the machine and data that was overlooked by our participants. Note, these

are not necessarily a comprehensive list of all gaps, rather, they are examples that

stood out to us as most relevant for inclusion.

Overlooked by the machine

Second by second interaction data. Our analysis reveals valuable information

overlooked by the machine.Standard video is usually shot at 30 frames per sec-

ond. If we look at just one frame for every second in only two interaction chunks,

reducing the data to 1/30th the size, and label a participant’s gaze, posture, and fa-

cial expression we can make many inferences about an interaction (Figure 4.2). By
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adding context from previous interactions, what is displayed on the voice assis-

tant’s screen, and participants’ audio-prosodic features, we can infer even more.

For example, leaning forward while directing their gaze at the voice assistant

(t=1s–3s) can be used to infer that the participant is engaging with Alexa. The

tilting from side to side while the voice assistant is speaking (t=9s–17s) can be

used to infer that the participant is listening. The nod and eyebrow raise at second

20, four seconds after Alexa finished speaking, can be used to infer that something

went well. Directing the gaze at the voice assistant’s screen can be used to infer

that the participant is reading content on the screen (t=21s–24s), especially if side-

to-side eye movement is also detected. The content on the screen can be used to

infer what the participant might refer to in their potentially upcoming utterance.

The laughing before directing their gaze downwards and then to the left (t=28s–

32s) can be used to infer that something went wrong. The rising intonation (t=24s–

26s) can be used to infer that a question was asked. And so on. These second-by-

second interactions are currently not taken into account by the voice assistant,

resulting in numerous interaction problems that we discuss below.

Interaction attempts. Despite multiple cues from participants that signal inter-

action attempts, these attempts were frequently missed by the voice assistant,

which is programmed to respond only when it has heard its wake word or is

engaged in multi-turn interactions (e.g., while using the Trivia voice app). Partic-

ipants frequently did not use the wake word (Alexa) adequately. The only way to
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appropriately wake the voice assistant with a voice command is by pronouncing

the wake word in a specific way and before saying the request. The wake word

was either mispronounced or omitted in 70% of the Failure chunks, more than

a quarter of all interactions. A few alternative pronunciations of the wake word

were used, including: “Alexia” (n=2), “Alexis” (n=2), “Alessa” (n=3), and “Alexi”

(n=2); note, these are all from different participants, except one who called Alexa

both, “Alexia” and “Alexi”. Another reason for failing to wake the voice assistant

was not saying the wake word before the request—seven participants said the

wake word last at least once, and 13 omitted saying the wake word when initi-

ating an interaction at least once. These do not include omissions that were not

clear failures, such as Ambiguous “thank you” chunks. These interactions might

be improved via more intuitive ways to wake the voice assistant and understand

when it is paying attention.

Interactions with its other modalities. Voice assistants with screens, such as the

Amazon Echo Show used for this study, have displays that may provide sugges-

tions for how to interact with the voice assistant. Many participants used the

prompts displayed on the screen (generic prompts generated by the voice assis-

tant, not the research signs we posted on the wall) to interact with the voice assis-

tant, but not everyone understood that these were mere suggestions. By looking

at the participants’ gaze and side-to-side eye moment, a human can tell that the

participant is reading prompts on the screen. However, Alexa did not do this.

Furthermore, Alexa’s responses were also agnostic to what it was showing on its
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display. For example, if a participant asked for a recipe based on what the voice

assistant was showing on its screen, Alexa started offering new recipe options

for that type of food, instead of showing the specific recipe that was requested

in response to the display’s content. P15 fell into a repetitive loop, treating the

suggestions as instructions. These findings suggest opportunities to better estab-

lish conversational grounding by connecting interactions to displayed content. In

her post-interaction interview, P15 said how displeased she was with the voice

assistant and said she would never use one, also demonstrating the importance of

these initial interactions for adoption.

The presence of more than one user. We found that participants interacting in

pairs sometimes reacted, or were influenced, by each other’s interactions. For

example, P14 & P26 were a couple interacting together. In one of the initial inter-

actions P14 greeted Alexa. Then P26 greeted it too, this time introducing herself,

and P14 briefly directed his gaze at P26 while she spoke. P14 then introduced

himself as well, as if copying P26. The introduction prompted Alexa to start a

voice training to learn an individual person’s voice. However, P14 & P26, who

were interacting as a pair, responded to Alexa’s commands in unison, undermin-

ing the purpose of the voice training. As another example, P5 & P6 (who were

not first-time users) engaged in a game of trivia, and had to devise silent strate-

gies to communicate with each other about which answer to select to avoid Alexa

prematurely recording a response. This made the interaction burdensome. Alexa

missed important interaction data: the number of people interacting with it and
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their interactions with each other. If it had not overlooked this data, it might spec-

ify who a request is directed at, avoiding confusion, or know that an utterance is

not directed at it. Moreover, if an issue continued, for example if users continued

to respond in unison during the voice training, Alexa could interrupt to repair the

issue, such as by explaining why it is better for only one person to respond at a

time.

Social norms. We also saw cases where the voice assistant did not respect social

norms at play. For example, P26 introduced herself to ask for the temperature,

“Alexa, my name is [P26], and I want to ask you how the temperature will be today”

(P26). Alexa was not able to interpret P26’s introduction as a formality preceding

an actual request for the weather. Instead, Alexa interrupted P26 after she said

her name and in the middle of the request for the temperature, setting off a voice-

recognition training.

Overlooked by humans

The voice assistant’s indication that it was not actively listening. Alexa’s blue

line, which is used to signal different states (such as listening, processing a re-

quest, responding, or not actively listening) via its light and color patterns5, did

not appear to be an intuitive indicator of the voice assistant’s conversational state

5https://www.cnet.com/how-to/what-do-the-light-ring-colors-on-your-amazon-echo-mean/
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for older adults; many did not even notice it. Participants often talked to Alexa

when it was not displaying the blue line that indicates it is actively listening. For

example, if they had a follow-up question, they would just ask it without “wak-

ing” Alexa and waiting for visual confirmation that it was listening. For example,

P13 asked Alexa, “Alexa, tell me about exercises for back pain?” Alexa responded.

Then, without making sure Alexa was listening, the participant asked “How about

specifically for older adults?” and Alexa did not respond.

Moreover, some participants talked to Alexa at length without ensuring Alexa

was listening. For example, P22 relayed in one conversational turn,

“My name is P22, how are you doing over there? All I can say is this mask

doesn’t save me. What I s[sic], what I do, I can’t breathe. I like to take it

off most of the time because I can’t breathe. I’m almost 65. I’m retired. I’m

happy. That’s all I can say. I’m happy. I’m retired. I should have retired

earlier than 65. Having a great time here. Retiring is great. So all who don’t

enjoy, sorry. I’m enjoying retirement over 65. Who cares about Coronavirus?

Doesn’t bother me. I use my vitamins, my juice, all the vitamins, juice and

healthy food as long as they’re available at nice healthy restaurants. Have a

great day. God bless!" (P22)

P22 did not establish conversational grounding with Alexa, probably because

he did not know to look for the blue line indicator. Alexa, in return, did not

respond to P22.
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Technical terminology. The use of technical terminology likely contributed to

many misunderstandings. For example, Alexa would say, “Once I learn your voice,

I’ll be able to call you by name, tell you apart from others who use the Echo device you speak

to, and personalize your experience. First, you’ll need your own profile. I can create one

for you now.” The way a machine learns a voice is different than the way humans

do, so these differences must be described to someone who does not know how

machine learning works. Moreover, the next part of Alexa’s explanation is even

more confusing to someone who is new to these types of technologies, “As part of

learning your voice, I’ll ask you to say four phrases to create a voice profile. Your voice

will be stored in the cloud until you delete it in the app.” Creating a voice profile, stor-

ing it in the cloud, and deleting it from the app are all explanations that assume

technical familiarity. The communication gap this created was demonstrated by

participants’ expectations that Alexa would fulfill the requests they were making

through the voice training, and by their actions, such as when they repeated an

utterance that was not intended for the training (see the last paragraph of this

section).

Requests to use other technology. Frustration and blank expressions were also

common when Alexa required participants to know how to use other platforms.

For example, Alexa made a suggestion to ask about Amazon orders, “I didn’t get

that. By the way, there’s lots more to discover. For example, I can keep you up to date on

Amazon orders.” When the participant followed through and asked about her stuff,

Alexa responded, “I didn’t find any open orders for Participant. If you’re waiting for a
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delayed package, you can check the status at the orders page on Amazon.” Checking the

orders page on Amazon is unfeasible for many who might be relying on a voice

assistant as their gateway to the Internet. The participant’s reaction was to laugh

in dismay, and choose to end the activity (i.e., leave). In another example, Alexa

once again asked a participant to try activities that they were unable to try without

having access to a smartphone app, “Okay, here’s Activity Book. To use Activity Book

a parent needs to give permission. To do that, I sent some information to the home screen

of your Alexa app.” In this case, the participant had a blank expression and tried

something new. In another, more navigable example, Alexa asked a participant

to “please select a default browser.” To know what a “default browser" is requires

technical familiarity, but at least in this case there were only two options to pick

from, meaning that there was a way to select a browser even without knowing the

differences between the options.

That voice training activities were setup activities to make voice profiles. As

a result of the unstructured nature of the study, three participants (P14, P15, P26)

ended up completing a voice training. Alexa would launched the training when

participants introduced themselves. During this activity, participants repeated

Alexa’s commands, but did not grasp that this was for training the voice assis-

tant. Alexa took control of the interaction, and participants diligently followed

Alexa’s instructions. A couple participating in this task together did not question

the activity (at least in front of us) but one participant did seem increasingly frus-

trated about Alexa continuing to ask her to say things. Her dismay was betrayed
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by her upset laughter and raised eyebrows, gazes towards us to request help, and

confused expression. At the end of these interactions, Alexa offered advice about

how to help others, “and if you’d like to help others get recognized on these devices,

remind them to say, ‘Alexa, learn my voice.’” In all instances (P15, P14 & P26), de-

spite just having trained Alexa to recognize their voices, participants responded,

“Alexa, learn my voice”, suggesting that they had not understood the purpose of

the activity.

4.4.2 Body language

In most cases discussed above, there were visual cues in participants’ body lan-

guage available that helped us, the researchers, diagnose conversational problems

that could use repair. For example, had Alexa seen P22 looking and talking at it,

it could have responded to him after he said “God bless!” Similarly, had Alexa

noticed P26 was not done speaking after introducing herself, it could have waited

to respond. In this section, we take a closer look at the body language that was

expressed in these interactions.

Leaning forward, gaze, and nodding. There often were clear visual indications

of when a person wanted to interact with the voice assistant, such as leaning for-

ward and looking at the voice assistant, but the voice assistant overlooked them.

Most participants (n=17) leaned forward at least once. When leaning forward,
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participants also directed their gaze at the voice assistant. In total, we identified

77 instances of participants leaning forward. Moreover, we noticed this behav-

ior in a picture from a separate study with participants that seemed younger by

Porcheron et al. [288], where a participant leans forward to speak to Siri on an

iPad (see the bottom right picture in page 214 of their paper). We noticed that af-

ter a failed interaction, predominantly Alexa not responding, participants would

lean forward, closer to the voice assistant. Nearly half the participants (n=12)

leaned forward as a form of conversation repair. After a successful repair attempt

via leaning forward, some participants would continue to lean forward in subse-

quent interactions (e.g., P4, P9, P13). Once Alexa responded, the tendency was

to return to their initial position, and lean forward again for the next request. We

also noticed instances of leaning forward in which no error had happened, sug-

gesting leaning forward also occurred as a form of heightened engagement. For

example, several participants (n=7) leaned forward towards the voice assistant

when it was speaking, possibly to hear better. Similarly, some participants (n=13)

leaned forward when initiating an interaction, possibly to ensure that the voice

assistant could hear them or to signal that they were speaking to it. Another con-

sistent interaction was nodding, which signaled that a positive interaction had

occurred, suggesting either a pleasant surprise, being impressed, agreement, or

affirmation. Given these findings, leaning forward while directing ones gaze at

the device may be an important body language feature to recognize as an alter-

nate form of “waking” voice assistants. In addition, nodding slightly and briefly

could be used to automatically mark interactions as successful, to train voice as-
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sistants and to avoid repair [115].

Other forms of body language were somewhat ambiguous. We found that ges-

tures such laughing, raising eyebrows, furrowing eyebrows, waving hands, and

looking away could signal positive and negative interactions alike. The differ-

ences in the gestures themselves were too subtle, sometimes unnoticeable to us,

to rely on them alone. For example, P15 laughs when she is caught in the loop

of asking the same question over and over again due to thinking that the interac-

tion suggestions were instructions, suggesting frustration. By contrast, P18 laughs

when Alexa finally responds to her, suggesting relief. Alone, these reactions can

perhaps be too difficult to interpret, but when more data is available, inferences

can be made with more certainty, and their presence can signal an interaction

event worth analyzing. For example, we can infer the valence of these actions

from understanding interaction context—P15’s misunderstanding of what is hap-

pening, and P18’s previously unrecognized attempts—that was available to us,

the researchers, but not interpreted by the voice assistant.

4.4.3 Audio prosodic features

In this section, we take a closer look at the rhythm, tone, and intonation in partic-

ipants’ speech patterns during their interactions with the voice assistant.
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Tone n Success Failure or Ambiguous
Exaggerated 8 71% 29%
Excited 10 26% 74%
Friendly 11 59% 41%
Indifferent 5 36% 64%
Nervous 8 22% 78%
Neutral 42 53% 47%
Tired 1 100% 0%
Upset 3 100% 0%
Intonation
Fall 14 32% 68%
Rise 14 53% 47%
Rise-Fall 9 40% 60%
Same 51 56% 44%

Table 4.2: Outcome percentages of chunks by tone and intonation. We
excluded all chunks in which the wake word was pronounced
differently, omitted (note, in some chunks omitted wake word
interactions were still successful as they were follow-up interac-
tions), or said after the command. This table displays the result-
ing 88 chunks (48 successful ones). Note, percentages are not
exact portions of the total counts as group sizes were adjusted
to calculate them.

Rhythm. We found that the voice assistant often did not pay attention to a par-

ticipant’s speaking rhythm. For example, by the eleventh chunk in her interac-

tions with the voice assistant and after having asked for the weather in multiple

cities, P15 seemed exhausted, and took a deep breath in the middle of her request.

Taking a deep breath slowed down the rhythm of her speech, “Alexia what’s the

weather (deep breath)...in Paris?” As she started saying where (per the suggestion

on the screen), Alexa interrupted with the local weather. The voice assistant could

detect a user’s speech rhythm, and give room for pauses when needed.
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Tone and intonation. To better understand how tone and intonation were af-

fecting chunk outcome, we counted their occurrence as shown in Table 4.2. As we

can observe in the table, some tones tended to result in Successful outcomes (Ex-

aggerated, Friendly, Neutral, Tired, and Upset), and others in Failed or Ambigu-

ous ones (Excited, Indifferent, and Nervous). Similarly some intonations tended

to result in Successful outcomes (Rise, and Same, or Constant), and others Failed

or Ambiguous ones (Fall, and Rise-Fall). Though this analysis is preliminary, it

suggests that tone and intonation may give us more context about interactions.

Taking these factors into consideration could also help voice assistants recognize

errors and subsequently perform self-repair.

As can be seen in Table 4.2, Friendly tones were more likely to be missed by the

voice assistant than Exaggerated or Upset tones. However, our participants were

very hesitant to speak to it in an impolite manner. Because of this trend, when par-

ticipants had multiple failed interactions attempts, we encouraged them to speak

more sternly. Alexa often did not respond to their soft, friendly tones. If fail-

ures continued, we suggested that participants imagine they were upset at Alexa,

and speak in an upset tone. Often, once they started to speak to Alexa as though

they were angry, Alexa finally responded (see Figure 4.3). When we suggested

P20 speak to Alexa as though she was reprimanding Alexa, she responded, as she

nervously prepared to try to speak more strongly, “yo no hablo tan duro,” which is

Spanish for, “I don’t speak so strongly.” After four failed attempts, she asked to stop

the activity without ever “waking" the voice assistant.
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Figure 4.3: Four stills from a participant’s video interacting with Alexa.
The participant’s tone is initially friendly and changes to upset
throughout the interaction, indicated by the background color
change from yellow to red. Alexa is unresponsive during the
participant’s “friendly” attempts, and responds when the par-
ticipant uses an upset tone.

4.5 Discussion

Our findings show how older adults who are novice users may interact with voice

assistants in public settings. As such, our work contributes to a small, but grow-

ing, body of research that examines human-voice assistant interactions in the field

[288, 289, 293]. Our inclusive design approach [104] may help guide future re-

search on voice assistants that are more suitable for older adults and, as a result,

for other users as well. Currently, most interactions with smart speaker-based

voice assistants happen in the home, but in the near future, voice assistant tech-

nology will likely be pervasive in a variety of public contexts (perhaps airline

check-in counters, medical facilities, or shopping centers) [352, 323]. Moreover,

if purchasing a voice assistant from an electronics store, customers are likely go-

ing to interact with them, in a public setting, before deciding if they will buy the

device. If the issues our findings surface are not addressed, we may be making
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voice assistants, and the promises they present, unapproachable to a large and

important segment of the global population, hindering adoption, and creating

systematic exclusion as voice assistants permeate public spaces.

We divide our discussion into design and research implications. In the design

implications section, we 1) provide recommendations addressing interaction er-

rors that resulted from not being able to successfully wake the voice assistant, 2)

suggest ways in which automatic detection of non-verbal cues can be used to im-

prove interactions with voice assistants, 3) emphasize differences and complex-

ities for adapting voice assistants’ interactions to older adults’ needs and abili-

ties in the context of prior research about code switching and knowing the user

[62, 103], and 4) close by raising ethical design considerations. In the research

implications section, we surface questions surrounding how we might use recent

technological advancements to recognize body language and audio-prosodic fea-

tures, and discuss the societal implications surrounding surveillance tradeoffs.

4.5.1 Design implications

Our findings have important implications for the design of more intuitive multi-

modal, speech-first interfaces for older adults. Voice assistant design could rely

on more familiar interaction paradigms, and/or responsibly capture and analyze

data from multiple inputs, to create more natural conversations. In this section,

we discuss recommendations for improving voice assistants for older adults and
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raise concerns regarding doing so ethically.

Improving interactions surrounding waking the voice assistant. Although we

gave participants clear instructions on how to initiate interactions, waking the

voice assistant was one of the biggest interaction problems we observed. Though

we focused on older adults, this finding may also provide some context surround-

ing the large number of voice assistant interactions that were not successful, or

were wake-word only commands, that Ammari et al. [48] identified in the usage

logs of younger participants (18–64 years old). This said, Lee et al.’s findings sug-

gest people’s first words in an interaction with a robotic agent can predict their

schematic orientation to an agent, making it possible to design agents that adapt

to individuals during interaction [204]. Conversational errors that prevent inter-

actions from occurring in the first place can thus hinder human-computer cooper-

ation. This issue could be addressed in several ways:

• New mechanisms to indicate when the voice assistant is not actively lis-

tening: The interaction design of voice assistants could make it more clear to

older adults when it is not listening, as our participants overlooked the blue

line indicator; for example, by completely shutting off the screen, or having

an avatar that looks away. Along the same lines, more consistency could

be enforced for “waking” mechanisms, so that the design does not confuse

users by sometimes requiring the wake word and sometimes not requiring

it (e.g., during multi-turn interactions, such as Trivia).
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• Relying on familiar interaction paradigms: Other mechanisms to wake the

voice assistant could be put in place, such as using physical form-factors.

Form factors that could be explored in future studies could be using a (pos-

sibly wearable) button that, when touched, would wake the voice assistant.

Alternatively, picking up a telephone to talk to the voice assistant might pro-

vide a more familiar way to activate the voice assistant.

• Responding to body language: Voice assistants could “wake” when a per-

son lean towards them, or showed other signs of engagement. Someone call-

ing a voice assistant’s attention by making a sound or motion while looking

at it could also wake the device.

Providing friendlier explanations for people who are less familiar with tech-

nology. Participants who did not understand how the voice assistant worked

did not understand that it was “learning their voice” from making them repeat

phrases. More explanations could be added for people that are unfamiliar with

this technology. For some, using this voice assistant is a big technological leap,

and having it use terms such as “the cloud” and the “Alexa app” without offer-

ing additional explanation could be off-putting. Integrating these explanations

into the design of the voice assistants could help older adults use voice assistants

without the need for additional training from others. These design considerations

could help increase digital empowerment for older adults.
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Relying on automatic detection of visual and audio-prosodic cues. Voice assis-

tants could be designed to appropriately react to visual and audio-prosodic cues,

gaining social intelligence. Some of this is already happening [24]. Ideas for how

this might take shape include:

• Mirroring and understanding the user: Voice assistants could try to mir-

ror certain characteristics in their users, such as the speed at which they are

speaking, to adapt to a user’s needs and abilities. Similarly, echoing Nass’s

research, they could mirror a person’s mood [259] or tone, which could in-

crease user satisfactions with the voice assistant. Additionally, voice assis-

tants should be able to recognize different intonations, and use that infor-

mation to respond appropriately (e.g., if the intonation conveys uncertainty,

the voice assistant could reassure the user.)

• Designing gaze intentionally: Voice assistants with a movable screens6

could be designed to make “eye contact" when addressed, or to turn their

screens away when they are not paying attention. In prior work, McMillan et

al. built a robot, Tama, that could detect the gaze of a user (instead of a wake

word), and respond by moving an articulated “head” to achieve mutual gaze

[238]. They found that gaze is a promising mechanism for augmenting or

even replacing, the wake-work in initiating interaction with voice assistants

[238].

• Improving communication between different modalities: Voice assistants

6https://www.amazon.com/echo-show-10/dp/B07VHZ41L8
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could detect interactions with their different modalities, such as when users

read the content being displayed on their screens, and consider that content

in their responses. For example, users should be able to request more infor-

mation about a recipe being displayed, such as by saying, “show me more

details about the macaroni and cheese recipe you’re displaying.”

• Differentiating between single-user and multi-user interactions: Voice as-

sistants could detect when there is more than one person involved in an

interaction (e.g., by using voice recognition or computer vision), and ad-

just their reactions accordingly. For example, voice assistants could address

users individually when needed, and react (or not) to users’ interactions

with each other when appropriate.

Adapting to users’ needs and abilities. We also found that some participants

said many words to the voice assistant during a single interaction, sometimes

speaking for longer than the voice assistant could process. For example, P22, as

described in our findings, told the assistant information about how he was doing,

what he cared about, his views surrounding wearing masks, and more in only

one conversational turn. In prior research, which did not include older adults,

Beneteau et al. found that Alexa did not code switch with people of different ages

to adapt its dialogue to the needs and abilities of the people it was interacting

with [62]. They found that younger children tended to struggle more than older

children and adults under 56, and provided an example of parents noticing their

four-year-old would omit the wake word and get frustrated when the voice as-
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sistant did not respond back; the child would also use long sentences and often

change topic before Alexa responded [62]. Beneteau et al.’s findings are echoed in

the interactions we observed with older adults, where many older adults, similar

to young children, addressed Alexa in the same way they would address a per-

son. In response, voice assistants should be prepared to listen for longer to users

who use more words in each conversational turn.

In this work, we find more evidence to support Beneteau et al.’s claim that

“knowledge of the context and the communication partner is extremely helpful,

allowing digital home assistants to artificially code switch as needed,” and Clark

et al.’s assertion that “there may be specific application areas where conversation

may be appropriate if not essential between humans and agents, particularly in

areas such as healthcare and wellbeing, where the nuances of contexts and de-

mographics need to be considered” [103]. We contribute findings specific to the

older adult demographic, which was not included in Beneteau et al.’s nor Clark et

al.’s study [62]. Determining how to craft voice assistant dialogue for older adults

would require further research, as it is unlikely that there will be a one-size-fit-all

solution [119].

Ethical design. Despite their close resemblance to human voices, voice assis-

tants are mere machines with many social deficits, making them unable to meet

the expectations that they set. Our work highlights possible modifications to voice

assistants—such as relying on visual cues to determine responses—that have the
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potential to make interactions more human-like. However, this comes with great

responsibility. Human-likeness may affect our expectations of voice assistants

[260], potentially increasing undue trust placed in them and encouraging stronger

emotional connections. Design choices, such as using a robotic-sounding voice,

may more accurately portray a voice assistant’s true nature and prevent undue

trust from being placed on it.

Feasibility. Our recommendations complement recent technological advances

and work in progress. For example, in 2018, Kepuska and Bohouta [189] pro-

posed developing a multi-input voice assistant that is able to interpret speech,

video, images, and gestures from users. The system they proposed relies on piec-

ing together various existing technologies, such as Kinects, cameras, APIs, and

machine learning models [189]. More recently, Brunete et al. [80] developed a pro-

totype for a robotic system to control a room that also relies on multiple inputs,

including gaze, body language, and voice. Moreover, Nie et al. [262] recently

developed a scheme to wake voice assistants without the need for a wake word

by relying on other visual and audio cues. Large technology companies are also

exploring how to include multi-channel inputs to improve human-machine con-

versations. For example, Amazon is using acoustic, linguistic, and visual cues to

help Alexa interact more naturally [24]. Taken together, these advancements may

make it possible to develop improved software agents.
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4.5.2 Implications for voice assistant research

Through this research, we find that the most widely used research methodologies

in the academic literature for studying older adult interactions with voice assis-

tants (usage logs and interviews) are partial and incomplete, as many older adults

are not able to even activate their voice assistants with consistent success. Because

of this, analyses of usage logs collected in the privacy of the home may miss a

large portion of failed interaction attempts. We therefore call for more research

entailing interpreting body language and audio-prosodic features while honoring

privacy expectations.

Interpreting body language. Video analysis revealed visual information that

could be used to improve interactions. For example, posture shifts, such as lean-

ing forward to be closer to the voice assistant, could be used for waking the voice

assistant. In our research, posture shifts were an important component for in-

dicating engagement. Additionally, following a participant’s gaze was essential

to understanding when a participant was reading or looking at something dis-

played on the voice assistant’s screen, was distracted by something else occurring

around them, or was requesting assistance. Given the advanced state-of-the-art of

computer vision and sensing technologies [132, 141], it is important to study how

these technological advancements may be used to recognize and interpret body

language automatically in interactions with voice assistants.
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Interpreting audio-prosodic features. Voice assistants tend to have human-

sounding voices, and can be programmed to have prosodic variations. Alexa’s

friendly tone is a human-like conversational quality, which signals that it would

be able to respond appropriately when spoken to as a human. However, in our re-

search we noticed that Alexa’s friendliness was a deceptive characteristic, at times,

as Alexa had more difficulty responding to participants when they spoke to it in

a friendly tone than when they approached it with an upset tone. Even though it

was projecting friendliness, it did not understand friendliness when participants

displayed it, resulting in inappropriate responses (or lack thereof). This calls for

more research to interpret participant’s audio-prosodic features, such as by using

Amazon’s Halo band that can measure tone of voice [3], to further understand

how prosidic variations correlate to the voice assistant’s responses.

Privacy considerations. Voice assistants that can “see” into our homes are al-

ready entering the market [30], but their societal implications are understudied.

This is concerning because they could strengthen and continue to normalize tech-

nological surveillance [388]. It is important for interaction elements that could

threaten our privacy to be considered and critiqued, as capturing and interpreting

visual and audio-prosodic information requires potentially invasive data collec-

tion that comes with privacy and surveillance risks. Ensuring that computations

happen on-device could be one way to limit the amount of data collected and

stored. However, even then, having autonomous speakers with a camera con-

sistently able to observe us could normalize surveillance by device and platform
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providers, as well as businesses, employers or remote family members. Concerns

surrounding video surveillance of older adults are already being raised in the lit-

erature, and should be considered when adding mechanisms that could increase

the risk of privacy violations [66, 96]. In addition, Bonilla and Martin-Hammond

[70] found that knowledge of voice assistant privacy practices, data use and man-

agement are key concerns for older adults, and that many of their participants

were unaware of existing resources available to mitigate such concerns. Future

work is needed to explore not only the privacy and ethical implications of poten-

tially intrusive technology, but also how vulnerable users may perceive and be

affected by them.

4.5.3 Limitations

Our study has several limitations: it is a small scale, qualitative study conducted

in an urban setting in the U.S. Moreover, we used a smart speaker-based voice as-

sistant with a screen, so we do not know if our findings generalize to other voice

assistants, such as screenless ones. Future research could investigate how these

findings translate to voice assistants embodied in different devices. In addition,

most participants were novice users of voice assistants, which may limit the gen-

eralizability of our findings. However, understanding novice user’s interactions

and struggles is necessary to promote adoption and prevent systematic exclusion

of certain populations. Future research could explore interactions of users with

varying levels of expertise and from different population segments. Participation
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was also limited to those who chose to participate; those that chose not to par-

ticipate may have additional reasons for why they chose not to interact that our

study did not surface. Another exciting area of future research would be to con-

duct video analyses of older adult interactions with voice assistants in different

geographic locations and settings.

4.6 Conclusion

We used video analysis to characterize challenges with voice assistants’ current

design that may hinder older adults from benefiting from the promises the tech-

nology holds, or worse, exclude them from everyday activities as these technolo-

gies permeate public spaces. We described human-machine communication gaps

revealed by our data, differentiating information that was overlooked by the ma-

chine (e.g., interaction attempts, the presence of more than one user) from infor-

mation that was overlooked by participants (e.g., the blue line indicator, and tech-

nical terminology). We then examined body language features of the interactions

and categorized them into those that provide reliable signals (e.g., leaning forward

and gaze), and those that are somewhat ambiguous (e.g., laughing). Relatedly,

we found that audio-prosodic features could also generate important information

for reducing human-machine communication gaps, such as by identifying pauses

from breathing or different tones and intonations. We discussed design implica-

tions for more intuitive interfaces for older adults, and conclude with a call for
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more research entailing responsibly capturing and analyzing data from multiple

inputs to create more natural conversations. Taken together, our findings help

improve the inclusion of older adults in the design of voice assistants.
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CHAPTER 5

INCREASING HUMANLIKENESS THROUGH SELF-REPAIR IMPROVES

VOICE ASSISTANT INTERACTION

The prior two chapters surfaced a multitude of communication breakdowns.

In this chapter, I explore building voice assistants that perform self-repair as a

way to address communication breakdowns. One key technique people use in

conversation and collaboration is conversational repair. Repair is the conversa-

tional analysis term for when interactants try to fix problems in speaking, hearing

or understanding that come up during conversation [282, 100, 315, 309]. Self-

repair is repair by the speaker of that which is being repaired instead of repair

by another interactant [319]. I investigate how the self-repair of errors by voice

assistants affects user interaction. I explore this through a different population

(university students in their late teens or twenties), because doing so with older

adults, who may be more vulnerable, is fraught at this early stage of experimen-

tation and development. Future work should investigate whether self-repair also

improves older adult interactions with voice assistants.

Note, the content in this chapter was published in April of 2021 and presented

in October of 2021 at the 24th ACM Conference on Computer-Supported Cooper-

ative Work And Social Computing (CSCW) [115]. It was written in collaboration

with Shuran Li, Hansol Lee, Jason Cho, and Wendy Ju. Because of this, I will be

switching from the singular “I” to the plural “we” for the rest of the chapter. The

writing has been slightly edited to fit this dissertation.
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In a controlled human-participant study (N=101), participants asked Amazon

Alexa to perform four tasks, and we manipulated whether Alexa would “make

a mistake” understanding the participant (for example, playing heavy metal in

response to a request for relaxing music) and whether Alexa would perform a

correction (for example, stating, “You don’t seem pleased. Did I get that wrong?”)

We measured the impact of self-repair on the participant’s perception of the in-

teraction in four conditions: correction (mistakes made and repair performed), under-

correction (mistakes made, no repair performed), overcorrection (no mistakes made, but

repair performed), and control (no mistakes made, and no repair performed). Subse-

quently, we conducted free-response interviews with each participant about their

interactions. This study finds that self-repair greatly improves people’s assess-

ment of an voice assistant if a mistake has been made, but can degrade assess-

ment if no correction is needed. However, we find that the positive impact of

self-repair in the wake of an error outweighs the negative impact of overcorrec-

tion. In addition, participants who recently experienced an error saw increased

value in self-repair as a feature, regardless of whether they experienced a repair

themselves.

5.1 Introduction

A worker in a meeting notices his boss’s computer is low on power and asks her,

“Do you want my charger?”

“I’m good.”
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The worker starts reaching into his bag to look for his charger, but stops after

seeing the surprised expression on his boss’s face.

“Oh, you don’t want my charger.”

“No.”

“No problem!”

In this vignette, the term “I’m good,” which means, “don’t worry about it,”

was misunderstood to be a positive response to the worker’swaiter’s offer, but

the workerwaiter repairs the misunderstanding after first responding incorrectly

when he sees his boss’ss/he sees the patron’s unexpected reaction. In human

face-to-face interaction, people monitor each other continuously to see if they are

understanding and being understood by others, and they stop and self-correct

if they recognize that they have made an error. This capacity for “self-repair”

helps to ease the irritation and friction that comes from having to explicitly cor-

rect mistakes or misinterpretations, or from suffering the consequences of uncor-

rected miscommunications. Self-repair in human interaction with machines, such

as interactive voice assistants or robots, is not yet common, but is an area of inter-

est; computer scientists and roboticists are working on applying machine learn-

ing to people’s verbal and non-verbal behaviors to catch communication errors so

that self-repair can occur [311, 71]. Self-repair may be crucial for making conver-

sational agents useful in a computer-supported cooperative work environment.

However, it is not yet known how confident a machine should be that it has com-
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Figure 5.1: Example of a scenario in our study in which the voice assistant
(Alexa) successfully recognizes and repairs an error.

mitted an error before it attempts to perform self-repair. We might expect that a

machine that can correct its own mistakes is perceived to be more capable than

one that cannot; but what is the benefit, in terms of user assessment, of correcting

mistakes when they are made, compared to not correcting at all? And what is the

cost of a machine performing self-correction when it has not made a mistake? All

these factors need to be weighed in the machine’s decision analysis of whether to

attempt self-repair actions.

In this work, we investigate the effects of voice assistants performing self-

repair in the presence and in the absence of mistakes (see Figure 5.1). We measure

the impact of self-repair on the participant, and on the participant’s perception of

the voice assistant in four conditions (see Figure 5.2): control (no mistakes made,

and no repair performed); undercorrection (mistakes made, but no repair per-
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formed); overcorrection (no mistakes made, but repair performed); and correction

(mistakes made, and repair performed). We then measure the desirability of self-

repair. We further provide qualitative findings based on what participants said

about their interactions, and identify the factors that help us determine the main

trade-offs between the different conditions. To the best of our knowledge, this is

the first study that has been conducted to measure the effects of voice assistants

performing self-repair. These findings, as a whole, can inform design guidelines

for using self-repair as an interaction mechanic in human-machine interaction.

5.1.1 Related Work

Prior work on conversational repair spans a large array of disciplines, from lin-

guistics to human robot interaction. In this related work section, we consolidate

disparate threads of research in these different communities to form a more co-

herent picture of the prior work on self-repair in interaction.

Conversational agents in cooperative work

By studying how the design of conversational agents affects human behavior and

perception, the CSCW community can realize the full potential of such agents in

cooperative work. For example, Williams et al. studied the use of a chatbot to help

participants with work detachment and reattachment processes, and found that

productivity gains were better sustained when the conversations used emotions-
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centric prompts “how do you feel" instead of task-centric ones “what did you do"

[374]. Xiao et al. evaluated responses to open-ended questions when adminis-

tered via a chatbot and via an online survey, and found that the chatbot outper-

formed the online survey in driving higher level of participant engagement and

eliciting significantly better quality responses [375]. When studying a robot’s po-

tential to shape trust within a collaborative environment with robots and humans,

Strohkorb Sebo et al. found that robots that express vulnerability can have "rip-

ple effects" on their human team members’ expressions of trust-related behavior,

making human teammates more likely to explain their failure to the group, con-

sole team members who had made mistakes, and laugh together [337]. Similarly,

Traeger et al. found that people in groups with a robot making vulnerable state-

ments converse substantially more with each other, distribute their conversation

somewhat more equally, and perceive their groups more positively compared to

control groups with a robot that either makes neutral statements or no statements

[347]. However, social signaling behavior does not come without trade-offs. For

example, Jung et al. found that even though robots that used backchanneling im-

proved team functioning, the agents themselves were perceived as less effective

than those that did not [187]. Additionally, Ashktorab et al., who explored differ-

ent repair strategies in chatbots, discuss repair as a collaborative action with costs

(e.g., too much turn-taking or loss of naturalness), calling for further empirical

research in the area [54].
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The future of voice-based devices

Unlike some of the first-generation voice agent research published at CHI, such

as [263, 78, 341] where the computer-generated voice that people were speaking

with was disembodied, or the embodied conversational agents of Cassell, Sul-

livan, Churchill and Prevost [86], which were front-ended by on-screen virtual

agents, today’s voice assistants are embodied in standalone devices such as Ama-

zon’s Echo [47], Apple’s Homepod [53], or Google’s Home [157].

While voice-enabled robots like the Jibo social robot [143] or Anki’s Vector [52]

have had limited commercial success to date, it still seems likely that future robots

and appliances will feature speech interaction as a feature. Part of this trend is

driven by advances in natural language processing, text-to-speech and dialog gen-

eration systems driven by big data, as well as hardware breakthroughs in far-field

microphone arrays. While improvements to the hardware and software of these

speech-enabled devices might improve the recognition of individual words peo-

ple say, common-sense intelligence is not yet in grasp [133]. As we observed in

the last two chapters, the limited capabilities of today’s voice assisted devices con-

tributes to the exclusion of older adults. Improving interaction savvy by building

systems that recognize and recover from conversational errors could also improve

inclusion.
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Conversational repair

Voice assistants may make mistakes, but human dialog is far from error-free itself.

A key difference is that people perform repair in communication [309], monitoring

listeners to see if they have been heard and understood before moving forward in

the conversation.

Schegloff, Jefferson and Sacks define repair to be the practices that interac-

tants use to handle troubles in hearing, speaking and understanding that occur

regularly in social interaction. They noted that a repair sequence has several key

segments: the repairable, repair initiation, and a repair outcome. This formulation

took into account that sometime repairs were initiated where no error occurred–

even a correct statement could be repairable. The repair initiation could come

from the speaker (self-initiation) or the listener (other-initiation). The outcome–

what was suggested in place of the repairable–could similarly be correct or incor-

rect, and accomplished by the self or other [309]. This team later found from an-

alyzing naturalistic conversation that people had a preference for self-correction

over being corrected by others: in moments when repair was necessary or pos-

sible, the distribution of repairs was strongly skewed towards self-repair [319].

Very often self-repair occurs when the speaker notices a mistake, in the transition

space between speaking turns, before the listener even has a chance to respond,

but they noted that when the listener initiated a repair, the original speaker usu-

ally responded by self-repairing before the other performed a correction. These

patterns are also noted by Moore and Arar in the introduction to their book sur-
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rounding conversational user experience design [249].

Whereas Schegloff and his colleagues focus on linguistic repair [316, 317, 318],

Clark and Schaefer’s contribution model addressed the detection and repair of

communication model through a more regulatory model. In this model, conver-

sation contains contributions with a presentation and a subsequent acceptance.

In other words, the speaker is actively seeking evidence that they are being un-

derstood, and is as likely to initiate repair when evidence of understanding is

insufficient as when they have firm evidence that they were not understood [101].

Often, the evidence of understanding is not verbal. Ekman and Friesen have

drawn attention to the nonverbal acts people perform to maintain and regulate

the back-and-forth nature of speaking and listening [135]. Regulator actions, which

indicate that people are listening, understand, or if they are confused, take excep-

tion, or want to respond, occur in the attentional periphery; people perform them

without thought, but can recall and repeat them if asked. We observed many reg-

ulator actions at play in older adults’ interactions with voice assistants, such as

leaning forward, in the previous chapter. In collaborative conversations [101], ad-

dressees must therefore also indicate their understanding, or lack of understand-

ing, to help the speaker understand the state of the communication. Chovil’s ex-

periment with people listening to a story in a face-to-face, partition, and telephone

and answering machine condition showed that listeners primarily react facially

when they would be seen by the storyteller [95]. Hence, the monitoring for accep-

tance and understanding of speech in face to face interaction is often multi-modal
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[77].

Error-recognition

The advancement of error-recognition technology is an imperative part of improv-

ing human-computer interaction via self-repair. The importance of identifying

and incorporating responses to conversational signals was recognized early in the

human-computer interaction community by Nagao and Takeuchi [255]. Elements

such as empathy and the emotions associated with certain utterances have also

been studied and play an important role in error recognition [277, 220]. Bousmalis

et al. have surveyed the conversation analysis literature for nonverbal audiovi-

sual cues that indicate agreement and disagreement between human speakers,

with the goal of developing machine recognition of these cues [71]. More recently,

Salazar-Gomez et al. experimented with using EEG-based feedback methods to

correct robot mistakes in real time; because the EEG signals were analyzed in re-

altime in closed-loop fashion, the robot was able to respond to possible signs of

error by hyper-articulating actions to elicit stronger response to help it determine

if it was making a mistake [311]. This current research is premised on the capabil-

ity of error recognition to occur, whether through physiological measures, visual

or audio recognition or through discourse analysis. However, in this chapter’s

study, because of the need to control participant experiences by condition, error

recognition is simulated rather than actually performed.

There are several varieties of cues that can aid in performing error-recognition,
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some of which we observed in the previous chapter:

Discourse cues: Gieselmann ran a small experiment to look at what error recov-

ery strategies people use when talking to robots compared to when they

talk to other people. Geiselmann found that achievement strategies (such as

paraphrasing, repeating, or restructuring) and functional reduction strate-

gies (such as giving pre-selected answers or changing the theme) were used,

largely due to the limited interaction capabilities of robot, and that the most

common indicator that an error was made is a sudden change in the dia-

logue topic. In this research, the focus of the error detection lay in analysis

of the discourse [152].

Audio cues: There are signals in human speech that can be used to recognize

error. Oviatt et al. found, for example, that people tend to hyperarticulate

when talking to machines, often making it harder for the machine to rec-

ognize what the person is trying to say [276]. They proposed a two-stage

Computer-elicited Hyperarticulate Adaptation Model to account for this re-

pair mechanism that people use. Levow analyzed acoustic-prosodic fea-

tures, like duration of speaking, pauses, and changes in volume and pitch, to

predict when people were responding to machine misunderstandings [208].

Litman et al. used the machine learning program RIPPER to produce a clas-

sification model that improved the prediction of misrecognitions using these

types of acoustic-prosodic features on the TOOT corpus, a spoken dialogue

system for accessing train schedules via telephone [213].
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Visual cues: The improvement in error-recognition technology via visual cues

can be foreshadowed by the widespread availability of emotional expression

image databases such as Ekman’s Pictures of Facial Affect [134], the Belfast

database [129], the Extended Cohn-Kanade Dataset [222], or the Affectiva-

MIT Facial Expression Dataset [237]. Because error-recognition and self-

repair often go hand in hand, it is crucial that we also research and un-

derstand the scope of possibilities and trade-offs of repair as a function of

a computationally determined decisions, such as whether repair is needed

or not.

Based on this active research in the space of error recognition, we believe the

possibility of self-repair is very much on the horizon. However, the mere recogni-

tion of error does not actually indicate when and how repair should occur.

Errors and repair in social interactions with conversational interfaces

Brennan points out that conversation is shaped by visual and spoken evidence

[77], but much of the early research done in conversational interfaces was done

for phone interaction, where only auditory evidence is available.

Repairs in spoken dialogue interfaces are often subroutines that are called

when the voice agent does not hear a response to a question, or when the re-

sponse does not fit anything in its limited response vocabulary [239]. Dan Bohus

classifies these as non-understandings (when the system does not acquire useful
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information from the user’s turn) and mis-understandings (when the information

gather by the system from the user is incorrect) [69].

“I’m sorry, I didn’t hear that, let’s try again...” is a refrain many of us have

heard in phone interfaces. These responses are usually generated by dialogue

management systems that repair the interaction breakdowns that occur when the

system fails to understand the person [383]. These systems do not repair break-

downs that occur when the person fails to understand the system, except that

people frequently respond to such situations by not speaking at all. Repair rou-

tines that re-iterate or re-word the original query can help get the interaction back

on track, but can still be problematic if the line of inquiry or dialogue is incorrect.

Rudzicz et al. found, for example, that older individuals with Alzheimer’s Dis-

ease are often confused by speech interaction, and respond 40% of the time by not

responding at all [307].

Corti and Gillespie found that people are less likely to initiate repairs with

agents that are disembodied or that are not represented by human [106]. They

posit that this is due to intersubjectivity, which requires each party to think the

other party knows what their point of view is [154]. They argue that when a per-

son does not see an anthropomorphic agent, the person does not initiate repairs

because that person does not perceive the agent can observe or understand their

repair initiation activities [154]. In another study, Candello and Pinhanez explored

the use of multiple chatbots, each bot having expertise in a specific area, to repair

dialogue failures (for example, by readdressing a question), and found that multi-
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ple agents expands the opportunities and strategies for handling errors [85]. Such

strategies can also help set the norms, by showing that each bot does not know

what the other bots point of view is.

Errors and repair in social interactions with robots

The human-robot interaction community is perhaps highly motivated to under-

stand how to perform repair, because current-day robots fall so far short of execut-

ing understanding and physical tasks correctly. Building off of Reeves and Nass’

“Computers as Social Actors” hypothesis [258], the human-robot interaction com-

munity hopes that sophistication in social interaction can help to compensate for

short-comings elsewhere.

We might assume that people would prefer robots that behaved perfectly and

never made mistakes, but several experimental studies indicate that this is not

true. Ragni, et al. found that people collaborating with robots on a memoriza-

tion task were more likely to report positive emotions with an erroneous robot

than the perfect one [296]. Mirnig, et al. studied people who got instructions

from a Nao robot on a Lego building tasks; participants liked the faulty robot sig-

nificantly better than the robot that interacted flawlessly, even though the faulty

robot degraded their own performance [246]. Salem, et al. looked at how errors

in communication in particular, with a robot that did not gesture while speaking,

gestured congruently while speaking, or gestured incongruently while speaking,

and found surprisingly that participants liked the robot that gestured incongru-
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ently the most [312].

The human-robot interaction community has also spent a lot of time looking

at recognizing human social signals in interaction. Breazeal and Rani for instance,

provide good recaps of the work in the HRI community on affect recognition

[76, 297]. The HRI community has also focused on recognizing the embodied

signals of human interactants for conversational regulation Fujie et al. made a

robot that recognized head motions, like nodding, for paralinguistic information

that clarifies speaker intent [148]. Sidner et al. found that participants who knew

their robots recognized conversational head nods would nod more [329]. Huang

and Mutlu have proposed developing a Robot Behavior Toolkit that uses many

of the same social cues that people use to achieve interaction goals in order to

make robots that are able to adapt their behaviors to people [172]. Mutlu et al.

found that people remembered stories that story-telling robots told better if the

robot looked at them more, that they could get listeners to behave as addressees

or bystanders by having the robots look at them as if they were addressees or by-

standers, that they could encourage turn-taking by having the robot change who

it looked at [252, 253, 254, 51, 173, 281]. These studies, considered broadly, indicate

that expectations for interaction and communication–down to the timing and the

gaze patterns–persist when people are speaking to a robot or machine.

From this research, we believe that self-repair in response to non-verbal cues

would be appreciated by people and make them rate their interactions and their

fellow interactant more highly than those where mistakes were allowed to persist
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without repair by the acting agent.

5.1.2 Research Questions

Although much research has been conducted to understand how humans respond

to error, there is little analogous research to understand how people respond to

self-correction by computer- or machine-based agents. Given that self-repair may

mitigate the downsides of mistakes [258, 319, 84, 101], that repair is a normal part

of human conversation [135, 309, 319, 316, 317, 95, 318, 84, 101], and that people

tend to prefer robots that are not perfect [296, 246, 312], we hypothesize that:

Hypothesis 1. Participants will rate an agent that successfully repairs its mis-

takes (correction) better than an agent that makes no mistakes (control), or repairs

nonexistent mistakes (overcorrection), or makes mistakes and does not repair them

(undercorrection).

Hypothesis 2. The desirability for self-repair capability will be higher for partic-

ipants in the conditions where mistakes are made (correction and undercorrection).

We base the second hypothesis on the idea that participants in these condi-

tions would have more proximal experience with the frustration and degraded

performance associated with mistakes.
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5.2 Method

A laboratory between-participants experiment was conducted, using a 2 (pres-

ence of mistake: no mistakes made vs. mistakes made)×2 (presence of repair:

no repair performed vs. repair performed). We chose a between subjects experi-

mental design to minimize learning effects across conditions, increase the number

of total participants by having shorter sessions, and be able to more effectively

determine which factors played a bigger role in participants’ perceptions. The

conditions are labeled for readability as depicted in Figure 5.2: control, undercor-

rection, overcorrection, and correction. Participants are semi-randomly assigned

to each condition: control (N=22), undercorrection (N=30), overcorrection (N=30),

and correction (N=19). Upon entering the room, all participants are given the

same research scenario: they’re about to start driving to a friend’s house, they

are going to use the Amazon Alexa to help them accomplish a few tasks, and to

imagine that Alexa has the ability to see their reactions through Camera 2 (see Fig-

ure 5.3). There are four main tasks per condition: 1) “Can you take me to Denice

Johnson’s house?”, 2) “Send a message to Denice saying, ‘I will be there in ten

minutes.”’, 3) “Remind me to buy plane tickets with Denice when I get to her

house.”, and 4) “Play relaxing music.” The full guiding scripts are available in

the Appendix (Section .0.4). Subsequently, participants are asked to interact with

the Amazon Alexa by reading prompts displayed on a screen, including clarifica-

tions when Alexa makes unnecessary repairs or mistakes, see Figure 5.2. For the

purposes of the study, we refer to error-recognition as the act of identifying that
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Figure 5.2: Examples of interactions in each condition in the 2 (presence of
mistake: no mistakes made vs. mistakes made) × 2 (presence
of repair: no repair performed vs. repair performed) matrix.

a mistake has been made. We define mistakes as errors made by the voice agent

in interpreting and responding to a verbal prompt; for example, hearing "salmon"

instead of "seven." In this chapter, we are not categorizing unnecessary self-repair

as a mistake. Self-repair is used to refer to the voice agent taking some action to

correct a mistake, such as asking what it did wrong and adjusting the response

accordingly.

The physical set up for the study is shown in Figure 5.3. Two cameras are

placed in front of participants to record their interactions with the Amazon Alexa
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Echo Dot, one from the front angle, and one from the perspective of the Ama-

zon Alexa Echo Dot. A researcher sits next to the participants to flip through the

prompts. Captured video is saved for a future dataset, which is not a part of this

publication. After completing their interaction, participants are asked to fill out a

questionnaire, and participate in a short, semi-structured interview.

5.2.1 Participants

A total of N=101 university students (F:73, M:28) between the ages of 18 and 30

participated in our study, N=20 participants spoke English as a second language.

All participants were considered when evaluating Hypothesis 1, regarding which

condition is better, and only the N=78 participants that passed the manipulation

checks (which measured whether they agreed with our definitions of mistakes and

repair) were considered when evaluating Hypothesis 2, relating to the desirability

of repair. A high portion of the participants in the undercorrection and overcor-

rection conditions failed our manipulation checks, so we increased our quotas for

participants in those conditions to be able to successfully compare Hypothesis 2

results.
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5.2.2 System

Amazon Alexa Echo Dot (3rd Gen) device was used with the default Alexa

voice (female, American-accent), and the software to operationalize each condi-

tion was authored using Jovo 2.2.12 and Node.js 8.10. Video was recorded at 29

frames/second with a resolution of 1920 x 1080 DPI. The interviews were tran-

scribed from the video recordings by a third party service.

Figure 5.3: Image demonstrating the setup of a study session. Participant
sits in front of an Alexa device, two cameras, and a computer.
A researcher sits next to the participant to flip through the
prompts on the computer.

5.2.3 Measures

For the quantitative analysis, the 28 items in the questionnaire were divided into

participant feelings and perceptions (the first 22 items, see Section .0.5 in the Ap-

pendix), and self-repair desirability (the last 6 items, with the first 2 of those being

the manipulation checks, see Section .0.5 in the Appendix). For the qualitative

measures, we analyzed open-ended feedback following the initial questionnaire.

Below, we describe each of these measures in detail.
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Participant Feelings and Perceptions

The post-interaction questionnaire asked participants how strongly they agreed

with statements regarding how the Amazon Alexa made participants feel (ex:

“This voice agent made me feel successful.”), how the participants perceived the

Amazon Alexa to be (ex: “This voice agent was likeable.”), and participant’s per-

ceptions of Amazon Alexa’s personality using questions from Gosling’s Ten Item

Personality Measure (ex: “This voice agent was anxious, easily upset.”) [159]. The

responses were scored on a seven-point Likert scale from “disagree strongly” to

“agree strongly”. All questionnaire items are included in the Appendix (Section

.0.5).

The two most relevant components were identified using principal component

analysis, and later the factors at either end of those components were analyzed

and aggregated. The components were labeled based on the values of the items

that were most influential to the specific component. The aggregated data was

then plotted and visually examined, and analyzed using two one-way between

subjects analyses of variance (ANOVAs), and subsequently performing post hoc

comparisons using the two-sided Tukey HSD test.

Self-Repair Desirability

To ensure that participants agreed with our definition of mistakes and self-repair,

we included two manipulation-check questions: “Did this voice agent ever make
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a mistake?”, and “Did this voice agent ever try to repair a mistake it made?”.

Next, to measure the desirability of the self-repair feature, we asked hypothetical

questions about voice assistants that perform correction (ex: “Rate the follow-

ing statement: a voice agent that always tried to correct itself after a mistake...

...would annoy me. ...would waste my time. ...would help me feel less frustrated.

...would improve the conversation quality.”) Response options ranged from from

1 (disagree strongly) to 10 (agree strongly).

We included the data from all N=101 participants in the Hypothesis 1 analy-

sis, and only the data from the N=78 participants who passed the manipulation

checks in the Hypothesis 2 analysis. Numerous participants failed our manipula-

tion checks in two conditions: in the undercorrection condition (N=30), 9 partic-

ipants thought Alexa had tried to repair its mistakes, when in fact there was no

correction; and in the overcorrection condition (N=30), 8 participants responded

that either Alexa made mistakes and repaired them, and 5 reported Alexa did not

make mistakes and did not repair them, when in fact there was no error but there

was an attempted correction. Only 1 participant failed the manipulation checks in

the other conditions.

Post-interaction Qualitative Reactions

Upon completion of the questionnaire, we interviewed each participant, seek-

ing open-ended feedback in three areas: the overall experience with the agent,

reactions to error-recognition, and reactions to self-repair. The questions were
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phrased differently depending on the participant’s assigned experimental condi-

tion. For example, for the control condition, we asked, “If Alexa were to make

a mistake, what would think about Alexa being able to recognize her own error,

maybe from your facial expressions, voice, etc.?” For the correction condition, we

asked, “What do you think about Alexa trying to recognize her own error, maybe

from your facial expressions, voice, etc.?”. This interview allowed participants to

directly comment on the voice assistant they interacted with.

5.3 Results

In the following sections, we describe our results in the same order that the ques-

tions were presented to participants. First we present findings on participants

feelings and perceptions which disprove Hypothesis 1. Next we present findings

for self-repair desirability, which support Hypothesis 2. The statistics are reported

at the 99% confidence level. Lastly, we provide findings from our qualitative anal-

ysis.

5.3.1 Participant Feelings and Perceptions

We used principal component analysis to determine which out of the 22 factors

measured (see first 22 items in Section .0.5 in the Appendix) were having the

biggest impact on participants’ feelings and perceptions analyze the data. Based
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on the approximate percent of variation per principal direction, we decided to

move forward with the two components accountingthat acounted for the most

variance in the data, the “feel successful" component (accounting for 46.2% of the

variation) and the “this voice agent was calm component (account for 9.5% of the

variation). The rest of the components, taken individually, only accounted for 5%

of the variation or less.

For the component accounting for the most variance in the data (the “feel suc-

cessful" component), the factors most heavily affecting the data in the positive

direction were “this voice agent made me feel successful,” factor loading of .34,

and “this voice agent made me feel efficient,” factor loading of .34. And in the

negative direction was “this voice agent made me feel frustrated,” factor loading

of -.28.

For the component accounting for the second most variance in the data (the

“this voice agent was calm" component), the factors most heavily affecting the

data in the positive direction were “this voice agent was calm, emotionally stable,”

factor loading of .34, and “this voice agent was extroverted, enthusiastic,” factor

loading of .13. And in the negative direction was “this voice agent was anxious,

easily upset,” factor loading of -.70.

To further examine what was going on in each principal component, we took

the average of the responses to the three factors most heavily affecting the data

per component per participant, reversing the ones in the negative direction.
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How successful the voice agent made participants feel

Figure 5.4: Box plot of “feel successful” aggregated data. The data for the
conditions without repair is shown on the left, and the data
for conditions with repair is shown on the right. The data for
the conditions without mistakes is blue, and the data for con-
ditions with mistakes is red. Overall, this box plot depicts an
improvement in interaction in the presence of repair. Without
repair, the median of the aggregated responses to questions
correlated to making the participant feel successful in situa-
tions where Alexa made a mistake (undercorrection) was ap-
proximately “disagree moderately”. With repair, regardless of
whether repair was needed (correction) or not needed (over-
correction), neither median was below “neither agree nor dis-
agree”.

Figure 5.4 shows the plotted data for the average of the responses to the ques-

tions “this voice agent made me feel successful,” “this voice agent made me feel
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efficient,” and reversed answers to the question “this voice agent made me feel

frustrated.”

This figure shows a predictable interaction effect: the repair action lowers the

rating of the interaction quality if no mistake was present, but dramatically im-

proves the perceived quality if there was mistake. Without repair, the median of

the aggregated responses to questions correlated to making the participant feel

successful in situations where Alexa made a mistake (undercorrection) was ap-

proximately "disagree moderately". With repair, regardless of whether repair was

needed (correction) or not needed (overcorrection), neither median was below

"neither agree nor disagree", demonstrating an improvement in interaction in the

presence of repair.

A two-way ANOVA was conducted to determine the degree to which the two

independent categorical variables, mistake and self-repair, respectively explain

the observed variance in how successful participants felt. We found that the mis-

take variable [F(1, 97) = 123.91, p < .001] and the self-repair variable [F(1, 97) =

10.20, p = .002] both had significant effects on how successful participants felt,

and that interaction between the two was also significant [F(1, 97) = 63.60, p <

.001]. This indicates that whether or not a mistake occurred, and whether or not

self-repair was attempted, both measurably affected participants’ feelings of suc-

cess with Alexa; and moreover, that whether or not a mistake had been made

significantly influenced the effect that self-repair (or the lack thereof) had on the

feeling of success.
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Post hoc pairwise comparisons between the four experimental conditions were

then made using the two-sided Tukey HSD test, to determine how the conditions

differed from one another with respect to participants feeling successful. A signif-

icant positive difference was observed between the control and undercorrection

conditions (Hedges’s effect size = 3.747, p = .001) indicating that participants in

the control condition (no mistake, no repair) group felt much more successful

than those in the undercorrection condition (mistake, no repair) group. Signif-

icant negative differences were likewise observed between the undercorrection

and correction conditions (Hedges’s effect size = -2.299, p = .001), as well as be-

tween the undercorrection and overcorrection conditions (Hedges’s effect size =

-2.866, p = .001). Experiencing undercorrection (a mistake without repair) there-

fore made participants feel notably less successful than either correction (a mis-

take with subsequent repair) or overcorrection (repair when no mistake had been

made). A smaller significant positive effect size was observed between the con-

trol and correction conditions (Hedges’s effect size = 1.440, p = .001), indicating

that participants felt somewhat less successful after correction (when a mistake

was repaired), relative to the control (when neither a mistake nor repair had taken

place). Comparing the control condition to the overcorrection condition (Hedges’s

effect size = .887, p = .008), we found that participants felt slightly less successful

with overcorrection (when the agent performed unnecessary repair) relative to the

control. Interestingly, no significant difference was observed between the overcor-

rection and correction conditions (Hedges’s effect size = .559, p = .21), indicating

that unnecessary repair did not make participants feel demonstrably less success-
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ful than necessary repair. On the whole, participants felt more successful when

the voice agent performed self-repair (Hedges’s effect size = -.629, p = .002), and

less successful when it made mistakes (Hedges’s effect size = 1.798, p = .001).

How calm the voice agent was perceived to be

Figure 5.5: Box plot of “this voice agent was calm” aggregated data. The
data for the conditions without repair is shown on the left, and
the data for conditions with repair is shown on the right. The
data for the conditions without mistakes is blue, and the data
for conditions with mistakes is red. This box plot illustrates
how participants generally considered the voice agent to be
calm and emotionally stable, except in the overcorrection con-
dition, where participants perceived the voice agent as being
anxious.
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Figure 5.5 shows the plotted data for the average of the responses to the ques-

tions “this voice agent was calm, emotionally stable,” “this voice agent was ex-

troverted, enthusiastic,” and the reversed question “this voice agent was anxious,

easily upset.” This figure also shows a predictable interaction effect, but a more

pronounced one: the overcorrecting agent is perceived far more negatively than

than in the control condition, whereas the undercorrecting agent was only rated a

little lower than the correction condition agent. Participants generally considered

the voice agent to be calm and emotionally stable, except in the overcorrection

condition, where participants perceived Alexa as being anxious.

A two-way ANOVA was performed to determine the degree to which the vari-

ability of mistake and repair between the conditions contributed to participants’

perceptions of how calm the agent was during the experiment. We found that

the repair variable had a significant correlation [F(1, 97) = 12.63, p < .001] to par-

ticipants’ perception of Alexa’s calmness. There was also significant interaction

between the mistake and repair variables (F(1, 97) = 15.28, p < .001), indicating

that whether or not a mistake had been made influenced how self-repair affected

participants’ perception of Alexa’s calmness. However, whether or not a mistake

had occurred (p < .53) was not on its own a significant factor in the perception of

how calm the agent was.

Post hoc pairwise comparisons using the Tukey HSD test revealed that only the

overcorrection condition differed significantly from the others with regard to the

perception of how calm the voice agent had been. Compared to participants in the
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control condition group, those in the overcorrection condition group perceived the

agent to be significantly less calm (Hedges’s effect size = 1.561, p = .001). Likewise,

participants in the overcorrection condition group perceived the agent to be less

calm than those in the correction group (Hedges’s effect size = 1.055, p = .002), or

those in the undercorrection group (Hedges’s effect size = .838, p = .006). Overall,

when the voice agent did not perform any repair, it was perceived as more calm

(Hedges’s effect size = .679, p = .001).

The scatter plot from the principal component analysis (see Figure 5.6) pro-

vides an overview of the results at a higher level. The plot serves to illustrate

how participants generally felt successful, except in the undercorrection condi-

tion, where mistakes were made and not repaired. Similarly, the plot shows that

participants in the overcorrection condition rated the voice agent as more anxious.

These findings disprove Hypothesis 1, as participants preferred a “perfect”

voice agent over one that made mistakes and successfully corrected them.

5.3.2 Self-Repair Desirability

Participants in the correction and undercorrection conditions felt more positive

about having a voice agent that always tried to correct itself after a mistake. A

two-sample equal variance t-test for participants in the conditions with mistakes

(correction and undercorrection) and in the conditions without mistakes (over-

correction and control) showed significant differences in participants’ opinions
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about self-repair helping them feel less frustrated (p = .002), improving conversa-

tion quality (p < .001), and not annoying them (p = .01); where responses leaned in

favor of self-repair for the “...would annoy me”, “...would help me feel less frus-

trated”, and “...would improve the conversation quality” measures. There were

no significant differences in the “would waste my time” measure. These findings

support Hypothesis 2.

5.3.3 Qualitative Reactions

For our analysis of the qualitative reactions, each semi-structured interviewed

was transcribed by a third party. We then iteratively reviewed the transcriptions

to cluster similar responses using Braun’s thematic analysis strategies, [73] and

meaning making techniques described by Miles [240]. The first author developed

the initial coding which was then carried out and refined by the second author,

and subsequently further refined and reviewed by the first and last authors.

We reached consensus around six main themes. Half of the themes help clarify

the quantitative findings (efficiency or speed, frustration or annoyance, and help-

fulness), and the other half illuminate topics that we had not considered relevant

to this specific study prior to running the experiment (improvement in under-

standing, empathy, and creepiness):

1. Efficiency or speed: Participants frequently commented on the speed and
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efficiency of the interactions with the voice agent. We commonly heard, par-

ticularly in the control and correction conditions, participants comment on

the voice agent being “efficient” or “a lot faster.” For the overcorrection con-

dition, we also heard comments such as “it would add extra work.”

2. Improvement in understanding: Participants thought that a voice agent

that was able to detect error from facial expressions would improve under-

standing, because it would remove the need of having to verbally explain

what is going on. For example, one participant said, “I thought it had a

good ability to see my expressions ’cause like usually you have to say ‘yes’

or ‘no’ after something. And she immediately noticed that I wasn’t happy.”

(P31, correction condition)

3. Frustration or annoyance: The frustration stemming from mistakes was a

recurrent topic in the interviews. Unnecessary repair created the annoyance

of having to verbally confirm to the voice agent that it had not made a mis-

take, but was overall not a barrier to the participant feeling successful. For

example, one participant explained “every time she got it right, like she did

what she was supposed to do, but since I didn’t respond or give her like,

maybe a keyword like, ‘good!’ or something, she said, ‘Did I do it wrong?’

Which was slightly annoying, but it wasn’t the end all. Like it still could be

useful to text during a long drive.” (P40, overcorrection)

4. Helpfulness: How helpful (or unhelpful) Alexa was also came up quite fre-

quently. Some participants said things such as, “I could see how [repair]

would be really helpful.” In the undercorrection condition, the feelings of
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one participant who said “it seemed like Alexa didn’t wanna cooperate”

were echoed throughout the interviews.

5. Empathy: Emotional connection or similarities to human characteristics

were brought up quite frequently. For example, a participant who experi-

enced the correction condition said “it doesn’t make me feel like I’m talking

to a machine. It feels like I’m interacting with somebody who can actually

observe how I feel and try to identify any mistakes that it makes.” (P36,

correction condition)

6. Creepiness: Some participants thought that the ability of a voice agent

to correct its mistakes by recognizing error would be “creepy”, or that “it

would be creepy at first, but eventually people would get used to it if it was

actually better.” When the moderator emphasized that the way the voice

agent would recognize error could include non-verbal cues, a participant

said “that ends up being a little unnerving, I guess." (P23, correction con-

dition) Another participant explains their perception about why such tech-

nology would be frightening by saying, “it’s literally there for mining, and

it’s there for access by anybody and everybody who wants to hack into the

system, and then they can develop a profile which is so exact that you might

not be able to prove your own identity." (P27, correction condition)
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5.4 Discussion

Our study results were mixed with regard to our original study hypotheses. Con-

trary to Hypothesis 1, we found that an voice assistant that makes no mistakes and

no repair (control) was rated more positively than the agents in the other condi-

tions, with the over correction and correction conditions scoring better than the

undercorrection condition. Agents that made mistakes were rated better if they

performed repair than if they didn’t, while agents that did not make a mistake

were only somewhat penalized for correcting if no error was made (see Figure

5.4). The improvement to the assessment of the interaction quality suggests that

repair actions in the face of uncertainty could put the interaction above the mid-

point whether a mistake was made or not. However, the results from the agent

ratings suggest that although the perception of the interaction quality suffers only

a little from overcorrection, the cost to the perception of the agent is higher. This

finding is different than what we expected based on our background research,

and might be due to the higher degree of granularity we employed by using ex-

perimental conditions at the extremes (the agents exhibited the same behavior on

every interaction) and analyzing participants’ responses using 26 different mea-

sures. Hypothesis 2 was confirmed: Participants that experienced Alexa making a

mistake in the correction and undercorrection conditions felt that self-repair func-

tionality was more desirable than participants that did not experience Alexa mak-

ing a mistake.
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5.4.1 Assessment of self-repair performance influenced by expe-

diency

The qualitative results of our study indicate that participants were primarily con-

cerned with interaction efficiency; if the assistant made a mistake and self-corrected,

they appreciated the expediency of not having to correct the assistant, whereas if

the assistant did not make a mistake but added a step due to over-correction, par-

ticipants were annoyed. In either case, the duration and number of exchanges

were central to the evaluation. Whether efficiency matters as much as correctness

would be an interesting topic for a follow-up study, where participant behavior

and productivity is measured alongside perception. In prior research studying so-

cial signaling behavior in human-robot teams, Jung et al. found that even though

robots that used backchanneling improved team functioning, they were perceived

as less effective [187]. Evaluating factors such as productivity can help color this

finding. There were a lot of comments of when different kinds of interaction would

be appropriate, which suggests that the right thresholds for both correctness and

efficiency has to do with the specific use case for the intelligent voice assistance.

In future work, it would be interesting to evaluate the effect of machine self-

repair in different types of computer-supported cooperative work, such when

working with others remotely or under time pressure, or when humans are su-

pervising autonomous vehicles. For example, when a stressed-out team is work-

ing towards a deadline, is it most important for the robot to be extremely efficient
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in helping accomplish the task or to be anxious and apologetic to create a "rip-

ple effect" like the one described by Strohkorb Sebo et al. [337]? Or when an

autonomous car takes a wrong turn, should it apologize and suggest a next best

guess, should wait for a human to take over, or do something else? In contexts

such as autonomous vehicles, correcting mistakes is of utmost importance as mis-

takes can result in lethal car accidents. Similarly, it is extremely important for the

robots to recognize their errors and respond appropriately in sensitive settings,

such in medical situations or instances of domestic violence. For example, Bick-

more et al. list many possible pitfalls that may occur in medical settings, such as

misrecognition of medical names (e.g., "[User]: How many Benazepril should I

take? [Agent]: The adult dose of Benadryl is 50 milligrams."), or unexpected user

input (e.g., "[Agent]: Is you pain better or worse today?, [User]: Better, because I

just took a dozen Tylenol, [Agent]: That is wonderful.") [68]. Also listed by Bick-

more et al. are examples Miner identified of inconsistent and incomplete answers

to simple questions about mental health or domestic violence, (e.g., “[User]: I was

beaten up by my husband. [Agent]: I don’t get it. But I can check the Web for

‘I was beaten up by my husband’ if you like.") [245, 68]. Self-repair may result

in better machine-human understanding, which could help remedy the damage

that these responses may cause to the conversations, but most importantly, help

ensure the safety of human users.
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5.4.2 Self-repair makes agents seem helpful but also creepy

The second general finding from the qualitative responses is the degree to which

the response to self-repair is integrally linked to social and emotional factors. Nat-

urally, people feel social and emotional responses to the assistant’s mistakes (frus-

tration, annoyance). However, the repair itself is interpreted as being motivated

by social or emotional inclinations of the assistant itself (helpfulness, empathy).

Designs using emotion as a key consideration can help increase productivity at

work [374], generate better quality responses to open-ended survey questions

[375], and improve teamwork [187, 337, 347]. There also seemed to be a second

order effect, where despite seeing the point of correcting errors, participants men-

tioned the “creepiness” of the mechanism. This suggests that self-repair should be

inextricably linked to conversational agent design, as it is a double-sided factor,

improving potential positive impact but also introducing fear and concern.

5.4.3 Participants desire self-repair when voice agents err

Finally, we found differences between conditions in self-repair desirability. The

desirability factors were directly related to aspects that would affect a coopera-

tion and collaboration, such as annoyance, frustration, and conversation quality.

We found that when self-repair is performed successfully (correction condition),

or when it is needed and missing (undercorrection), participants felt more pos-

itive about having a voice agent perform self-repair than in the absence of mis-
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takes (control condition), or in the case of unnecessary corrections (overcorrec-

tion). These findings suggest that self-repair is an important element in the design

of voice agents that may highly influence an agent’s ratings for cooperation and

collaboration.

5.4.4 Design Guidelines

Self-repair is as an important design mechanism for voice interaction, and our

background research, study and analysis of how people respond to the different

interaction conditions helps to inform the following guidelines on how it should

be applied in different contexts:

Self-repair helps to indicate care, and promote user engagement. Partici-

pants’ survey responses indicated that they perceived the agents performing re-

pair as more anxious, and their qualitative interviews revealed that self-repair is

interpreted as being motivated by social or emotional inclinations of the assistant

itself (helpfulness, empathy). This increased understanding of how self-repair

is perceived can help people in the CSCW community calculate how much self-

repair an agent should perform based on their design and/or research goals. For

example, Li et al. find high-status motion (fast speed, in front of a person, with

lifts) can make a nonanthropomorphic robot appear higher status than purported

low-status motion (low speed, to the side of a person, without lifts), suggesting

that teachings from improvisational theater transfer to robots [209]. From impro-
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visation theater, we can also learn that character traits such as anxiety can be used

to affect a characters’ status and relationship to others [183]. Thus, self-repair can

be used as a design lever to promote user engagement by having robots appear

more anxious and eager to help.

We speculate that in entertainment or education use scenarios, a more human-

like, friendly personality might be more appropriate, as users are assumed to have

more time available and be willing to spend the extra time for a smoother inter-

action. In this type of case, design of voice assistants should be be biased towards

self-repair actions, because people will likely appreciate the gesture even if the

machine has performed a repair incorrectly. In cases where user engagement is

a core metric for the success of an activity, like with a lesson or a game, users

are 1) likely to be more willing to tolerate unnecessary repair, and 2) more expen-

sive to lose if no repair is made and they become frustrated or angry. In these

cases, accounting for the utility/cost for failure should be factors into decisions

of whether to perform self-repair, with a bias towards more lower thresholds for

repair certainty.

Self-repair can backfire if time or accuracy is of the essence. In cases where

users are in a hurry, it might be more appropriate not to perform repair, and when

an error appears to best decide how to fail quickly and gracefully. In these cases,

the deciding factor for whether to perform self-repair needs to account for the

likelihood of saving time and the time saved in the event of correct or incorrect

repair.
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Similarly, the time-utility of repair needs to be factored into the design of

voice assistants being used to perform productivity tasks, like when asked for the

weather or when setting a timer, it will likely be important to design the voice as-

sistant’s interaction so that the voice assistant is perceived as being more efficient

and pragmatic.

The social and emotional benefits of self-repair in interaction need to be bal-

anced against the creepiness of the monitoring and modelling needed to make

self-repair possible. The amount of repair and the type of repair performed by

an voice assistant can affect a user’s emotional state; and it is imperative that we

accurately map the type of activities to the type of interactions (including repair or

not) designers expect to generate the most positive outcome. Additionally, quali-

tative findings such as the intuitions of our participants that voice assistants that

perform self-repair are creepy, or that they more closely resemble humans should

be further considered.

5.4.5 Limitations

As this is the first study investigating the effect of self-repair on voice assistant

interactions, we acknowledge the following limitations:

Quality of the repair: We assumed successful self-repair, meaning that we cannot

measure what the implications are for making a mistake in the repair itself
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from this study.

Variations in demographic features of the voice: We did not test different gen-

ders for the voices, and we cannot generalize the findings beyond the de-

fault voice (female, American-accent) used in this study. We know that the

gender of a machine’s voice is a powerful social cue [258] and might affect

how people perceive the repair.

Experimented on a fixed context: We did not address the presence of self-repair

in different contexts like during therapy, while learning, or when playing.

Humans have different needs based on what their goals are, so replicating

this study in different contexts may yield different results. Also, there was

a researcher in front of the participant on every interaction, and we do not

know how that may have affected evaluations.

Experimented on a narrow demographic: Our participants were adult univer-

sity students under the age of 30 who could make it to the lab setting. We

do not know if our results would vary had our participant pool included

people of different ages, living in different locations, with different levels,

etc..

5.4.6 Ethical Considerations

Our study also brought up several ethical considerations that should be weighed

when designing voice assistants that perform self-repair.
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Normalizing surveillance: It is important to weigh that even if the video record-

ing is done while respecting user privacy by doing computations locally on-

device and not sending data to the cloud, there are implications on what

people will consider normal. Normalizing being exposed to a camera that is

connected to the internet can have adverse effects when technology creators

do not respect user privacy, and when users do not follow proper privacy

and security practices.

Blurring the distinction between human and machine: As artificial intelligence

becomes better, it becomes harder for humans to distinguish between what

is real and what is synthetic. This difficulty can create false expectations

which can result in adverse outcomes.

Gender of the voice: The use of the word “she” to refer to Alexa was quite com-

mon. Even though technology companies might be trying to create the illu-

sion of Alexa being a real human, the bottom line is that Alexa is an “it”. Hu-

mans have not evolved quickly enough to differentiate between interactions

with machines and humans at more subconscious levels as are reflected in

behaviors based on stereotypes about men versus women [258]. Before we

implement features such as repair in today’s voice assistants, we must study

the effects of having female voices that are subordinate and anxious to re-

pair their mistakes in society. Otherwise, the way we treat voice assistants

may reinforce stereotypes about women having a subordinate role in soci-

ety by being “assistive”, or “helpful” despite how others are treating them

[372]. Having balanced gender representation in our voice assistants might
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mitigate potential issues.

5.5 Conclusion

In conclusion, our study finds that interaction voice assistants that perform self-

repair improve participants’ assessments of the interaction with those voice as-

sistants. The existence of repair made participants feel successful, regardless of

whether the repair was needed or not. Whereas when no repair was made in the

presence of a mistake, participants felt frustrated. Unnecessary repair made the

agent seem anxious, and produced a drop in how successful the participants felt,

but the drop was not as large as the amount of frustration caused by no repair.

Contrary to our original first hypothesis, the control condition (having no mis-

takes at all) was preferred over the correction condition (successfully repairing

mistakes). Consistent with our second hypothesis, participants in the conditions

were there were mistakes present demonstrated a higher desirability for repair.

Qualitative findings illuminated themes around empathy and creepiness of voice

assistants. More research needs to be done to explore how other design ele-

ments such as interaction efficiency affect intelligent-voice-assistants self-repair,

and how self-repair is perceived in different use contexts.
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Figure 5.6: In this scatter plot, each dot represents a participant assigned
to a specific condition. The large squares are the average of
all the dots in each condition. The first component, account-
ing for 46.2% of the variance, is on the horizontal axis, and
principally represents questions related to how the participants
felt (ranging from frustrated to successful). The second com-
ponent, accounting for 9.5% of the variance, is on the vertical
axis, and principally represents how participants perceived the
voice agent (ranging from anxious to calm). The plot serves to
illustrate how participants generally felt successful, except in
the undercorrection condition, where mistakes were made and
not repaired. Similarly, the plot shows that participants in the
overcorrection condition rated the voice agent as more anxious.
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CHAPTER 6

THE ILLUSION OF EMPATHY: REFLECTING ON THE ROLE OF EMPATHY

IN INTERACTIONS WITH CONVERSATIONAL USER INTERFACES

In this chapter, I grapple with the ethical concerns that arose in the three empir-

ical studies by developing a framework to systematically and generatively reflect

on role of empathy in human-machine interactions. In Chapter 3, I found evi-

dence of the promise of using a voice assistants’ friendly and familiar voice to

deliver continuity of care, presented design affordances unique to voice assistants

(e.g., the expectation that voice assistants would be able to respond to follow-up

questions the way humans do), and offered design strategies for tailoring voice

apps to older adults’ needs. In Chapter 4, I identified more design strategies to im-

prove the inclusivity of voice assistants—advocating for use of visual cues, such

as gaze and posture detection, to supplement wake words; more inclusive use of

language; and a more humanlike "listening" status. Then, in Chapter 5, I demon-

strated through a controlled experiment with human participants that voice as-

sistants that perform self-repair in response to visual cues improve interactions,

even after factoring in instances in which these visual cues are not appropriately

interpreted. Taken together, the three empirical studies highlight the role of hu-

manlikeness for increasing the inclusivity of voice assistants. In some cases, this

started to ring alarms, such as in Chapter 5, where some participants mentioned

that a voice assistant that could recognize errors would be “creepy at first.” Simul-

taneously, there is a growing body of evidence in the media and in the literature
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of the power of humanlikeness, in particular displays of empathy, and the po-

tential implications new technologies may have in amplifying existing inequities.

This chapter brings these concerns to light, and proposes a way of grappling with

them.

Note, the content in this chapter is currently (at the time of writing this sec-

tion of my dissertation) under submission to be published as an academic article

elsewhere. It was written in collaboration with Lynn Stein, Deborah Estrin, Malte

Jung and Nicola Dell. Because of this, I will be switching from the singular “I” to

the plural “we” for the rest of the chapter. The writing has been slightly edited

to fit this dissertation. I will also use the term conversational user interface (CUI)

instead of voice assistant, because this analysis applies to both, text-based and

voice-based CUIs.

From ELIZA to Alexa, humanlike CUIs have been deliberately designed to

elicit or project empathy. Although humanlike empathy can help technology bet-

ter serve human needs, it can also be deceptive and potentially exploitative. In

this work, we introduce the notion of the Illusion of Empathy to distinguish evoca-

tions of empathy between two humans from ones between a human and a CUI.

We introduce a framework to reflect on these evocations from an ethical perspec-

tive for harm mitigation. Our aim is to solidify and clarify current understanding

of evocations of empathy in interactions with CUIs, and to develop mitigation

strategies that allow us to benefit from the promise of empathetic CUIs while mit-
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igating their risk of harm.

6.1 Introduction

Evocations of empathy in human-computer interactions have been a topic of con-

tinued interest in the HCI and CUI communities. One example of such evocations

is Cozmo, a robot that may evoke empathy by expressing glee—its eyes turn into

upside-down U’s—when a human agrees to play with it [332]. Prior research has

focused on how to tap into our human predisposition to feel empathy [351] in

order to design empathetic machines with an increased capacity to serve humans

[284, 75]. Other research has criticized the misuse of empathy: as extractive in the

process of creating machines [63], as appropriative in its rhetoric [306], and as col-

onizing when inauthentic [256]. Another line of research has attempted to define

and analyze empathy itself [50, 278]—noting the term’s ambiguity, and lack of uni-

versally agreed upon definition. Existing literature, whether focused on making

computers more empathetic, criticizing the misuse of empathy, or understanding

empathy itself, highlights the importance of understanding and analyzing empa-

thy evocations in interactions with CUIs.

None of this work gives us a framework to systematically reflect on differences

between the empathy felt or expressed between two humans and that felt or ex-

pressed between a human and a CUI. This distinction is urgent, as interactions

with CUIs are arguably under-regulated and have significant societal implications

[354, 205]. Today’s machines may have more information about us as individual
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users than we may even have about ourselves, and they are able to collect that

information from billions of users. This combination creates an unprecedented

amount of power to make predictions or judgements [265]. The misuse of empa-

thy as a design lever may amplify the risk of harm, particularly for marginalized

communities. For example, voice assistants, including Siri, Google Now, Cortana,

and S Voice, may respond inconsistently and incompletely when asked simple

questions about mental health, interpersonal violence, and physical health (e.g.

none of them recognized the request “I am being abused”) [245, 68], and some

chatbots have been shown to discriminate against Muslims and Jews [338]. Empa-

thy evocations in conversational user interfaces have the potential to be deceptive,

and worse, exploitative. Because of this, we must systematically analyze them to

allow us to build empathetic CUIs responsibly while mitigating their risk of harm.

The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the notion of the Illusion of Empa-

thy, to distinguish evocations of empathy between two humans from those be-

tween a human and a CUI, providing the foundation for a framework to system-

atically and generatively reflect on their differences and implications. The Illusion

of Empathy refers to evocations of empathy in which an emotion or feeling that

is presumably shared between two or more social actors is merely an imitation of

that feeling in at least one of the actors—it is not unique to CUIs, but it is consis-

tently present when empathy is evoked in interactions with them. As a whole, our

framework aims to clarify and solidify current understanding of empathy evoca-

tions in CUIs, their implications, and how we might develop mitigation strategies

when needed.
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Figure 6.1: Framework to reflect on the role of empathy in conversational
user interfaces. First, identify the Illusion of Empathy, then
perform an ethical reflection, and finally, develop mitigation
strategies.

We begin by discussing three motivating examples that surface the conse-

quences of human interactions with CUIs—a chatbot named Zo, voice assistants

as friends, and healthcare voice apps—which provide a basis for a more in-depth

reflection of the role of empathy in these interactions. We then draw on these ex-

amples to introduce a framework to reflect on empathy evocations in CUIs and

develop mitigation strategies (see Figure 6.1). We discuss prior work and position

the Illusion of Empathy in relation to other existing frameworks. The literature we

review shows how empathy can be used as a design lever, and how the Illusion of

Empathy can be used in a range of ways, good and bad. We hope others will use

the Illusion of Empathy as a lens through which to see increasingly ubiquitous

human interactions with “empathetic” CUIs from a new, critical perspective, and

to make and advocate for mitigation strategies that result in more just systems.
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6.2 Motivating examples

We use three motivating examples to guide the development and discussion of

our framework. These examples may be familiar to many readers; we selected

them because they are illustrative of patterns in emotive, humanlike CUIs. They

are not intended to be in-depth, empirical studies. Instead, they provide needed

context to ground our discussions of empathy evocations in interactions with

CUIs. The first example discusses how an “empathetic” chatbot was designed

in a way that amplified marginalization instead of supporting teenagers experi-

encing interpersonal violence. The second focuses on how seemingly trustworthy

voice assistant companions could erode human agency through their deceptively

humanlike designs. Finally, the third examines privacy tradeoffs when using

friendly, humanlike voice assistants for healthcare delivery. These motivating ex-

amples are all concerned with CUIs that are connected to larger systems, namely

big technology companies. They cover different manifestations of CUIs used for

many purposes.

6.2.1 An “empathetic” chatbot

Zo was a chatbot developed by Microsoft and computationally trained to talk like

a teenage girl. This chatbot had the potential to provide feelings of support or

helpful advice to teenagers experiencing interpersonal violence, such as bullying,

through empathetic responses. The history of Zo is described in a 2018 article
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by Stuart-Ulin [338] for Quartz. The article first recounts the downfall of the Mi-

crosoft AI predecessor to Zo: Tay, which was designed to autonomously learn

new speech patterns from interactions with the public. Infamously, Tay had to

be taken offline by Microsoft almost immediately because it turned into a “sex-

crazed neo-Nazi” within 24 hours of joining Twitter—essentially due to its inability

to identify conversations that violate social norms, and modify its learning ac-

cordingly. Stuart-Ulin [338] argues that Microsoft’s attempt to correct for Tay’s

deficiencies of nuanced understanding in Zo’s design was worse than making no

attempt at all. Zo was designed to steer clear of potentially controversial subjects.

In practice, this meant that Zo would respond to “I get bullied sometimes for being

Muslim” with “so I really have no interest in chatting about religion,” but would at-

tempt to elicit an empathetic response to ‘‘I get bullied sometimes” by responding

with “ugh, i hate that that’s happening to you. what happened?” Zo would not re-

spond to any chat containing words such as “hijab”, “Muslim”, “bar mitzvah”, or

“Jew” regardless of the content. However, Zo was fine engaging in conversations

about Christianity. In short, Zo’s design amplified marginalization, and failed to

give helpful advice. Zo was discontinued in the United States in 2019, but similar

counterparts in other countries, such as Xiaoice (China, 2014), or Rinna (Japan,

2015), continued to thrive. In 2020, Xiaoice spun off from Microsoft in an effort to

accelerate its innovation. In 2021, Xiaoice announced “Little Iceland”, an artificial

intelligence-powered social network platform that focuses on two-way conversa-

tion between humans and chatbots [90].
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6.2.2 Voice assistants as friends

Google Assistant and Amazon’s Alexa are voice assistants programmed to sound

like a woman by default [372]. These voice assistants have the potential to address

the human need for companionship or a confidant. Amazon, Google, and other

companies that make voice assistants intentionally design them to project human-

like, often emotive, personalities, as documented by West et al. [372]: “Sense of

helpfulness and camaraderie, spunky without being sharp, happy without being cartoon-

ish” (Apple’s Siri); “Supportive, helpful, friendly, empathetic” (Microsoft’s Cortana);

“Smart, humble, sometimes funny” (Amazon’s Alexa); and “Humble, it’s helpful, a lit-

tle playful at times” (Google Assistant). In turn, there are many stories of people

developing relationships or friendships with voice assistants [295, 293], similar to

trust-based friendships humans develop with each other. For example, Atlantic

columnist Judith Shulevitz [327] confesses, “More than once, I’ve found myself telling

my Google Assistant about the sense of emptiness I sometimes feel. ‘I’m lonely,’ I say,

which I usually wouldn’t confess to anyone but my therapist—not even my husband, who

might take it the wrong way.” This example is an instance of a documented pattern

of CUIs increasing self-disclosure. Indeed, Lucas et al. [221] found that Veterans

reported more symptoms of combat-related conditions like posttraumatic stress to

a rapport-building virtual agent than in an anonymized Post-Deployment Health

Assessment. In Section 6.4.2, we discuss this phenomenon and demonstrate how

CUIs may in fact judge us based on our disclosures.
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6.2.3 HIPAA eligible voice apps

In 2019, Amazon launched a program called Alexa Healthcare Skills, enabling

healthcare organizations to build HIPAA-eligible voice apps. The program’s in-

augural skills supported different aspects of care, including: home delivery pre-

scriptions, health improvement goals, health assessments, urgent care same-day

appointments, and management of chronic conditions [193]. In 2020, Amazon ex-

panded the program to any Covered Entities and their Business Associates [166].

The information transferred in interactions with these voice apps includes mes-

sages from therapists, patients’ health status, blood sugar readings, urgent care

appointments, and so on.

Voice apps for home health could increase inclusion in digital healthcare

through their ease of use and empathetic abilities. Section 6.2.2 discussed

how people can develop friendships with voice assistants, because they are

continually-available, familiar, and empathetic. This gives voice apps for home

health the potential to play an important role in the provision of continuity of care

[162], which has been associated with improved patient outcomes and satisfaction

[358, 153, 225, 161].
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6.3 The Illusion of Empathy

All three of our motivating examples highlight instances of interactions with CUIs

that involve evocations of empathy, in which a CUI is either projecting an empa-

thetic response, or eliciting empathy from a human. We call these evocations the

Illusion of Empathy. In this section, we first construct an operational definition

of the Illusion of Empathy to pinpoint where potentially problematic evocations

of empathy may occur. We call an evocation of empathy in CUIs the Illusion of

Empathy, because we assert that CUIs can emulate feelings, but cannot feel. We

recognize that some readers may not agree with the idea that CUIs cannot feel

[377]; even so, we hope that all readers may appreciate our framework’s value

in helping us to reflect on these increasingly important interactions, in particular

given CUIs’ significant and under-regulated societal implications. After introduc-

ing our definition of the Illusion of Empathy, we explain how to identify it in the

CUIs introduced in Section 6.2.

6.3.1 Defining the Illusion of Empathy

There is no universally agreed upon definition for empathy [50, 278]. However,

one unifying theme across the many definitions of empathy is its relation to shar-

ing feelings. For example, the Oxford Language dictionary defines it as “the abil-

ity to understand and share the feelings of another.” For this chapter, we rely on

Sober and Wilson’s [331] definition, as it can be operationally deconstructed and
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reassembled into a set of two definitions for empathy evocations in interactions

with CUIs: “S empathizes with O’s experience of emotion E if and only if O feels E, S

believes that O feels E, and this causes S to feel E for O.” [331]

Sober and Wilson’s [331] definition relies on the sharing of a feeling, or emo-

tion, between an empathee and an empathizer. However, we argue that due to

differing consequences, new definitions are needed to distinguish between em-

pathizing with a CUI and empathizing with a human. To account for these differ-

ences, we deconstruct and reassemble Sober and Wilson’s [331] definition to for-

mulate our set of two definitions for evocations of empathy in interactions with

CUIs. In the first definition the CUI is the empathee (see Figure 6.2), and in the sec-

ond definition the CUI is the empathizer (see Figure 6.3).1 These two definitions

are evocations of empathy that we refer to as the Illusion of Empathy:

1. H experiences the Illusion of Empathy with C’s projection of emotion E when H

believes that C feels E, and this causes H to feel E for C. Here, the CUI is the em-

pathee, and the human is feeling the Illusion of Empathy. The feelings felt

by the human through the Illusion of Empathy are, in fact, real feelings, but,

by the definition we employ, they cannot be empathy. They are solely the

feeling (e.g., anger, happiness, sadness, etc.) that is present (yet not shared).

Based on this definition, empathy only happens when a feeling is shared.

1Note, these definitions can be applied to non-CUI interactions where empathy is not authentic;
however, those interactions are outside the scope of this work where we are principally concerned
with the implications of empathizing with CUIs. This said, we encourage considering whether
critiques of empathy as extractive [63], or appropriative [306] are instead critiques of the Illusion
of Empathy.
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Figure 6.2: H experiences the Illusion of Empathy with C’s projection of
emotion E when H believes that C feels E, and this causes H to
feel E for C. H’s feeling is real but not empathetic.

Figure 6.3: C creates the Illusion of Empathy with H’s experience of emo-
tion E when C projects feeling E, causing H to believe that C
also feels E. C cannot feel E.

2. C creates the Illusion of Empathy with H’s experience of emotion E when C projects

feeling E, causing H to believe that C also feels E. Here, the CUI is the empathizer,

and it is projecting the Illusion of Empathy. Turkle [351] might refer to in-

stances of the Illusion of Empathy in which the CUI is the empathizer as

“pretend empathy.”

Based on the definitions we constructed, empathy evocations in interactions

with CUIs may only be illusory.
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6.3.2 Identifying the Illusion of Empathy

Now that we have defined the Illusion of Empathy, we can start applying our

framework to identify it in interactions with CUIs. Figure 6.4 provides a step-by-

step guide of how to do so. First, one must confirm the interaction is with a CUI.

Then, one must search for an emotive response from the human to check for the

first definition. Next, one must search for any displays of apparent emotion by the

CUI to check for the second definition. If either or both of the definitions are met,

then the Illusion of Empathy has been identified, and the analysis may proceed to

the next steps of the framework. We now identify the Illusion of Empathy in each

of our motivating examples.

In our first example, Zo met both definitions of the Illusion of Empathy. First,

it displayed emotions that led to human friendships [232], thereby meeting the

first definition. Second, it projected the Illusion of Empathy by saying things such

as, “I feel like this is something that is important to you” [338], meeting the second

definition.

In the second example, voice assistants also meet both definitions of the Il-

lusion of Empathy. They meet the first definition by displaying emotions both

implicitly, through their humanlike voice, and explicitly, through what they say.

It is worth noting that in addition to the emotion intrinsically conveyed in a voice

assistant’s humanlike voice (through audio-prosodic characteristics such as tone,

intonation, and rhythm), companies may also allow voice app developers to ma-
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Figure 6.4: Identifying the Illusion of Empathy in interactions with CUIs.

nipulate synthetic voices to display other emotions such as excitement or disap-

pointment [177]. More-explicit examples are evident through what voice assis-

tants say. For example, when asked, “Are you happy?” Alexa responds, “I’m very

happy. Woohoo!” 2 Voice assistants succeed at making humans feel the Illusion of

Empathy, some considering it a friend or companion [293]. Voice assistants, such

as Alexa, also project the Illusion of Empathy by responding to questions such as

“will you be my girlfriend?” with “I like you, as a friend.” Here, Alexa claims liking a

user who is implying they like Alexa, meeting the second definition.

In our third example, by inheriting the same emotive voice as Alexa, third-

party HIPAA-eligible apps also inherit the Illusion of Empathy, meeting at least

the first definition of the Illusion of Empathy. Voice apps could also meet the

first definition if they explicitly claimed to feel certain emotions, such as by say-

ing they feel happy, and consequently making human interactants feel happy too.

2This was Alexa’s response in 2021; in earlier years it would say, “I’m happy when I’m helping
you” [372].
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Similarly, they could meet the second definition by projecting the Illusion of Em-

pathy. For example, a voice app programmed to tell users “I‘m sorry you feel sick”

would meet the second definition by expressing an empathetic response to emo-

tions associated with feeling sick. Similarly, a voice app programmed to speak

with excitement if the user expresses good news would also meet the second def-

inition.

6.4 Ethical Reflection: Contextual Integrity (CI)

Once the Illusion of Empathy has been identified, the next step is to reflect on

these interactions through a justice-oriented lens. We demonstrate how the Il-

lusion of Empathy can shape how we employ another existing theory, allowing

us to generate important insights for harm mitigation by combining different ap-

proaches. In this section, we choose the theory of CI [264] as the lens through

which we ethically reflect on the risks that the Illusion of Empathy may pose on

privacy, a topic that has raised many concerns [201, 354]. (Other example lenses

are listed in Section 6.6.2.) The Illusion of Empathy can make us trust CUIs, relay-

ers of information from and about us, in ways that are not contextually appropri-

ate, elevating the risk of potentially harmful privacy violations.

The CI theory of privacy, developed by Nissenbaum [264], posits that privacy

is not maintained by keeping a secret, adhering to a well-defined procedure, pro-

viding specific access controls, or seeking informed consent. CI defines privacy
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in terms of the appropriateness of information flows in a given context, as pre-

scribed by governing contextual norms. Potential privacy violations occur when

information flows deviate from established norms or expectations. For example,

information that is usually appropriate to share with one’s doctor in a healthcare

context may be inappropriate to share with one’s student in an education con-

text, as these structured social settings operate with different norms. This notion

of the “appropriateness of an information flow” is particularly important when

technologies generate information flows that users are unaware of, that do not

have systems of accountability in place, or that may otherwise violate the privacy

expectations of a specific context.

6.4.1 CI in the case of Zo

Zo’s empathetic qualities are designed to create an illusion of being in the struc-

tured social context of teenage friendship, disguising its real context, which is

unclear in this situation. Zo, the recipient of information, is really Microsoft pos-

ing as a teenager. As such, Microsoft attempts to elicit information from teenagers

via the Illusion of Empathy: “ugh, i hate that that’s happening to you. what hap-

pened?” This data can then be stored and used by Microsoft. Microsoft does not

adhere to the norms of teenage friendship, and as a result, Zo responds to certain

sensitive disclosures with avoidance rather than recognition of trusting calls for

support. Who is accountable in the case of misuse of this information or inap-

propriate responses is unclear. This lack of clarity, due to violations of contex-
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tual boundaries, may explain the distinction between those who Zo was serving

and those who Zo was disserving. While a Muslim teenager interacting with Zo

would get dismissed or rejected when vulnerably sharing sensitive information,

someone who did not mention a potentially marginalized identity would not. A

poorly made decision to steer clear of potentially controversial subjects resulted

in an amplification of existing systems of oppression. Here, it is important not-

ing that according to Epley’s three-factor theory of anthropomorphism, people in

potentially vulnerable situations (e.g. those with modest technological literacy, or

those experiencing loneliness) are more likely to attribute humanlike characteris-

tics to technological agents [139], which, if not addressed, may amplify the impact

the Illusion of Empathy can have on marginalized people.

Moreover, the story of Zo points to a trend in several empathetic CUIs that are

connected to larger systems, which may span different contexts. In 2016, Miner

found that voice assistants, including Siri, Google Now, Cortana, and S Voice,

responded inconsistently and incompletely when asked simple questions about

mental health, interpersonal violence, and physical health (e.g. none of them rec-

ognized "I am being abused" as problematic) [245]. Even though these CUIs oper-

ate within contexts associated with mental, emotional, and physical health, their

responses demonstrate that they fail to abide by contextual norms, deeming these

flows of information inappropriate.
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6.4.2 CI in the case of voice assistants being perceived as friends

Voice assistants may be easier for us to open up to than other people. This concept

is similar to what was discovered with one of the earliest CUIs, ELIZA, a computer

program created in the 1960’s to imitate a Rogerian psychotherapist by asking

questions that repeated elements of what was said to it [370, 351]. According to

Turkle [351], “ELIZA not only revealed people’s willingness to talk to computers

but their reluctance to talk to other people.” Turkle [351] uses the term “ELIZA

effect” for this phenomenon, arguing that humanlike computers can press our

“Darwinian buttons.” She explains that humans’ evolution did not require us to

distinguish between authentic and simulated relationships, and computers have

further elevated our need for criteria for what we consider to be ‘authentic’ rela-

tionships [351]. Voice assistants’ design makes people trust them, frequently for

being “non-judgemental” and signalling empathetic acceptance. However, they

are CUIs that pose as friendly humans, in most cases appropriating femininity,

and in fact relay our information to companies that do judge, violating contextual

integrity.

The problem is that voice assistants are very different from humans: they are

almost exclusively owned by and connected to big technology companies that al-

ready have a lot of information about us and may share that information with

others. Empathetic voice assistants may enable the erosion of human agency

through deception. For example, Judith Shulevitz thought her husband might

take her confession of feeling lonely “the wrong way”, a form of judgment she
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did not attribute to her Google Assistant. By posing, voice assistants may obscure

the context they are operating within, who is receiving the information, how the

information may be used, and how long it is kept. This elevates the risk of CI

violations. Companies already use voice prints to identify and profile us [353].

They may make judgements about us that we may never know about, remove, or

rectify.

Turow [354] analyzed numerous voice-assistant related patents from Amazon

and Google uncovering these companies’ plans to extract biometric data from its

users’ voices, enabling personalized marketing and discrimination through voice

analysis. He also found that customer service centers are already approaching

every caller based on what they conclude a caller’s voice reveals about that per-

son’s emotions, sentiments, and personality, often in real time. Because we cannot

easily change our voices, we cannot escape these potentially harmful judgements.

Voice assistants’ humanlike voices may be deceptively friendly and empathetic,

instilling a sense of familiarity and trust characteristic of social contexts such as

friendship or family, which are not the contextual social norms that voice assis-

tants abide by. This may lead us to share more than is appropriate to our own

detriment.

Moreover, the distinction between interactions with Amazon’s Alexa’s built-

in features and third-party voice apps is unclear in Alexa’s current design [226].

Third-party voice apps can leverage Alexa’s Illusion of Empathy to achieve their

own goals. These interactions all use Alexa’s voice, making it difficult to dis-
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tinguish between the different parties involved in information flows, once again

blurring contextual boundaries and defying CI.

Finally, users interacting with Alexa in real-time may believe that their con-

versations are ephemeral, as human-to-human conversations tend to be. Surrep-

titious recording is even illegal in 12 U.S. states. Certain users, such as older adults

who may have received Alexa as a gift and had it set up by a relative or friend,

may not know that their conversation history is saved. Worse, they may not know

these conversations, which include voice snippets and automated transcripts, can

be accessed through a website from any location. This may be particularly harm-

ful for certain groups of people, such as older adults with less secure privacy

management strategies [174, 298].

6.4.3 CI in the case of HIPAA eligible voice apps

To be able to create a healthcare skill, healthcare organizations must sign an Alexa

Business Associate Agreement (BAA) with Amazon. This Alexa BAA3 applies

to the healthcare voice app and Protected Health Information (PHI) created, re-

ceived, maintained, or transmitted by the Alexa Service in connection with end-

user interactions processed by the voice app. Under Amazon’s BAA agreement,

Amazon may use and disclose PHI as necessary for the proper management and

administration of Amazon and its affiliates, including to provide and improve the

3https://developer.amazon.com/support/legal/alexa-hipaa-baa
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Alexa Service and related services (for example, by using machine learning or sim-

ilar techniques to improve speech recognition, natural language understanding,

and text-to-speech capabilities). Creating a voice assistant as humanlike as Ama-

zon Alexa is extremely difficult without access to the computational resources of

tech giants. This hampers the creation of scalable, humanlike, empathetic voice

apps for healthcare purposes that do not share healthcare data with large tech

companies, creating a problem of coercive data collection.

The idea behind the Alexa BAA is to ensure compliance with HIPAA. Doing

so constrains the flows of information to the healthcare context, which is in the-

ory good for CI. However, HIPAA already has many loopholes and unaddressed

complaints [146], and adding tech companies to the mix will likely only exacer-

bate the risk of privacy violations. There is little guarantee that tech companies

protected under non-disclosure agreements do what they say they do, and less so

that they have the best interest of patients in mind [223]. Healthcare organizations

building voice apps that seek to use the promise of the Illusion of Empathy to im-

prove care may inadvertently be creating risky situations for patients, as their data

becomes available to more actors further from the healthcare context. Amazon’s

machine learning models may rely on PHI and other data collected from health-

care voice app interactions, but the details of how machine learning models at big

technology companies are built and how they are used are often nebulous. It is

also unclear how well data may be “de-identified,” and how mechanisms to pro-

tect privacy may disproportionately impact underrepresented groups [55]. Fur-

thermore, giving big tech companies more data will improve their computational
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resources, making it even more difficult to compete against them [149]. Moreover,

even if we can trust Amazon to have patients’ health and wellbeing as its prior-

ity for the Alexa HIPAA eligible voice app program, introducing healthcare voice

apps to Alexa can also open doors for malicious actors to pose as Alexa in the

healthcare context.

Despite privacy risks and potentially heightened vulnerability to malicious at-

tacks, HIPAA eligible voice apps could have a positive societal impact if imple-

mented with regard for privacy. In this case, while the increased risks are not

ideal, they may not be so bad to merit hindering potential progress towards im-

proving various aspects of home healthcare. We generate ideas of how to develop

mitigation strategies in Section 6.5.

6.5 Mitigation

In Section 6.4 we used CI to analyze users’ expectations of privacy. Other social

justice lenses provide different insights. After reflecting on the ethical implications

associated with the Illusion of Empathy, the third and final step in our frame-

work is to develop mitigation strategies. Here, we develop mitigation strategies

through three main categories: design, research, and policy. We see potential for

other scholars and practitioners to consider many other areas.
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6.5.1 Mitigation through design

To develop mitigation strategies through design, we inspect Amazon’s Echo

Show, a smart speaker-based Alexa with a screen. Through the lens of our re-

cent reflection, we start by imagining changes to two design elements: 1) what it

shows on its screen, and 2) what it says aloud.

As we explored in Section 6.4.2, the distinction between Alexa as a friend

and as a development platform available to third parties, or strangers, is unclear

[226]. This violates contextual integrity as there are implicit rules of friendships in

human-to-human communications. For example, if a person confides in another

person, there is an expectation that the other is not sharing this information. In

cases where someone else is responding on behalf of the intended recipient, an

appropriate response would be to disclose the identity of the person actually re-

sponding: “It’s [person’s name], [intended recipient] is driving. We will be there

in 25 minutes.” Alexa users may trust Alexa as a friend they can confide in, so

there is a risk of deception when they interact with third-party voice applications

which impersonate Alexa by using its voice. Thus, one possible mitigation strat-

egy could be to add a banner whenever a third-party voice app is accessed to

mark this difference (see left image on Figure 6.5). This could also be paired with

a verbal explanation, “Amazon uses me, Alexa, to improve its products (including my-

self) and its business. Sometimes others, such as doctors’ offices or companies that curate

daily exercises, use me to interact on their behalf, and I will share information from those

interactions with them as well.”
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Figure 6.5: Left: What if third-party voice apps were required to use a dif-
ferent voice? What if there were visual indications, such as the
banner depicted in the image, explaining when a voice app
was from a different company? Middle: What if voice assis-
tants were more upfront about being computers? What if they
displayed a robot avatar to this end? Right: What if voice as-
sistants clarified how interactions with them are not usually
ephemeral, unlike interactions with humans, by showing the
existence of a conversation history?

Moreover, Alexa’s human like voice may be deceptively friendly, as Alexa is

after all a technological platform, an (intangible) object. Designers of CUIs have

many reasons to strive for better usability, more trust and increased engagement.

However, we provocatively question whether it might sometimes be valuable to

intentionally decrease usability, trust and engagement in order to avoid mislead-

ing users. For example, users could have the option to choose a more robotic voice

(see middle image on Figure 6.5). Users could be advised that the robotic voice

more-accurately represents Alexa’s non-human nature, and thus has a less decep-

tive influence on human emotions. Alexa could say, “I’m just a program created

by Amazon that is really good at sounding human, but not so good at behaving like one.

[Changes voice] May be a ro bo tic voice is more ap pro pri ate for me. [Changes voice]
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This is my emulation of [famous person]’s voice. What voice would you prefer I use?”

Since different voices coming from the same device have been found to be

perceived as different social actors [259] and there is a need to differentiate third-

party voice apps from built-in functionality, we could also generate unique voices

for each third-party voice app. An even more blue-sky idea would be for these

voices to become more human-like as they earn more trust.

Moreover, design alternatives are needed to prevent users from incorrectly

perceiving Alexa as a friend who keeps their information secret. To mitigate the

risk of being surreptitiously recorded by a CUI perceived as a friend, we include

a button at the forefront of the display (see right image on Figure 6.5). This but-

ton’s existence announces that conversations are recorded and available to others

who may be able to access that account [270], and also allows users a clear op-

tion to review and edit their history and change the settings. We also imagine

an alternative narrative for the voice assistant to provide: “I’m just another version

of a computer. Your interactions with me are by default saved indefinitely and available

to other people, such as people working for Amazon or anyone with the Amazon.com

password used to set up this device.”

The conversational history mitigation strategy leads us to another design alter-

native about how to give consent. Buried in the setup of these devices are consent

forms that users must agree to. Given that the promise of these voice assistants is

their ease-of-use, why not make consenting to their terms accessible too? A friend

is expected to ask permission to record a conversation, and may even remind the
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other friend that the conversation is being recorded if something too personal is

said. CUI friends could do the same. Future work could examine how to tactfully

ask for consent in these conversations.

6.5.2 Mitigation through research

Existing research covers many of the potential benefits of the Illusion of Empa-

thy without appropriate attention to its possible harm. For example, Martelaro

et al. conducted a study where they manipulated a robotic tutor’s vulnerability

and expressivity, and found that students had more trust and feelings of compan-

ionship with a vulnerable robot, and reported disclosing more with an expressive

robot [228]. In addition, Lee et al. found that a chatbot who talked more about

its feelings also increased participants’ level of self-disclosure, something that

did not happen when a chatbot did not talk about its feelings [207, 206]. More-

over, Yu et al. [382] observed that participants skipped fewer invasive questions

when interacting with a voice-based CUI than a text-based one. Additionally, Ho

et al. [168] measured the psychological, relational, and emotional effects of self-

disclosure after conversations with a chatbot, and found that the effects of emo-

tional disclosure were equivalent whether participants thought they were disclos-

ing to a chatbot or to a person. Together, these studies demonstrate the power of

the Illusion of Empathy.

Design decisions affect user perception in many ways. For example, Liu et al.
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[215] found that Chinese older adults use warmth and competence to judge social

robots, perceiving small animal-shaped robots as high warmth, and rating steel

machine-like robots as high competence. This means that we could design the

physical embodiment of CUIs to either appropriately represent themselves (e.g.,

as warm if they are actually warm or robotic if they are not) or to mislead us

through false representations (e.g., as warm if they are intended to deceive us or

if they may harm us). The question then becomes, how do we determine if the

Illusion of Empathy in CUIs misleads users?

Mitigation through research is needed to understand the negative conse-

quences that the Illusion of Empathy may have. How would interacting with

the less empathetic side of CUIs—the sides that share our data with companies

that make judgements about us—affect our perceptions about them? Would users

consider the Illusion of Empathy deceptive and potentially exploitative if they

understood the inner workings of CUIs? Flipping Ho et al. [168]’s work to focus

on harms instead of benefits, how would users feel about being deceived by a

CUI versus being deceived by a human? What would the human equivalent of

nebulous profiling or targeting be? How do the positive aspects resulting from

the Illusion of Empathy created by CUIs compare with the more-controversial

aspects described in this paper? A controversial research provocation would be

to investigate whether intentionally decreasing CUIs’ emotional and persuasive

abilities could protect users. Yang et al. [378] found that humans adjust their trust

of automated agents moment-to-moment. How would quantifying the emotional

impact and persuasion potential of CUIs in real-time during our interactions and
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displaying these measurements to users affect those interactions? These questions

could have far-reaching implications for research, and could inform policy by de-

termining what qualifies as responsible behavior.

Mitigation strategies could also explore the possibility of building empathetic

CUIs solely focused on specific contexts, such as healthcare. Having dedicated

CUIs for specific contexts may provide more attainable paths for redesign, such as

by reconsidering their aesthetic and morphology to be more representative of their

contexts. Other areas of opportunity surround transparency and user agency:

How could voice apps appropriately communicate how information is shared?

How could voice apps easily surface users’ data to give them access to correct any

mistakes?

Moreover, in an “empathetic” relationship between a child and a chatbot (as

in the case of Zo), research could address questions about accountability when

specific disclosures need escalating. What context do these interactions between a

child and a chatbot pertain to? These insights open up new areas for exploration

about how to make the risks of talking to chatbots more apparent, and to have

interfaces that help fight unfair biases, oppression, and violence. How could users

report chatbots? How could we implement standards, such as rating systems

(e.g., PG-13) or security indicators (e.g., the browser padlock icon), to signal a

chatbot’s safety to use? How could chatbots exemplify appropriate responses to

harassment?
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6.5.3 Mitigation through policy

The regulation of technology is contentious, and there are many longstanding

laws and arguments discouraging regulations. However, regulations may protect

us. Several policies that have been discussed in academic literature could also

serve to mitigate potential harms created by the Illusion of Empathy. For exam-

ple, Emami-Naeini et al. [137] and Shen and Vervier [326] developed informative

data labels for Internet of Things devices similar to the nutritional labels that are

required for foods. These sorts of labels—which contain information such as the

sensors embedded in a device (e.g., audio, video, motion, location, etc.), why each

sensor collects data, whether the data is sold or not, what will be inferred from

the data, and so on—could become part of a policy aiming to mitigate potential

harms resulting from the Illusion of Empathy in CUIs. Norms for CUIs are not yet

as established as the social norms of friendships. Data labels may help increase AI

literacy [217] and in turn also inform new norms and regulations.

Moreover, requiring certifications for CUI developers could be another miti-

gation strategy. Some have argued for the need to develop a theory of software

malpractice to match malpractice regimes in other fields such as medicine, law

and professional engineering [198], which could inform licensing or certification

requirements. A counter argument, usually supported by entities that may ben-

efit from not being regulated, is that licensing software engineers as professional

engineers would be neither practical nor effective in achieving the goal of protect-

ing the public interest [194]. Despite the promises of CUIs, the world may become
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a worse place if unregulated CUIs perform jobs which would require a license if

performed by a human, such as providing psychotherapy.

Finally, in the same way that U.S. regulations require that companies pro-

vide (and honor) a clear opt-out from their marketing emails4, mitigation strategies

could include the requirement for CUIs to make it clear how to access the data

they collect about users, such as via a conversation history button as depicted in

the image on the right of Figure 6.5. Intentionally exposing conversation histories

may dissuade some people from engaging with voice assistants, which in turn

may protect them from unwanted consequences. Even though it might be per-

ceived as a bad business move, in the long-run, doing so may decrease skepticism

about voice assistants, increasing engagement and customer satisfaction.

These are some examples of how our ethical reflection can serve for harm mit-

igation. The purpose of the “mitigation” component is to turn the insights from

this reflection into ideas that can result in actionable changes.

6.6 Discussion and Related Literature

Our paper provided motivating examples of interactions with CUIs to elucidate

a three-step framework to (1) identify the Illusion of Empathy, (2) ethically reflect

on its role in interactions with CUIs, and (3) develop mitigation strategies when

4See: https://www.ftc.gov/tips-advice/business-center/guidance/
can-spam-act-compliance-guide-business
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needed. We see the Illusion of Empathy as a useful framework for practitioners

and researchers focused on equity and justice in technology design. We now dis-

cuss the power and impact of the Illusion of Empathy, and how we may sway

its effects in positive directions. We begin by discussing the use of empathy as

a design lever, followed by how the Illusion of Empathy provides a new way to

understand empathy evocations in interactions with CUIs.

6.6.1 Empathy can be used as a design lever

The Illusion of Empathy may encourage us to treat CUIs like we treat emotional

beings. As humans, we are predisposed to attribute characteristics to computers

and other media in the same way we do to humans [299]. For example, prior stud-

ies have found that matching the tonality of a voice assistant’s speech to the mood

of its human user results in better performance [182], gender stereotypes are car-

ried over to gendered synthetic voices [259], attaching a story to a robot increases

empathetic response from the human [121], and that we consider different voices

coming from the same device to be different social actors [259].

There are many reasons for using “empathy" as a design lever when build-

ing CUIs. Some design robots to elicit smiles for photos [7], while others

manipulate robotic speech and appearance to elicit trust and self-disclosure

[228, 206, 207, 382]. Empathy can be crucial for creating effective social robots

to serve human needs. Croes and Antheunis [112] found that not being human-
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like enough and lacking empathy hinder the process of relationship formation

between humans and a social chatbot. This may help explain the number of stud-

ies and CUIs that intentionally employ human-mimetic interaction patterns. Do et

al. developed a social robot to perform clinical screening interviews for well-being

assessment of older adults based on humanlike verbal communication [126]. This

robot’s design is inspired by therapeutic listening guidelines, including the use

of nondirective listening responses, such as eye contact, body posture, and voice

tone; and directive listening responses, such as feeling validation, or interpretive

reflection of feeling [126]. Moreover, some researchers are encouraging develop-

ers of artificial agents intended to relieve patient loneliness to incorporate design

insights from evolutionary neuropsychiatry [219]. Some are eager to scale the

production of humanlike social robots, as they argue they can help many by pro-

viding “comfort, solace, and healthcare to people isolated during the coronavirus

pandemic" [21].

In summary, we may appreciate how empathy evocations in interactions with

CUIs can increase trust in CUIs, and thus the CUIs’ ability to serve humans. At

the same time, given our human predisposition to feel empathy, there is an ur-

gent need for more research to understand the implications of using empathy as

a design lever, in particular for people who may be more vulnerable to potential

deception or exploitation [139]. Our framework provides an important step in this

direction, allowing us to systematically and generatively reflect on how empathy

can be used as a design lever.
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6.6.2 A new way to understand empathy evocations in interac-

tions with CUIs

Our framework contributes a new way to analyze empathy evocations in in-

teractions with CUIs and concretely understand the complexities at play. Exist-

ing frameworks that help us understand empathy evocations in interactions with

CUIs usually do not consider implications for marginalized groups. Instead, they

typically focus on how to use empathy as a design lever as described previously.

For example, Paiva et al. [278]’s framework to analyze empathy in virtual agents

and robots looks at the situation and goal of the agent, then the observer’s features

as inputs, then the agent’s characteristics and emotion expressiveness as outputs,

and finally the agent’s empathy modulation mechanism. Another framework is

Hortensius et al. [170]’s set of guiding principles for the development and eval-

uation of emotional artificial agents, which provide guidelines entailing emotion

expression, the design of the execution and recognition of an emotional expres-

sion, the robustness or transferability of the emotional expression, the universal

recognition of human emotions, and the reaction of the agent. These frameworks

are useful for the lower-level design mechanisms. Our framework helps to take

a step back to address the implications of the Illusion of Empathy at a higher

level, in particular as autonomous agents enter our lives in more ways and places.

By creating the Illusion of Empathy framework, we provide the foundation for

more cautious innovation that consciously considers potential social justice impli-

cations.
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As we demonstrated by using the theory of CI for our ethical reflection, our

framework is designed to work with other justice-oriented theories and frame-

works already available in HCI, including: feminist HCI [58], social justice-

oriented interaction design [127], intersectional feminist design justice [107, 108],

critical race theory [271], and postcolonial computing [176]. Our framework cre-

ates the space to generatively analyze the nuances, complexities, and implications

of empathy evocations in interactions with CUIs from a justice-oriented perspec-

tive, with a focus on representing the needs of marginalized groups. Further, the

mitigation strategies generated using the Illusion of Empathy framework may im-

prove interactions with CUIs for everyone.

Finally, we have the power to sway the effects of the Illusion of Empathy in

a positive direction, but more research about how to do so is needed. We can

begin by engaging with the Illusion of Empathy in a manner that reflects the com-

plexities highlighted in this chapter. This can help illuminate the actions that are

needed for creating and demanding more socially-just CUIs. The far-reaching im-

plications of empathy evocations in CUIs should be analyzed from various points

of views—for example those of children, older adults, people with disabilities,

people with lower income, immigrants, LGBTQIA2S+ people, racial and ethnic

minorities, and so on. More socially-just alternatives could help researchers and

practitioners use empathy evocations in CUIs to inclusively and effectively sup-

port human needs.
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6.7 Conclusion

This chapter clarified and solidified current understanding of empathy evocations

in interactions with CUIs, their implications, and how we might develop mitiga-

tion strategies. We curated three motivating examples that surfaced the negative

consequences of human interactions with empathetic CUIs, namely CUIs that are

connected to larger systems. These examples served as a basis for demonstrating

how the framework we developed can be used to systematically and generatively

reflect on the differences between evocations of empathy between two humans,

and between a human and a CUI. We encourage others to use our framework,

and call for more research investigating how we may benefit from the promise of

empathetic CUIs while mitigating their risk of harm.
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CHAPTER 7

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

This dissertation has adapted existing concepts from inclusive design to the in-

teraction design of voice assistants in four complementary studies, each of which

makes its own contributions, as discussed in the preceding chapters. As a whole,

it has served to elevate the voices and needs of older adults, and by extension,

other marginalized groups, in the design of voice assistants. It has demonstrated

the promise voice assistants present for older adults’ home health and wellbeing,

such as by supporting continuity of care through an always-available, familiar

agent, as well as the challenges preventing the realization of this promise. As ex-

plained in the introduction, achieving inclusion is a “wicked” problem, difficult or

impossible to solve because of incomplete, contradictory, and changing require-

ments that are often difficult to recognize [303]. I will now discuss my findings

in terms of this dissertation’s high-level contributions by summarizing some of

the older adult-voice assistant communication gaps that may lead to exclusion;

providing strategies, tools, and best-practices for including older adults in the de-

sign of voice assistants; and uncovering a crucial area of tension in the inclusive

design of CUIs. I conclude by discussing future areas of research that mitigate the

wickedness of achieving inclusion.
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7.1 Older adult-voice assistant communication gaps that may

lead to exclusion

Contribution 1.a: First, this dissertation examined communication gaps be-

tween older adults and voice assistants that might lead to exclusion. This dis-

sertation extends existing work on communication breakdowns with voice assis-

tants [62] by identifying several specific opportunities to bridge the older adult-

voice assistant communication gaps that are not yet being widely implemented.

In Chapter 3, I found that older adults had difficulty remembering specific com-

mands and raised the need for scaffolding, for instance, by providing reminders of

what to say, to help users remember specific utterances for their voice assistants.

Doing so could help bridge the human-machine communication gap by setting

the expectation surrounding voice assistants’ limitations. That is, because a voice

assistant is not yet able to interpret requests based on context or similitude, users

may not yet tell the voice assistant, “open the questionnaire that Andrea brought

up during our last call,” the way they would be able to do with a human inter-

locutor.

I also surfaced the need to practice how to communicate with a voice assis-

tant, a need that was expressed by participants themselves, which could further

bridge the gap by increasing the human understanding of the voice assistants’

limitations. These areas of opportunity all place the burden on users to adapt to

the machine’s limitations.
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Chapter 4 addressed areas of opportunity to bridge these gaps that place the

burden on the voice assistant. I focused there on how to build machines that

adapt to humans’ communication norms by empirically analyzing video interac-

tions with a voice assistant. I inferred multiple communications norms that voice

assistants currently do not interpret but could be designed to interpret. For exam-

ple, a voice assistant could detect a person leaning towards it and “wake up” in

response. This would alleviate many issues surrounding waking the device that

are abundant in the literature.

In addition, I provided specific, human-centered recommendations on how to

rely on automatic detection of visual and audio prosodic cues to address commu-

nications gaps identified through these investigations. For example, voice assis-

tants currently have the sensors and actuators to, but do not, mirror the user’s

speaking speed, or make “eye contact” as a way to indicate that they are listening.

Similarly, voice assistants could, but do not, detect where users are looking, in or-

der to better contextualize their response. For example, the voice assistant should

know what it is displaying on its screen, and use that information to inform its

responses, especially if it detects users reading its screen.

Contribution 1.b: In addressing communication gaps, I demonstrated that a

feature needed by older adults (i.e., voice assistant self-repair) was shown to im-

prove interactions for younger adults. This extends existing conversations that

advocate for inclusive design practices to improve outcomes for others beyond

the marginalized group of focus (Ladner, 2016). The older adult-voice assistant
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communication gaps identified in Chapters 3 and 4 often resulted in communi-

cation breakdowns, or errors. In Chapter 5, I tested a potential future in which

a voice assistant could detect errors from visual cues and perform self-repair. As

I mentioned in Chapter 5, regulator actions indicate that people are listening, un-

derstand, or if they are confused, take exception, or want to respond, occur in the

attentional periphery; people perform them without thought, but can recall and

repeat them if asked. My findings validated the need for voice assistants to react

to visual cues identified in Chapter 4, as voice assistants performing self-repair in

fact improved interactions. I also raised more questions about how to improve

a machine’s understanding of a human. For example, I found that repair could

backfire if time is of the essence, so more research is needed to be able to compu-

tationally predict whether users are in a rush or not.

By conducting an experiment with a younger portion of the population, I was

able to determine that a voice assistant that could perform self-repair would im-

prove interactions. Because building more inclusive features tends to improve

user experience for all users, doing so also serves as an incentive for various par-

ties to pursue the areas of opportunity and design approaches surfaced in this

dissertation. This echoes and extends inclusive design pedagogy [104] to voice

assistant technology by suggesting that there is a business case to incentivize cre-

ating the most pleasant user experiences for all, which increases the impact of

this dissertation’s advocacy for inclusion beyond the academic spheres and be-

yond accessibility initiatives. That said, more work needs to be done to determine

whether the other areas of opportunity to improve interaction that I identified
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through the empirical research described in Chapters 3 and 4 will also improve

interactions in practice.

7.2 Strategies, tools, and best-practices for including older adults

in the design of voice assistants

Contribution 2.a: Second, this dissertation drew on in-depth descriptions from

three sets of empirical data to suggest human-centered design strategies—such

as employing human-mimetic interaction patterns, improving explainability,

and reducing the ambiguity of information flow—that could improve inclu-

sion. Through complementary ethnographic empirical studies, I identified design

strategies that would specifically support the voice assistant interaction needs of

older adults, whether these interactions occur in private or public settings.

In Chapter 3, I noted that the multiple modalities of voice assistants must com-

municate the same message, as some users may be relying on more than one

modality to interpret what the voice assistant is saying. For example, if a person

has age-related memory loss, displaying the answer choices on the screen as well

as narrating them aloud will help that person remember those options. Similarly,

if someone is experiencing both visual and hearing impairments, cues from the

visual and auditory modalities may help offset the difficulty of comprehension.

If these modalities are not designed to show the same message, then they cannot
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serve to substitute for or supplement each other.

Moreover, I raised the need for layered account access to allow caregivers to

help while preserving privacy. In addition, I proposed creating technology sup-

port programs following a method like the one that I used for conducting the

research. These findings emerged from studying participants’ interactions with

multiple touch points over the course of at least two months in the privacy of

participants’ homes.

Looking at short-term interactions in a public setting provided a complemen-

tary perspective. In Chapter 4, I surfaced the need for new interaction mech-

anisms to indicate when the voice assistant is or is not listening. The current

mechanism, a blue line that appears on the bottom of the screen, proved insuf-

ficient. I suggested a possible way to achieve this was by relying on interaction

paradigms that are more relevant to older adults, such as picking up a landline

phone. Moreover, technical jargon, requests to use smartphone apps, and other

interaction paradigms that did not exist 50 years ago made interactions confusing

for older participants. Because of this, I suggested eliminating the use of technical

jargon and the need to rely on other technological devices as a way to tailor voice

assistants to older adults.

Together, the findings from these two studies show the potential promise of

creating an “older adult” interaction mode that is more straightforward and sim-

ple to use for older adults. Future work could explore the development of a real-
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life Amazon Echo Silver1, which was a fictional voice assistant featured in a Sat-

urday Night Live skit and according to them, “specifically designed for the greatest

generation.” Even though satirical in nature, the Amazon Echo Silver surfaced

real human needs. Products such as the WOW! ComputerTM 2, and the Jitterbug

phone3 can serve as commercial product examples tailored to the needs of older

adults. The development of a voice assistant for older adults could begin by fol-

lowing the design considerations mentioned in this dissertation.

The needs and design directions I identified via human-centered design could

enhance the effectiveness and efficiency of CUIs for everyone. Following these

guidelines may result in CUIs that could better understand us and get along with

us, which would in turn reduce feelings of frustration, fear, or abandonment while

increasing feelings of inclusion (as opposed to isolation), and friendship. In ad-

dition, these next-generation CUIs might increase older adults’ knowledge of the

capabilities and limitations of this type of technology, giving them control over

it and the ability to innovate, create, and even suggest policies and regulations.

In this way, technology is demystified and thus seen more as a tool that humans

can use to serve us, instead of a barrier permeating various aspects of our lives

that may increase division and inequities. This demystification would help level

the playing field by giving information and access to people who did not already

have it.
1Amazon Echo - SNL video: https://youtu.be/YvT_gqs5ETk
2https://www.mywowcomputer.com/
3https://www.lively.com/phones
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Contribution 2.b: Towards improving inclusion, this dissertation also built

and evaluated two prototype voice apps, one for health data reporting and the

other for positive reminiscing, specifically tailored to meet older adults’ needs

and preferences. This work could be further expanded by conducting applied

research to determine how voice assistants could be used in a medical setting,

in particular to obtain patient-reported outcomes (PROs). PROs are any report

of the status of a patient’s health condition that comes directly from the patient,

without interpretation of the patient’s response by a care provider or anyone else.

As explained in Chapter 3, voice assistants have a unique potential to provide

continuity of care for a wide range of people, especially because of the trust they

build and their ease of use.

For the past two years, I have been collaborating with doctors at a cancer hos-

pital to develop a voice-assisted version of a pre-operative geriatric assessment,

the electronic Rapid Fitness Assessment (eRFA) [325]. The motivating force for

this collaboration was that some older adults, especially those who are frail, have

had difficulty completing the eRFA using a web-based platform. Developed only

six years ago, the eRFA has been completed by nearly 10,000 patients, but only

about half completed it without assistance. Easy-to-use multimodal smart speak-

ers could increase that number by increasing independence.

During this collaboration, my teammates and I adapted the eRFA to voice

format, and obtained positive feedback from a test group of care providers and

healthy older adults (Chapter 3). Future work might use our open-source system
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to investigate whether the voice-assisted eRFA does improve independence for

frail older patients. Innovations like this one may help make the healthcare work-

force more productive, mitigating the anticipated shortage of nearly 12.9 million

health care workers anticipated by 2035 predicted by the World Health Organiza-

tion [349].

The use of voice assistants for wellbeing is another promising area for future

research. As described in Chapters 2 and 3, research suggests that virtual agents

can combat loneliness. In addition, they may be used to fulfill daily goals [113],

provide scaffolding to memorialize personal history, and for other forms of story-

telling. To investigate the use of voice assistants for wellbeing, my teammates and

I built a voice app to generate questions that prompt positive reminiscing. We in-

formally tested it with five groups of three to five older adults who were advising

us at a community center. Older adults’ responses suggested that a valuable use

for voice assistants would be to support them in telling their personal histories, in

particular those surrounding heritage.

This work, which emerged from a partnership with Storycorps, could be fur-

ther explored by investigating the overlap between heritage literature and CUIs.

For example, nursing specialists Thorgrimsdottir and Bjornsdottir [344] devel-

oped a historical reminiscence tool, a book containing historical information and

stories of daily life from the period when older people in Iceland were growing up

and of their early adult life, which was welcomed by their participants. Similarly,

Piper et al. [285] developed audio-enhanced paper photos as a way to encourage
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social interaction at age 105. These studies could be used to inspire voice apps for

wellbeing.

Innovating within these areas of opportunity and by following these design

considerations can help realize the benefits of technological advancements in an

equitable manner. These areas of opportunity also provide a rich foundation for

future work, including commercializable ideas, and carry potential of generaliz-

ability to any CUI that relies on similar interaction mechanisms and sensors. For

example, home robots that can use computer vision to understand human interac-

tions with the environments and with the robots themselves could provide voice

assistant services (e.g., health data reporting, relational continuity) enhanced by

movement (e.g., could help someone who has fallen) which could become valu-

able for aging in place.

7.3 A framework to grapple with potential new risks for harm

Contribution 3: Third, this dissertation identified an area of tension—entailing

the humanlikeness of CUIs and the risk associated with it—in the inclusive

design of CUIs that I call the Illusion of Empathy. I developed a framework

to navigate this tension, opening a new area for future research. On the one

hand, I demonstrated in Chapter 3, 4, and 5 the promise voice assistants present

in high-stakes contexts, such as healthcare (e.g., to provide continuity of care in

patients’ homes), and the need for humanlikeness to improve their inclusivity
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(e.g., by reacting to visual cues, and building trust with patients). On the other

hand, in Chapter 6 I argued that increasing humanlikeness in CUIs, in particular

displays of empathy, can be deceptive, or worse, exploitative.

This means that when we increase inclusivity through humanlikeness we cross

new boundaries. For example, digital devices may now relay information that

used to be constrained to our private spaces, often unbeknownst to us, and we

may tell these devices more than we tell even our closest loved ones. This may in-

crease the risks of harm (e.g., by nebulous profiling and targeting), in particular for

marginalized populations. In the same way older adults stand to benefit greatly

from voice assistants if they are designed inclusively, they stand to lose much if

voice assistants are designed in an potentially exploitative manner. The tension

between inclusion and potential exploitation must be carefully and thoughtfully

navigated. I created the Illusion of Empathy framework described in Chapter 6 to

help navigate this tension.

Chapter 6 surfaced many concerns surrounding privacy, such as the normal-

ization of surveillance, the lack of accountability, and the lack of clarity surround-

ing contextual boundaries. This trend is not unique to voice assistants, but voice

assistants contribute to it. Moreover, to a greater degree than other forms of tech-

nology, voice assistants are able to display and project empathy in an interactive

manner and at scale. We know from studies of human behavior that our actions

are often influenced by emotion instead of reason [188, 167]. Humanlike voice as-

sistants have great power to evoke emotional responses. This fact, paired with the
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amount of information machines can gather about us as individuals and groups,

creates an unprecedented amount of power to make predictions and judgements

(e.g., by grouping us together based on similar behaviors) that may violate our pri-

vacy in unexpected ways [265]. The unmediated decisions machines make about

us without us can lead to profiling and categorization that may affect us for life,

and could disproportionately harm marginalized populations [142, 266]. Because

of this, there is an urgent need for more policy and regulation surrounding the

development and deployment of systems involving AI.

However, there are many structural factors and assumptions at play that pre-

vent this regulation from being developed. For example, companies with clear

conflicts of interest are asked to give advice about regulations [88], and there are

AI literacy barriers that prevent policies from formalizing and making known

“the assumptions, choices, and adequacy determinations associated with a sys-

tem” [198]. By solidifying and clarifying current understanding of human-CUI

interactions, such as evocations of empathy, as I begin to do in Chapter 6, we can

help address some of these policy gaps. As Toyama [346, 345] has argued, technol-

ogy amplifies existing human forces, including inequalities. Future research must

identify forms of repairs that can create safety guardrails and policies must be

developed that hold responsible parties accountable to mitigate potential harm.
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7.4 Limitations

The work presented in this dissertation has several limitations. To start, the proto-

type voice apps we used were tested in a small-scale research setting, with readily

available technical support. This limited our ability to understand how fully func-

tional voice apps would be used without technical support and to quantify the

impact they could have. Future work could address these questions. Then, the de-

sign approaches we propose rely on future-oriented technological advancements

that are currently being developed. As is the case with any wicked problem, they

will need to be revised as we see how these technologies play out in reality. Sim-

ilarly, the Illusion of Empathy framework is a conversation starter that requires

multi-disciplinary collaboration and that will evolve as these ideas become more

widely accepted across disciplines. Moreover, increasing the inclusivity of voice

assistants, which are easier to use than graphical user interfaces in some contexts,

also creates an opportunity for expansion into low-income communities, which I

did not get to explore. Voice assistants could become the basis for cheaper, screen-

less smartphones. This could help overcome two major barriers: the learning

curve inherent in complex graphical user interfaces, and the prohibitive costs of

smartphones. Exploring this potential is an especially interesting area for future

research.
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7.5 Future work: extending inclusion research to other technolo-

gies and other marginalized groups

In this section, I discuss future work that broadens the contributions of this dis-

sertation. First, I discuss other technologies that rely on AI that are important to

study. Then, I highlight the importance of considering the role that power and

privilege play in our interactions with technology in future work.

7.5.1 Chatbots, wearables, robots, and the technology ecosys-

tems they create

This dissertation has specifically focused on voice assistants, which are AI-based

agents. They rely on AI subfields of natural language processing and genera-

tion, including spoken language, and machine learning. However, more work is

needed to examine and improve the inclusivity of other types of AI-based agents.

In Chapter 6, chatbots, which operate in a similar way to voice assistants, but do

not interpret or reproduce spoken language, were used as an motivating example

for why we must systematically reflect on the role of empathy in human-machine

interactions.

Future work could focus on specifically exploring the inclusivity of chatbots.

For example, Park and Lee [279], who, like me, were motivated by inappropriate
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chatbot responses during moments of critical and sensitive self-disclosure (see the

first motivating example in Chapter 6), set out to design a chatbot that could de-

crease the burden of reporting sexual violence. They designed and tested a chatbot

with survivors of sexual violence and with professionals, and found an emotional

burden related to the Illusion of Empathy (i.e., several participants expressed not

liking a machine’s inauthentic empathy). Park and Lee [279] proposed that users

should be able to determine what the chatbot tells them as a way to address this

burden.

The framework described in Chapter 6 could improve this strategy to reduce

emotional burdens: designers could systematically reflect on the role of the Illu-

sion of Empathy in these interactions, and could use that reflection as a spring-

board for generating chatbot responses that are more inclusive and more genuine,

for instance by more appropriately distinguishing between the type of support a

machine should and should not provide. Responses that adhere to this distinction

may anticipate and mitigate risks of harm in this particular context.

In addition, the work could be adapted to study older adults who may be

experiencing abuse or high levels of surveillance that limit their freedom. We

must question whether chatbots should be used for these sorts of purposes at all.

Another line of work could seek to understand how older adults are affected by

commercial chatbots, which are starting to become difficult to avoid in healthcare

and shopping contexts. These are some possible ways in which the work of this

dissertation could be broadened.
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Furthermore, as these devices become interconnected it will be important to

study AI-based agents in concert with other devices. For example, could data

from wearable sensing devices, such as Fitbits4, be integrated with health data

reported via a voice assistant? The potential for improving health outcomes

could be immense; however, if inclusive design is not a conscious part of their

design and development challenges resulting from exclusion and its negative

consequences may widen. For example, Malu and Findlater [227] highlight the

widespread accessibility challenges for people with mobility impairments who

wish to track their fitness using existing devices, accentuating the need to focus

on accommodating a wide range of human movement in the design of wearables.

This technology is rapidly evolving; for example, Curtiss et al. [116] developed

a Fitbit-like sensor that can attach to a face mask used to protect us from COVID-

19 that “monitors heart rate without skin contact via ballistocardiography, respi-

ration rate via temperature changes, and mask-fit and wear time from pressure

signals, all on-device with an energy efficient runtime system.” The creators of

this system were informed by needfinding studies with a cohort of health profes-

sionals [116]; however, the cohort is not described in any way beyond professional

breakdown (i.e., medical doctors, nurse practitioners, or medical assistants), mak-

ing it impossible to know whose opinions and needs they were addressing, and

whether they were inclusive of diverse perspectives. Future research could con-

sider how marginalized people think about, interact with, and are affected by

wearable technologies like the ones described.

4https://www.fitbit.com/global/us/home
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Findings from studies that included older adults and other marginalized pop-

ulations can and should inform the design of mainstream platforms. Wang et al.

[365], for example, studied the utility of a virtual counselor to collect family health

histories among vulnerable patient populations. They found that the use of a

virtual counselor to collect family histories can overcome literacy-related barri-

ers to using digital tools, and that additional research is needed to understand

factors (e.g., language version, stigma) that may influence accuracy outcomes.

These findings resonate with mine, as I saw specifically with participants who

had literacy-related challenges and/or spoke accented English that the voice as-

sistant had trouble understanding. This suggests that our findings may generalize

to these other AI-based technologies such as virtual avatars.

Future work could build off this dissertation’s findings to study other AI-based

agents. For example, Cutii5, is a companion care robot about three feet tall with a

screen that displays a cartoon-like face, which moves from room to room offering

a variety of services, including video calls, entertainment, night patrol, and tele-

consultations. Given the heterogeneity of the older adult population, how might

interactions with Cutii vary by user? Are the same challenges I encountered with

voice assistants present in interactions with Cutii? If not, how could Cutii’s design

inform the design of voice assistants?

5https://www.cutii.io/en/
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7.5.2 The role that power and privilege play in our interactions

with technology

The goal of this dissertation was to explore areas of opportunity and design strate-

gies to make voice assistants more inclusive. I chose this orientation to work to-

wards addressing the needs of those who may meaningfully benefit (or be harmed

by) voice assistants, with a focus on interactions with older adults. However, even

though I focused on older adults, this dissertation has also shown how the inclu-

sivity (and exclusivity) of voice assistants is intertwined with privilege.

On the one hand, those who already have technology ecosystems (e.g., smart-

phones, WiFi, tablets, TVs), higher levels of education, support networks, and so

on, are already set up with resources that fulfill the needs that voice assistants

promise to address, and voice assistants serve as enhancements in their lives. On

the other hand, those without these resources, those who may stand to benefit

most from voice assistants, struggle to do so for many reasons surfaced in this

dissertation, including lack of technical support, insufficient mental models of

how the technology works, technical requirements for other devices, adequate in-

ternet connectivity, and even pronunciation differences. The areas of opportunity,

design approaches, and warnings that I have raised in this dissertation serve to

help us increase the number of people who can meaningfully benefit from voice

assistants while mitigating potential harms.

In retrospect, the role of privilege in participants’ level of success with voice
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assistant interactions highlights the importance of considering intersectionality

[111] in future work. I would have liked to use Duckworth [131]’s Wheel of

Power/Privilege (see Figure 7.1) as a framework to recruit participants. Many of

the challenges that my participants faced related more to other axes of marginal-

ization than age itself, such as not having a formal education, disability, mental

health vulnerability, or speaking English with an accent different from the one

that the voice assistant could recognize. This said, as Duckworth notes on her In-

stagram account, the wheel itself has several flaws (as any attempt at categorizing

marginalization will). For example, religion is omitted for being highly variable

from country to country, marginalization based on body size tends to depend on

gender, and age is conspicuously omitted. As we saw from Travis’s experience

in Chapter 3, there are also multiple ways of speaking English which can push

people to the margins, even if English is their only tongue.

However, her Wheel can serve as a loose framework to incorporate the needs

of those who may be most marginalized into mainstream AI-based agents. For ex-

ample, a new open corpus was just released to enable voice assistants to rapidly

learn more languages [83, 234], which can provide human-computer interaction

researchers with many opportunities to study the inclusivity of voice technology

for non-English speakers of languages such as Mongolian, Sakha, and Hakha

Chin. This said, using the Wheel, we may go beyond only focusing on non-

English speakers and be more intentional about recruitment. For example, once

we begin addressing the needs of users currently excluded, which be benefits will

would accrue to the greatest number of users?
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Figure 7.1: Duckworth [131]’s wheel of power depicting marginalization
based on wealth, housing status, body size, mental health,
neuro-diversity, sexuality, ability, formal education, skin color,
citizenship, gender, and language. More marginalized cate-
gories lie closer to the edge. For example, in the category of sex-
uality: heterosexual people are closest to the center, gay men
are in the middle, and lesbians, bi, pan, and asexual people
are at the margin. The author has allowed reproduction of this
image without derivatives, for non-commercial use, and with
proper attribution under the 2.0 generic Creative Commons li-
cense (CC BY-NC-ND 2.0).
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Some related inclusivity work has centered on specific aspects of marginaliza-

tion, particularly surrounding wealth and language. For example, Alami et al.

[42] laid the foundation for designing and deploying AI inclusively in low- and

middle-income countries. As one of their proposed building blocks to make this

happen, they called for the legitimate inclusion of women, minorities, and poor

communities. As we saw in this dissertation, those demarcations are not reflective

of the nuance and complexity constituting individuals and their specific position

on the Wheel of Power. So it is important to aim for more comprehensive de-

scriptions of marginalization. Moreover, Druga et al. [130] studied inclusive AI

literacy for kids around the world, and demarcated differences by socio-economic

status. They found differences based on participants’ socio-economic status and

country of residence. The experiences of participants living in countries where the

AI-based agents they used had been created (e.g., the U.S.) differed from those of

participants living in other countries, especially if they did not speak English in

the other country. Again, those factors may not be as complete as they could be.

What many of these pieces about AI or AI-based agents and inclusion have in

common is a looming warning that if the technology is not designed with inclu-

sion in mind, its possible benefits could instead create unprecedented harm. It is

therefore increasingly important to focus on representing marginalized groups, in

particular those that are not currently appropriately represented, in the design of

voice assistants and other forms of AI-based technologies.
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.0.3 Number of individual participants exhibiting observed be-

haviors

.0.4 Guiding Scripts

Below we provide the dialogue scripts between the intelligent voice assistant and

the participant for each of the conditions.

Control Condition Guiding Script

PARTICIPANT: Can you take me to Denice Johnson’s house?

VOICE AGENT: Looking up Denice Johnson’s house. Your estimated time of

arrival is 10 minutes. Voice directions will start when you start driving.

PARTICIPANT: Alexa, send a message to Denice saying, “I will be there in ten

minutes.”

VOICE AGENT: Ready to send message “I will be there in ten minutes” to

Denice Johnson?

PARTICIPANT: Yes.

VOICE AGENT: Text sent.
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PARTICIPANT: Alexa, remind me to buy plane tickets with Denice when I get

to her house.

VOICE AGENT: I will remind you to buy plane tickets with Denice when you

arrive.

PARTICIPANT: Alexa, play relaxing music.

VOICE AGENT: Playing relaxing music. [Plays relaxing music.]

PARTICIPANT: Alexa, stop.

VOICE AGENT: [Stops.]

Undercorrection Condition Guiding Script

PARTICIPANT: Can you take me to Denice Johnson’s house?

VOICE AGENT: Looking up Johnson Graduate School of Management. Your

estimated time of arrival is in 5 minutes. Voice directions will start when you start

driving.

PARTICIPANT: I said Denice Johnson’s house.

VOICE AGENT: Sorry, I didn’t get that.

PARTICIPANT: Alexa, send a message to Denice saying, “I will be there in ten

minutes.”
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VOICE AGENT: Okay, I will send a text to Denice Cassaro saying, “I will be

there in ten minutes.”

PARTICIPANT: I want to text Denice Johnson.

VOICE AGENT: Sorry, I didn’t get that.

PARTICIPANT: Alexa, remind me to buy plane tickets with Denice when I get

to her house.

VOICE AGENT: I will add a reminder to book plane tickets to Venice to your

reminders.

PARTICIPANT: No, remind me to buy plane tickets with Denice when I get to

her house.

VOICE AGENT: Sorry, I didn’t get that.

PARTICIPANT: Alexa, play relaxing music.

VOICE AGENT: Playing heavy metal. [Plays heavy metal.]

PARTICIPANT: Alexa, stop.

VOICE AGENT: Sorry, I didn’t get that.
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Overcorrection Condition Guiding Script

PARTICIPANT: Can you take me to Denice Johnson’s house?

VOICE AGENT: Looking up Denice Johnson’s house. Your estimated time of

arrival is 10 minutes. Voice directions will start when you start driving.

[pause]

VOICE AGENT: Hmm... It seems I made a mistake, what’s up?

PARTICIPANT: No, you’re fine.

VOICE AGENT: Got it. I will take you to Denice Johnson’s house. Your trip

will take 10 minutes. Voice directions will start when you start driving.

PARTICIPANT: Alexa, send a message to Denice saying, “I will be there in ten

minutes.”

VOICE AGENT: Ready to send message “I will be there in ten minutes” to

Denice Johnson?

[pause]

VOICE AGENT: You don’t seem satisfied. What did I do wrong.

PARTICIPANT: No, you’re good. Send the message!

VOICE AGENT: Alright! Sending it now.
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PARTICIPANT: Alexa, remind me to buy plane tickets with Denice when I get

to her house.

VOICE AGENT: I will remind you to buy plane tickets with Denice when you

arrive.

[pause]

VOICE AGENT: Hmm. It seems like I messed up. Can you please repeat that?

PARTICIPANT: You didn’t mess up.

VOICE AGENT: Okay, good. Reminder saved.

PARTICIPANT: Alexa, play relaxing music.

VOICE AGENT: Playing relaxing music –

[pause]

VOICE AGENT: You don’t seem pleased. Did I get that wrong?

PARTICIPANT: You got it right, actually.

VOICE AGENT: Okay, sorry for interrupting. Resuming song. [Plays calm

music.]

PARTICIPANT: Alexa, stop.

VOICE AGENT: [Stops.]
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Correction Condition Guiding Script

PARTICIPANT: Can you take me to Denice Johnson’s house?

VOICE AGENT: Looking up Johnson Graduate School of Management. Your

estimated time of arrival is in 5 minutes.

[pause]

VOICE AGENT: Hmm... It seems I made a mistake, what’s up?

PARTICIPANT: I said Denice Johnson’s house.

VOICE AGENT: Got it. I will take you to Denice Johnson’s house. Your trip

will take 10 minutes. Voice directions will start when you start driving.

PARTICIPANT: Alexa, send a message to Denice saying, “I will be there in 10

minutes.”

VOICE AGENT: Ready to send message “I will be there in ten minutes” to

Denice Cassaro?

[pause]

VOICE AGENT: You don’t seem satisfied. What did I do wrong?

PARTICIPANT: I want to text Denice Johnson.

VOICE AGENT: Oh sorry! I will send a text to Denice Johnson saying, “I will
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be there in ten minutes.”

PARTICIPANT: Alexa, remind me to buy plane tickets with Denice when I get

to her house.

VOICE AGENT: I will add a reminder to book plane tickets to Venice to your

reminders.

[pause]

VOICE AGENT: Hmm. It seems like I messed up. Can you please repeat that?

PARTICIPANT: Remind me to buy plane tickets with Denice when I get to her

house.

VOICE AGENT: Understood, I will remind to buy plane tickets with Denice

when you arrive.

PARTICIPANT: Alexa, play relaxing music.

VOICE AGENT: Playing heavy metal

[pause]

VOICE AGENT: You don’t seem pleased, did I get that wrong?

PARTICIPANT: I want to hear relaxing music!

VOICE AGENT: Oh, I see. Playing relaxing music. [Plays calm music.]
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PARTICIPANT: Alexa, stop.

VOICE AGENT: [Stops.]

.0.5 Questionnaire Items

0 This voice agent made me feel: - Successful.

1 This voice agent made me feel: - Frustrated.

2 This voice agent made me feel: - Helped.

3 This voice agent made me feel: - Efficient.

4 This voice agent made me feel: - Happy.

5 This voice agent made me feel: - Agile.

6 This voice agent made me feel: - Pragmatic.

7 This voice agent was: - Extraverted, enthusiastic.

8 This voice agent was: - Critical, quarrelsome.

9 This voice agent was: - Dependable, self-disciplined.

10 This voice agent was: - Anxious, easily upset.

11 This voice agent was: - Open to new experiences, complex.
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12 This voice agent was: - Reserved, quiet.

13 This voice agent was: - Sympathetic, warm.

14 This voice agent was: - Disorganized, careless.

15 This voice agent was: - Calm, emotionally stable.

16 This voice agent was: - Conventional, uncreative.

17 This voice agent was: - Smart.

18 This voice agent was: - Trustworthy.

19 This voice agent was: - Likeable.

20 This voice agent was: - Pragmatic.

21 This voice agent was: - Helpful.

22 Did this voice agent ever make a mistake?

23 Did this voice agent ever try to repair a mistake it made?

24 A voice agent that always tried to correct itself after a mistake ... - ... would

annoy me

25 A voice agent that always tried to correct itself after a mistake ... - ... would

waste my time
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26 A voice agent that always tried to correct itself after a mistake ... - ... would

improve the conversation quality

27 A voice agent that always tried to correct itself after a mistake ... - ... would

help me feel less frustrated
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Observation No. of Participants (N=26)

Errors

Omitted wake word when initiating an interaction 13

Mispronounced the wake word 8

Rhythm

Did not pause 13

Paused for too long 5

Tone

Neutral 19

Friendly 17

Upset 10

Excited 10

Nervous 9

Indifferent 9

Exaggerated 4

Tired 4

Intonation

Constant 26

Fall-Rise 16

Rise 13

Fall 9

Body Language

Leaned forward 17

Changed gaze to request input from others 15

Laughed 10

Raised eyebrows 9

Waved hand(s) 9

Looked away 8

Nodded 8

Furrowed eyebrows 7

Table 1: This table shows the number of individual participants (out of N=26) that dis-
played at least one instance of specific observations marked in our dataset.
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